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This report concerns an Investigation of the
occurrence and distribution of selected highway factors
within regional geomorphic units comprising the adjacent
Lt.8 states. The regional classification system used as a
basis of examination was that proposed by Woods-Lovell.
This system was slightly modified to produce 97 Sections
for investigation. The highway factors analyzed by Section
were: availability of quality aggregate resources, soil
origin and texture, high voliime change soils, potentially
poor subgrade support conditions (clayey and organic type)
and frost susceptible soils. A generalized evaluation of
the utility of using Physiographic Sections as information
filing units for the highway factors was also conducted.
Several generalized national maps were developed to
aid in the analysis of the factors considered. Potential
aggregate maps of the United States were compiled and used
along with various other sources of information, including a
state hia'hway aggregate questionnaire, to obtain a qualita-
tive estimate of the potential aggregate availability
xvl
rating for each Section. For factors of design relative to
soil texture, a generalized soils map of the United States
was developed. Estimates of the frequency of occurrence
for soil texture units were made for each Section. Eased
upon the latter results, frequency of occurrence of organic
deposits and the combined severity-frequency rating of
plastic (clayey) soils was assessed for each Section. This
served as a measure of the poor subgrade support potential.
The frequency of occurrence of high volume change soils,
within Sections showing a general climatic environment con-
ducive to volume change, was developed via potential high
volume change maps. These were obtained by a combined engi-
neering case study, as well as maps of potential high volume
change areas derived from a pedologlc and geologic analysis.
A generalized frost susceptibility map for the northern
United States was compiled. Sections generally within the
freezing zone were defined and the frequency of occurrence
by frost susceptible soil type was qualitatively determined
for each Section. A summary table of the salient composite
highway factors investigated was compiled for each Section,
and represents a brief and concise summary of the major
findings.
In order to obtain a generalized evaluation of the
utility of physiographic units for uniquely cataloging high-
way factors, the science of regional geomorphology was ex-
amined to ascertain the points of uniqueness used to delineate
and separate Sections from their surrounding units. An
xvll
Investigation of the presence of smaller units variant to the
modal characteristics of the Sections was also conducted.
It was found that because of the multiplicity of
factors used to define and bound Physiographic Sections,
it is not possible to make a blanket conclusion regarding
the validity of utilizing these Sections as "filing systems"
for highway factors. Although generalizations regarding the
design factors can and have been made within the phi'slographic
units, the uniqueness of the units appears to be dependent
upon the factor in question, the degree to which variant
units are present within the Section, and the modal charact-
eristics which define the Section.
The majority of Sections examined shovjed a signifi-
cant presence of smaller, variant units within them. Based
upon this consideration, plus the overall importance of the
parent material - origin characteristics to the highway
engineer, a suggested highway engineering - physiographic
unit map of the Continental United States is presented. This
system is comprised of 2^2 tentative units.
INTRCDUCTICN
While engineering design and construction decisions
are unique solutions to particular problems, the efficacy of
such solutions depends strongly upon the store of highly
relevant experiences which can be utilized as background or
perspective input. Generalized solutions do exist and are
as helpful in art-oriented decisions as are general solutions
In rigorous scientific analysis. It is important to recognize
that valid and Instructive definitions of site and route
conditions, and the engineering problems inherent to such
conditions, can be deduced from descriptions generalized for
areas which are orders of magnitude larger than the Job area.
Detailed investigations of the Job area subsequently validate
the predictions, quantify the characterization, and reveal
the anomalies where and if present.
The requisite input for highway design and conatruct-
tlon decisions is deduced through a process of convergence,
for example, moving from a general understanding of a large
piece of geography to the specifics of a site or route which
is no more than a point or a thin line on any but a very
large scale map. Where one starts in the defining process
is somewhat dependent upon the geographical scope of his
operation ... federal, regional, state, county, municipal.
Just as one night logically study an otject first by unmagnl-
fled visual Inspection and then by successively greater image
magnification, the highway engineer might examine bedrock
geology on first a national level, followed by successively
larger scale maps of region, state, county, topographic
quadrangle, and finally, special coverage of the site or
route of specific and Immediate practical concern. Descrip-
tors attached to each level of the examination would differ
In degree of specification but would not contradict (anomalies
excepted)
.
In the search for geographic units within which
ground conditions, environment, engineering problems, and
presumedly, design and construction practice, demonstrate
significant homogeneity, one might first try the Jurisdict-
ional or political units (groupings of states, individual
states, highway districts. Individual counties, and the like).
However, since such units bear only coincidental relationship
to the factors which produce the surface materials (origin,
parent material and environment) , they are largely unsuitable.
The experienced highway engineer recognizes this to be the
case and, for example, does not apply the same technology in
areas of residual clay and clayey glacial till even though
these lie within the same highway district. Indeed, perhaps
the most effective argument for formally developing the con-
cept of generally unique regions lies in the strong framework
which it provides for organizing and relating experiences.
Cne of the most versatile and effective types of
areal unit currently knovm for purposes of examining the
concept of regions possessing common highway engineering
factors of design, if not for implementing it In optimal
form, is that developed by the regional physiographer. Sub-
division of geography in this geological - geographical
science is accomplished by reference to a number of major
descriptive features of the surface and subsurface.
In summary this thesis is built upon the premise
that physiographic (geomorphlc) units can form an orderly
filing system for the many engineering experiences that,
when synthesized, constitute engineering Judgement. This
filing system can be particularly valuable for organizations
with large geographical Jurisdiction (regional, national) and
for engineers youthful in the process of collecting and or-
ganizing experiences, i.e., in the process of acquiring en-
gineering Judgement.
PURPOSE
The major purpose of this research was to investigate
the distribution and occurrence of several salient factors of
highway location, design and construction within a selected,
pre-exlstant regional physiographic classification system for
the Continental United States. The classification selected
was a slightly modified version of the Woods - Lovell Engineer-
ing - Physiographic System, presented in i960 (82) . This
2
version resulted in the establishment of 97 "unique" areas
to be Investigated within the United States,
The highway factors considered within this report
are : the availability of aggregates , soil origin and textural
considerations, high volume change soils, potentially poor
subgrade support soils (clayey and organic types) and frost
susceptible soils.
An allied purpose of comparable Importance was an
evaluation of the utility of physiographic units for organiz-
ing and correlating data and experiences. In so doing, the
geologic science of regional geomorphology (physiography) was
examined to determine the criteria used to define the uniqueness
1. Underlined numbers in parenthesis refer to entries in the
Eibllography.
2. Termed Physiographic Sections .
of a physiographic unit, and to bound or separate It from other
units. As a result of such examination, pertinent Inclusions
could be reached as to the suitability of generalizing any
highway factor within any defined physiographic unit.
SELECTED SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING
BACKGROUND INFORKATION
General
In order to provide a common base of understanding
of frequently used geologic and engineering terminology,
certain fundamental Information about georaorphology
,
physio-
graphy, aggregates and soil problem follows.
Fundamentals of Geomorphology
Physiography or Geomorphology
Throughout the report the reader will be confronted
with the terms "physiographic" or "physiography" and "georaor-
phlc" or "geomorphology". Physiography Is defined as (2):
"...synonymous with physical geography; a description of ex -
isting nature as displayed in the surface arrangement of the
globe, its features, atmospheric and oceanic currents, climates,
magnetism, life, as well as the changes or variations to
which these are subjected". Geomorphology, on the other hand,
Is defined as: "...the systematic examination of landforras
and their Interpretation as records of geologic history". The
major dissimilarities between the two are: (1) Physiography
consists primarily of describing the topographic expression
and its geographic extent, while Geomorphology emphasizes
interpretation of the origin and development of landforms
;
and (2) Physiography appears to be more inclusive, since it
includes the "environment" of the topography (atmosphere,
ocean, climate, etc). Fenneman (18) states: "Geomorphology
is definitely limited to the genetic (pertaining to the re-
lationships of a common origin) study of landforms" . Lobeck
(38) points out that Physiography Includes Climatology, Geo-
morphology and Oceanography.
However, the examination and description of land-
forms cr topographic expressions are basic to both sciences.
Fenneman states: "The term Physiography as used in the United
States Is the approximate equivalent of Geomorphology" . Fur-
ther, if a Geomorphologist studies the areal extent of land-
forms, he would be acting as a regional Geomorphologist, and
his activity would very closely resemble that of the Physio-
grapher.
In the words of another authority: "For many years,
in the United States, the study of the origin of landforms
has been called Geomorphology, whereas the discussion of the
regional distribution and the geomorphlc histories of land-
scapes has been termed Physiography. It seems to me that this
inconsistency should be eliminated..." (Thornbury (o^) ).
Accordingly, the author has taken the position that "geomor-
phlc unit" is synonymous with "physiographic unit".
The Physiographic (Geomorphlc) Unit
Various physiographers have set forth definitions
8of a physiographic unit. Bowman (6^) suggests it Is "... a
tract In which the topographic expression is in the main
uniform". Hinds (6^) states it is, "... characterized by a
distinguishing geological record, particularly in the later
part of earth history, and by more or less uniform relief
features or combinations of features throughout its area"
.
Kalott (o^) somewhat more comprehensively explains: "A physio-
graphic unit is an area or division of the land in which top-
ographic elements of altitude, relief and type of landforms
are characteristic throughout, and, as such, is set apart or
contrasted with other areas or units with different sets of
characteristic topographic elements"
.
In most simple terms, physiography is topographic
expression; while the implication of a physiographic unit is
that it contains a unique set of landforms, i.e., different
from its physiographic neighbors. Landforms, or topographic
expression, are not readily adapted to exact quantitative
evaluation and are generally qualitatively categorized in
terms of altitude, relief, form, and interrelationships of
the landscape features (65)
.
Geomorphic Control Factors
A fundamental concept of geomorphic thought , advanc-
ed by Davis (64) , is that topographic expression of any area
depends upon the three control factors of structure , process .
and stage .
Structure has a slightly different context than the
normal geologic usage. Thornbury (64) defines it (structure)
as "... all those ways in which the earth materials out of
which landforms are carved differ from one another in their
physical and chemical attributes. It includes such phenomena
as reck attitudes, the presence or absence of Joints, bedding
planes, faults and folds, rock massiveness, physical hardness
of the minerals, susceptibility of mineral constituents to
chemical alternation, permeability (impermeability) of rocks,
and various other ways in which recks of the earth's crust
differ from one another. The term structure also has strati-
graphic implications. .. Is the region one cf essentially hori-
zontal sedimentary rocks or is it one in which the rocks are
steeply dipping or folded or faulted?"
Process describes ways in which the land surface has
been modified. Geomorphically , these processes may be thought
of as those originating from agencies outside the earth's
crust (degradatlonal : tending to level down; or aggradational
:
tending to level up); or those that originate within the earth's
crust (dlastrophisra: forces that cause the deformation of the
earth's crust; or vulcanism: the movement of molten reck
or magma onto or toward the earth's surface).
An exact and universally accepted definition of
stage has not been formulated, however, In a very broad sense
it involves a change with time. Sparks (^) refers to this
as the evolutionary phase of landform development.
Eased upon the foregoing, Thornbury (6^) summarizes
the importance of the geomorphic control factors by stating:
10
"This Is equivalent to saying that a certain region possess-
ed an Initial geologic framework, as determined by the kind
and arrangement of Its rocks; this geologic structure has
teen subjected to gradatlonal processes which have produced
a certain assemblage of landforms ; and the characteristics
of these landforms are to a certain degree related to the
lenpth of time that the geomorphic process have been at work"
.
Categories of Regional Physiographic (Geomorphic) Units
It has been previously stated that a physiographic
unit is one of repetitive and/or unique landforms. Obviously,
as the size of an area under consideration increases, detail
gives way to generality. As a consequence, one should In-
tuitively expect a greater diversity of landforms or topo-
graphy in the larger major units than in the smaller minor
ones. Furthermore, as the definition of areal physiographic
units is quite subjective, it is highly probable that, as
Fenneman (18) has stated, "...even in the single science of
physiography, two men, or the same man at different times may
wish to emphasize different elements of the picture, and
accordingly, to divide the total area in a different manner".
Since land features may be examined at a variety of
scales (different degrees of generalization) , several levels
or categories of physiographic units are needed. Fennemam
11
(18 . 19 ) used three categories'^, In order of major to minor:
(1) Division, (2) Province and (3) Section.
Table 1 compares the Physiographic Divisions of
Fenneman with those of Lobeck(_28). The latter authority di-
vides North America Into six Divisions; while Fenneman uses
eight Divisions In the U. 3. alone. The major difference Is
In the North American Cordillera Division of Lobeck. However,
this discrepancy appears to be minor, since Lobeck subdivides
this Division into three parts which match the Fenneman Divi-
sions (Table 1)
.
Differences are compounded at the Province and Sect-
ion scale; these are discussed later. In addition, others
(Freeman et al , as cited by Thornbury (65) ) have inserted the
intermediate grade of "Subprovlnce"
.
A slightly different classification has evolved from
the excellent work conducted in England by the Military En-
gineering Experimental Establishment (MEEE) (4^, 44). The
descriptors used (in order of major to minor extent) are the:
(1) land Zone, (2) land Division, (3) land Province, and (4)
Land Region.
Table 2 summarizes the various categorical termino-
logies. For this study the terminology adopted is the system
of: (1) Division, (2) Province, (3) Section, and (4)
Fenneman (1^) states on page 55, with respect to the Cent-
ral Texas Section of the Great Plains Province, "...the
Section. . .embraces a number of clearly distinguished sub-
divisions which for lack of a technical term may here be
called districts "





















Mapping of North America.
Mapping of the United States only.
One of three provinces in Lobeck's Canadian Shield
Divis ion
.
Lobeck recognizes three subdivisions within the North
American Cordillera, which are the same as the Fenneman
Divis ions
.
Lobeck's Interior Plains include Fenneman's Interior
Highlands. Fenneman's Interior Highland Division contains
the Ozark Plateau and Ouachita Provinces.
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Highway Design and Construction Factors
Aggregates
General
One of the more Important facets of highway design
and construction lies In the availability and selection of
good quality mineral aggregates. Within the United States,
a wide variety of natural granular deposits, crushed stone
and artificial aggregates are presently used for base/subbase,
concrete and bituminous pavement mixes. In some areas, how-
ever, good quality aggregate sources may be In short supply.
The following discussion provides a basic background on the
major sources and types of aggregates used In the highway
Industry, as well the potential problems associated with ag-
gregate uses In different parts of the pavement structure.
Aggregate Types
Aggregate types can be generally grouped by source
Into three categories, (142.). These are: (a) natural sand
and gravel, (b) crushed stone and (c) artificial aggregates.
Sand and gravel deposits occur primarily through
deposition by water. Hence, origins may be of glacial
(glaclo - fluvial), alluvial, lacustrine or marine. In 1958,
approximately 680,080 short tons of sand and gravel were sold
within the United States. Of this total, 407,734 tons, or
1. Category description adapted especially for this project.
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nearly 60^ was utilized by the paving Industry (131)
.
A wide variety of rock is available for use as crush-
ed stone, viz., sedimentaries , igneous and metamorphics.
Severinghaus ( 17 5 ) states: "Satisfactory physical and chemi-
cal properties can be found in each type so that economic
availability becomes the prime determinant for development"
.
The most widely used crushed stones are those of the
carbonate group (limestones and dolomite), GilDson et al,
( 107 ) states that, "...no other solid rocks are as important
as these in the industrial life of the world, nor are any so
widely known". This statement is vertified by Table 3 which
shows the quantity by type and principal use for crushed stone
in 1958 for the United States. Although the data (in terms
of quantity) are over 10 years old, they provide a valuable
guide in noting the relative quantities of each type used as
well as the principal types of crushed rock used for aggregates.
Artificial aggregates as defined by Woods ( 1^2) con-
sist of: (a) blast furnace slag, (b) cinders and (c) other
lightweight aggregates. Woods' definition of the latter Is
confined primarily to "a manufactured aggregate" ; while
Klinefelter ( 128 ) states: "Lightweight aggregates may be
natural or manufactured materials or by-products from other
commercial operations. Natural materials Include pumice and
puralclte, tuffs, breccia, scoria, diatoralte. . .^Manufactured
materials include expanded perllte, verraiculite, slag, clay,
shale and slate. By-products Include cinders, air cooled
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Although It Is not the Intent of this report to
present a detailed treatise on the historical backgrounds,
pertinent variables, and general test procedures used to
ascertain quality requirements for highway aggregates; a
brief overview of general aggregate problems Is presented.
It should be apparent to the reader versed In aggregates and
their subsequent problems, that many factors other than those
associated with a particular material type are Intrinsic to
the designation of an aggregate as being suitable or unsuit-
able for use In highway construction.
Like the highway design engineer, who must base the
structural pavement design upon the factors of traffic and
environment, and their Interrelationship with the foundation
soil, for a particular type (rigid or flexible) pavement; the
materials engineer must likewise examine the Interrelated ef-
fects of traffic, environment and pavement type on the mater-
ials (aggregate) used.
In bituminous pavement construction, there are a
large number of combinations of aggregate - bituminous mat-
erials that may comprise any one of several bituminous layers.
Rigid pavements generally are "simpler" as only one fundamental
mix combination Is utilized. Because of the fundamental diff-
erences In design concepts between a rigid and flexible
pavement, the Importance and role of aggregate and aggregate-
binder layers within each type differs. A rigid pavement
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derives Its strength primarily through the binding medium in
the form of slab action. Ideally, the role of the aggregates
within a concrete pavement is to serve as an inert filler.
Bituminous pavements are designed to distribute the load to
the subgrade soils, and as a result, the aggregate fraction
plays an increasingly important role in strength considera-
tions.
Traffic considerations become very important in sev-
eral aggregate problems, while in others, their effect is
small. Such problems as abrasion and skid resistance must be
evaluated in light of anticipated traffic conditions. How-
ever, this factor is not directly related to the expansion
of concrete pavements caused by several cement - aggregate
chemical reactions. The role of environment upon aggregate
performance is quite complex and is variable in its effect
upon aggregate evaluation. It is, however, generally an act-
ive consideration in most problems.
Aggregate Problems
It should be realized that it is not generally poss-
ible to state that an aggregate is either "good" or "bad"
per se . However, for a given use (function) and environment
(location) , an overall evaluation of the aggregate quality
requirements can be accomplished.
The most general descriptor of aggregate quality is
durability. Several definitions of this general problem appear
in the literature. Lewis ( 132 ) states that durability "... re-
fers to the ability of the concrete to withstand the attack
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of natural agents of weathering and deterioration, without
consideration of the structural adequancy of the materials to
carry the loads to which It Is subjected". Woods ( 142 ) notes
that this terra "...refers to the resistance of a paving mix-
ture to disintegration by weathering or the abrasive forces
of traffic" . Hveem ( ll6 ) In a general statement declares
:
"Durability means, In a broad sense, the ability of the aggre-
gate to remain unchanged over a fairly long period of time In
spite of adverse natural processes or forces to which It Is
subjected"
.
To Insure aggregate durability, particularly in con-
crete pavement, aggregates must possess the characteristic of
soundness. Soundness implies a direct resistance to the
forces of weathering ( 142 ) , Neville ( 152 ) states that sound-
ness is the "...name given to the ability of an aggregate to
resist excessive changes In volume as a result In changes in
physical conditions. Lack of soundness is thus distinct from
expansion caused by chemical reactions between the aggregate
and the alkali in cement". These physical changes are associ-
ated with freezing - thawing, heating and cooling, and wett-
ing and drying {1^, l64) .
Another desirable durability characteristic, re-
levant only for aggregates utilized In Portland cement con-
crete pavements, is the absence of certain chemical reactions
with the cement matrix. In general, each type of harmful
chemical reaction manifests Itself by destructive expansion
of the reactive products, eventually causing loss of pavement
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serviceability.
The most common type of reaction Is the alkali -
aggregate or alkali - silica reaction. In essence, the
alkalies in cement attack the siliceous minerals of the
aggregate, forming an alkali - silica gel around the agg-
regate which has a tendency to increase in volume. This
gel "...is confined, and internal pressures result leading
to expansion, cracking and disruption of the cement paste"
( 152 ) . The reactive forms of silica frequently occur in
opaline or chalcedonic cherts, siliceous limestones, rhyo-
lltes and rhyolitic tuffs, dacites and daclte tuffs, ande-
sites and andesltlc tuffs and phyllltes ( 1 52 )
.
A more recently discovered and less frequently
occurring chemical reaction is the carbonate reaction (alkali-
carbonate or dedolomitization reaction) . In this case al-
kalies of the cement and a particular type of argillaceous,
doloraltic limestone will react to form an expansive product
which may lead to pavement destruction ( 112 . 158 ) , This
reaction differs from the well known alkali-silica type in
that no visible gel or reaction products are formed ( 158 )
.
The characteristics of potentially reactive carbonate rocks,
as postulated by Hadley , are dolomltic limestones in which:
the dolomite comprises 40-6o:^ of the total carbonate fract-
ion, there is an approximate 10-20? clay fraction, and a
texture of small dolomite crystals is scattered through a
matrix of extremely fine-grained calcite and clay ( 112 )
.
Another cement-aggregate problem, occurring only in
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the central Great Plains area of the United States , Is the
"sand-gravel reaction". It Is quite similar to the alkall-
slllca reaction, except that limiting the alkali content
of the cement within ordinary limits will not prevent ex-
cessive cracking, expansion and general deterioration.
Tests and field experience have demonstrated that the deter-
ioration can be controlled If the sand and gravel aggregates
are supplemented by 25 to ^0^, by weight, of satisfactory
coarse aggregates ( 171 )
.
The final type of chemical problem Is the sulphate
reaction, which occurs by the formation of gypsum and cal-
cium sulphoalunilnate from a reaction of soluble sulphates
with the cement pastes. The soluble sulphates may be present
in the mineral aggregates (oxidation products of iron sul-
fides, gypsum, or alumlnate-Jaroslte ( 1^2 ) ) . or may occur
where certain acidic mine waters or soils containing alkali,
magnesium or calcium sulphates form an effective groundwater
sulphate solution ( 152 )
,
Aggregate degradation refers to the production of
finer aggregates by weathering (both physical and chemical)
and/or mechanical breakdown due to the action of mixers,
mechanical equipment and/or traffic (2i£» 2Z) • This mechanical
breakdown can occur by compressive failure from concentrat-
ed loads at points of contact between aggregates , as well as
by the abrasive action of Individual aggregates moving with
respect to each other (108). Because of the Intrinsic diff-
erences In rigid and flexible pavements, this factor Is of
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greater relative importance in bituminous layers ( 142 ) . The
resistance to degradation is commonly measured by the Los An-
geles Abrasion test. Koavenzadeh ( 147 ) found, however, that
the aggregate of a bituminous mixture is more important in
defining overall degradation properties thsm the abrasion
resistance of the aggregates themselves.
Goetz (108) noted that "...stripping, or the sep-
aration of the bituminous film from the aggregate, through the
action of water, is probably the greatest single problem in
durability of bituminous mixes" . This problem occurs pri-
marily with aggregate high in silica (hydrophllllc) . Rock
types which are basic (rather than acidic) generally have a
great affinity for bitumen and tend to hold the coating in
the presence of water (hydrophophobic)
.
Aggregates used in surface courses should possess
a high skid or polishing resistance. Many factors affect
the antiskid properties of any given surface; however, one
of the more important factors is the polishing characteristics
of the mineral aggregate used. Goodwin ( 109 ) has surair.arized
the general features of aggregates that affect skid resis-
tance. Although skidding is a problem on both Portland ce-
ment and bituminous pavements, it is generally more magni-
fied In the latter because "...it usually requires less traff-
ic to define the polishing characteristics of aggregates in
bituminous mixtures since the degree of exposure is greater
for the individual pieces of aggregate than with Portland
cement surfaces" ( 176 ) . In addition, the skid resistance of
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Portland cement surfaces depends primarily "...on the fine
aggregate portion of the mix... a coarse aggregate with high
polishing characteristics can be permitted in a mix if the
mortar surface has adequate skid resistance" (89)
.
In general, the polishing resistance of an aggregate
is directly related to the hardness of the minerals compris-
ing the aggregate. Pure limestones, i.e., pure calcium car-
bonate, characteristically exhibit the poorest skid resistance
among the major aggregate sources. Limestones contain a
wide variety of mineraloglc compositions. Gray ( 110 ) observes
that "...blanket rejections of limestone for skid resistance
purposes solely because they belong to this heterogeneous
trade name group may result, in many cases, in the refusal
to consider perfectly adequate materials."
Soils and Related Factors
Soil Orlftln and Texture
Many definitions of the term soil exist within the
sciences of geology and pedology as well as within Civil
Engineering. Each definition Intrinsically fits the particu-
lar area of Interest. An engineer, may define soil as "...
everything from rubbish to sand, gravel, silt, clay, shale,
partly cemented sandstone, soft or badly shattered rock;
everything except solid rock" ( 211 ) . The slaking test is
ordinarily applied to distinguish solid rock, but there will
obviously be a number of borderline cases.
An important aspect of soils is their mode of origin,
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I.e., transported or non-transported. Transporting agencies
are Ice, water, wind and combinations. Non- transported
soils have been residually developed by the combination of
their physical and chemical environments. Detailed explana-
tions of each mode of origin can be found in many readily
available reports (214, g^A, dJl, 248, Zll, 295)
.
Soils may be divided Into size fractions, and the
relative amount of these fractions determines the overall
descriptor of texture. Particle size distribution or tex-
ture Is the basis of certain classification schemes viz.,
the U. 3. Department of Agriculture, and forms a basic port-
ion of the Pedologic Soil Classification system. In general,
the major limitations of such systems for engineering purposes
lies In their failure to Identify or measure the relative
plasticity characteristics imparted by the clay size fraction.
Stating this In another way, two samples of clay possessing
an equivalent distribution of clay sizes may vary considerably
in their engineering performance due to differences In the
type of clay minerals present.
As a consequence, common engineering soil classifi-
cations combine textural and plasticity evaluations, e.g.,
Unified, AASHC and FAA Soil Classification systems. Excellent
reviews on the merits of the various classification systems
have been presented by Liu ( 244 ) and Wahls and Futrell ( 293 )
.
Poor Subgrade Support Areas
In general, the finer the soil texture and/or the
greater the plasticity characteristics of the soil, the
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poorer the anticipated performance of this material as a
subgrade for a highway or airfield pavement. The effect of
soil type upon structural pavement analysis must be evalu-
ated In detail against such design factors as type of pave-
ment, traffic considerations and environmental factors. How-
ever, It can be stated that due to the relative differences
In stress distributing characteristics between a rigid and
flexible pavement system, the effect of subgrade support Is
more Important In a layered flexible pavement than a rigid
pavement ( 213 )
.
As defined In this report, the term organic deposit
refers to peat bogs , muck lands , and associated swamps and
tidal marshes. Areas of organic terrain called muskeg may
also be Included although this term Is usually reserved for
the widespread but relatively thin accumulations common
north of the U.S., Various definitions for each of these cate-
gories of organic terrain have been stated In the literature
( 296 ) . In essence, they are primarily connected with various
stages of vegetative decomposition and/or high water levels
which either saturate most of the ground or completely cover
the area In question.
Organic materials are not used In embankments. Cther
problem materials are avoided for subgrside use as well. Be-
cause of their low topographic position, organic foundations
for embankments are potentially numerous. A comprehensive
technology exists for the handling of such so-called "soft
ground" problems. These range from relocation to avoid them,
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through compressing them In place, to excavation and dis-
placement, and, in rare Instances, bridging with a "peat
trestle".
High Volume Change Soils
Throughout many areas of the United States, a very
Important highway design consideration Is the swelling and
shrinking of subgrades and foundation soils. The two most
Important prerequisites for potentially high volume changes
are the presence of a relatively active clay structure amd
a combination of climatic conditions which allow alternate
drying and saturation of the soil to occur to appreciable
depths
.
Swelling pressures vary greatly, but, In general,
the relatively light "surcharge" of a highway pavement does
not afford enough of a counter pressure to prevent volume
change. As a result, highway pavements are subject to severe
damage through cyclic heaving (swell) and loss of support
(shrinkage)
.
Frost Action and Frost Susceptible Soils
Another Important facet of highway design deals with
the problems associated with frost action. This problem gen-
erally manifests Itself In two effects: those Induced during
the co]d or freezing period (heave) , and those associated
with the warmer melting period (reduced strength).
Detrimental frost action requires three conditions :
(a) freezing temperatures, (b) frost susceptible soils, and
(c) a source of water ( 298 ) . Major heaving due to Ice lense
2?
formation may be expected If a highly susceptible soil Is
frozen slowly, with water readily available.
In general design analysis, the air freezing Index
(FI) Is often used to quantify the magnitude and duration of
cold effects at the site. Frost susceptible soils are gener-
ally defined as those soils having greater than 3 to 10^ by
weight, finer In size than 0.02 mm ( 243 ) . For purposes of
appraising the relative frost susceptibility among soils,
the Corps of Engineers has adopted the Frost Rating Classi-
fication system. Ratings range from an F-1, Indicative of
the least frost susceptible soils (gravelly soils with be-
tween 3 to 20^ finer than 0,02 mm In size), to an F-4, In-
dicative of the most susceptible soils (silts, lean clays,
varved clays, etc.).
The problem of reduced strength Is accentuated by
deep freezing penetration. As thawing proceeds at shallow
depths, drainage may be effectively prevented by the under-
lying still-frozen zone. Since the water present In this
zone may be of greater volume than before freezing, due to
Ice lense growth, the supporting capacity of the subgrade




The basic approach to achieve the previously defined
objectives was to map either materials or the Incidence of
a potential highway engineering factor or problem for the
U.S. or some part thereof. Whenever feasible, the severity
of a problem was also rated. Significant Input was derived
from the sciences of physiography (geomorphology)
,
geology,
pedology and climatology, as well as engineering experience.
This Input was Interpreted, summarized and represented In a
form deemed most suitable for the unique needs of the highway
engineer.
However, while the concept of generalization Is
simple, its practical Implementation In anything approaching
optimal form Is a most difficult matter. Of foremost concern
Is the choice of an appropriate level for the generalization.
Broad generalizations have limited predictive capabilities;
limited or local geographic generallzatlore require almost as
much effort as specific Job-location descriptions, and, are
difficult to Justify economically as a separate step. The
course of action adopted in this study was to accept the re-
gional physiographic Section as the base unit for generali-
zation.
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The source information varied widely In quantity
(euid probably In quality as well) from Section to Section.
Since the author was almost wholly dependent upon the ex-
pressed opinions of others , as extracted from maps , reports
,
and questionnaires, the validity of his Inferences Is vari-
able. Another factor which worked to reduce the overall
reliability of the conclusions Is the scope of the study.
In dealing with over three million square miles of geography,
and with a m.ultltude of highway factors
,
no one area or fact-
or received the attention that a researcher would Intrinsi-
cally desire. It remains for further studies to reexamine
the conclusions with a concentration on certain areas and/or
factors.
Regional Geomorphology
Information concerning the physiographic and geologic
characteristics of the regional units was based heavily,
though not entirely, upon the writings of Fenneman (18, 19)
.
Lobeck (^) , Thornbury (6^), and Woods-Lovell (82). Much
valuable information concerning the particular characteristics
of many Sections were obtained from many other individual
references such as {^l) ^^^ (8^)
•
The quantity of physiographic mapping available at
a continental or national scale was known to the author, but
an uncertainty existed as to the availability of larger scale
work. Accordingly, a reasonably comprehensive mapping search
was conducted. As a result of this effort the following
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Information was located: ^•O state physiographic diagrams for
30 states; one new Province diagram; and 6 Subsection dia-
grams. In several Instances, two or three different physio-
graphic Interpretations of a given state were located.
The detailed mapping can be placed In one of two
broad groupings, directly physiographic, and Indirectly phy-
siographic. In the second category are the Agricultural Land
Resource maps, which are delineated utilizing not only physio-
graphic concepts but also the relation of land use and manage-
ment to the factors of soil, climate and topography. In
numerous Instances, the "physiographic" boundaries were those
shown on a land resource or pedologlc map.
In addition to the mapping search, a fairly detailed
examination of the physiographic boundaries of the basic re-
port units was undertaken.
Highway Design and Construction Factors
Aggregates
Ma.lor Cb.lectlves
The overall objectives of this phase of the project
were to Investigate the type and distribution of aggregates
used In the United States, and to obtain Information concern-
ing any quality problems or limitations Inherent to these
aggregates. From this, a qualitative estimate was formed of
1. For purposes of brevity, these diagrams are not Included,
although many have been used for the Recommended Highway
Engineering-Physiographic Unit System proposed in the
Summary and Conclusions.
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the potential availability of quality aggregate resources
within each of the report Sections.
Methods of Analysis
General
The analysis was comprised of three phases : Identi-
fication and mapping of potential aggregate sources; Identi-
fication and correlation of quality problems with the sources,
based upon the literature; and collection of current engineer-
ing experience through questionnaires directed to each state
highway agency.
Mapping
The major types of aggregates mapped were sand-gravel
sources emd crushed-stone sources. The latter were subdivid-
ed Into carbonate rocks, granitlc/metamorphlc complexes, and
other Igneous (primarily basaltic type) rocks. Several ex-
tant state or regional maps of real or potential sources were
located In the literature. References (^O, 107 . 166 ^ 169 .
172 ) were particularly valuable. Where such Information was
not located, the author attempted to derive It from sources
such as generalized state or regional geologic maps, origin-
parent material diagrams, and aggregate production data.
The total output of Individual counties'^ producing
sand-gravel and/or crushed stone (Irrespective of type) was
obtained and plotted for 1964 from reference ( 189 ) . In add-
ition, state productions of sand-gravel and crushed stone were
obtained and mapped on the basis of output ratio of sand-gravel
1. Or parishes In Louisiana
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to crushed stone. This Information was obtained from refer-
ences ( 17 5 . 189 ) . The factors of population and market de-
mand obviously Influence such data, but they did supply per-
spective and guidance In certain areas where such was other-
wise lacking.
Aggregate Problems
Many aggregate problems are Identified and described
In the literature, particularly reference ( 144 ) . This Infor-
mation was supplemented by that obtained through the materials
questionnaire.
Materials (Questionnaire
The questionnaire responses provided a current
resume relative to aggregate types, uses, quality and avail-
ability. A sample response (from the state of Missouri) is
shown in Appendix A.
The questionnaire was written for coded answers that
could be applied to the basic Sections with a minimum of ef-
fort. It was composed of seven basic questions and three en-
closures. The questionnaire was mailed to each state with
Column 1 (material type) of Enclosure 1 completed. This
initial listing of probable aggregate type was based primar-
ily on an examination of the" non-matalllc" mineral Industry
summary for each state in reference ( 188 ) , References ( 169 )
and ( 172 ) provided supplementary Information,
Several general problems common to the physical and
chemical properties of aggregates used in both concrete and
bituminous pavements are listed in Question III. This
problem listing Is not all inclusive In nature, nor Is each
problem unique In Itself. For example, the chemical reactions
for concrete aggregates would also be considered a durability
problem. Another code permitted the respondent to rate the
relative severity of any reported problem. Question IV
dealt with the general functional uses of each aggregate
type.
Answers to Questions I thru IV were recorded in
specified forms on Enclosure I. Therefore this enclosure
provides a summation, with respect to basic report units, of
aggregate uses, problems, and problem severities.
Question V asked the respondent to indicate on En-
closure 3 the approximate boundaries of areas lacking In suit-
able aggregates. Questions VI and VII attempted to identify
areas where the availability of aggregates and/or cementing
medium played a ma.lor role in the selection of pavement type
(Portland cement or bituminous).
General Limitations of Analysis
Practical Limitations
Input information on aggregates was interpreted for
mapping, according to physiographic units. There are several
difficulties inherent to such an interpretation.
For example, aggregates can be quarried in one phy-
siographic unit and transported for use (and subsequent per-
formance) in another unit. Although the author attempted to
remove this factor from his interpretations, it was not always
possible to do so with confidence. Population densities, and
3^
the consequent relative demand for aggregates, Introduces an
additional problem. The natural tendancy is to overestimate
the aggregate availability In high density areas and to under-
estimate the potential where the density Is low. Still anoth-
er factor Is the relative size and shape of the physiographic
units. A small unit may be Inherently Impoverished In aggre-
gate sources due to Its geology, but the exlstance of quality
sources in an adjacent unit effectively negates the potential
shortage. The large unit, on the other hand, may contain
enough geologic variability to admit both potential abundance
and scarcity, depending on the local area.
Mapping Limitations
The several different methods of mapping aggregate
factors have been previously noted. As pointed out, there
were several broad geographic areas where the author's defi-
nition of potential aggregate areas was very qualitative.
In addition, because of the extreme variability in
characteristics and performance of crushed sandstone, com-
bined with the limited information concerning actual produc-
tion of crushed sandstone, the mapping of sandstone bedrock
areas as potential sources was not undertaken on a national
scale.
Another very Important and limiting factor concerns
the distribution of sand-gravel sources. An attempt was made
to map ma.lor potential river and stream deposits in addition
to areas associated with other modes of origin. However,
since stream deposits can be quite localized, they will not
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show on any but a very large scale map. (Since tnls diffi-
culty Is encountered to some degree with all aggregate types,
the generalized source mapping must be supplemented with at
least as much Information as Is contained In the unit descrip-
tions of this text.)
Quality Limitations
The criteria of aggregate acceptance or rejection
Is dependent not only upon the particular specifications of
a given Jurisdictional unit, e.g., state, but also upon the
particular use of the aggregate. As a consequence, a parti-
cular aggregate source may be acceptable for a given use In
one portion of the country while In another location It could
be rejected. Differences In service environments account for
a part of the discrepancy while relative scarcity of aggregates,
and simple differences In opinion also contribute. As a
great deal of Information concerning aggregate problems was
obtained from state units and then transformed for the basic
report units, the factor of differing criteria between Juris-
dictional units should be kept In mind.
Soils and Related Factors
Soil Origin and Texture
Major Objective
The major objective of this phase of the study was
to map a generalized distribution of soil origin and texture
for the U. 3., and accordingly, to define (to a rather small
scale) the distributions within each report unit.
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Method of Analysis
For the examination of the factor of soil origin,
primary emphasis was placed on the work conducted by Jenkins
et. al. ( 234 ) . Numerous other individual state references,
maps, and regional geomorphic descriptions provided supple-
mental information.
The generalized soil textural map of the United
States was developed to a scale of 1:2,500,00 which corres-
ponded to the scale of the national geologic map ( 269 ) as
well as the pedologic map of the U.S. by the U.S.D.A. ( 231 ) .
Many references were consulted in the preparation of
the map. Principal among these were distribution reports
and maps developed for national, regional, or state coverage.
Within the national group were references ( 232 . 236 .
2 50 . 279 . 295 . 296 ) . Regional soil references were available
for the western United States ( 294 ) , north central region
( 277 ) , southeast region ( 287 ) and the northeastern United
States ( 263 ) . Many individual state soil maps were also heavi-
ly used for soil data. The references varied widely in con-
tent and in data of preparation, e.g., only old coverage was
available for some geographic areas (246, 24? ) , while very
modern Information was located for others ( 227 . 289 ) .
The mapping technique was to retain as much detailed
soil information as practicable. This, in part, is the reason
for the wide variety of legended soil units contained in the
map. In many areas, only a very qualitative assessment of
the soil conditions could be made due to the limited Infcrmatlon
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available.
Every attempt was made to distinguish and map the
general texture of the parent material. Within residual
soil areas, this Information was not always possible to ob-
tain, and major emphasis was placed on the general texture
in the subsoil (B horizon) as well as the weathered parent
materials. Perhaps the most obvious limitation of this mapp-
ing technique Is the possible obscuring of a highly clayey
type of E horizon which may produce special highway problems.
Within each basic report unit, a qualitative assess-
ment was made of the frequency of occurrence of each major
soil type. This analysis was based primarily upon the results
of the generalized mapping.
Poor Subgrade Support Areas
Kajor Objective
The major purpose of this phase of the project was
to rate for each section the combined severity-frequency of
occurrence of highly clayey soils, and the frequency of
occurrence of organic deposits.
Method of Analysis
The qualitative assessment of poor subgrade areas
within each unit was based primarily upon an examination of
the national textural map and supplementary soil descriptions.
High Volume Change Soils
Major Objective
In this phase of the project, the major purpose was
to assess qualitatively the relative frequency of occurrence
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of high volume change soils within the Sections,
y.ethods of Analysis
Three sources of Input were available: (1) reports
in the literature of occurrences of high volume change prob-
lenis within the Continental United States; (2) predictions of
swelling soils in pedologic mapping and (3) predictions from
geologic mapping. Two distribution maps were drawn; one
based upon the pedologic input, and one for the geologic In-
fcrtnatlon.
Frequency of occurrence was qualitatively assessed
for each method of analysis (pedologic and geologic) , with-
in each Section. A final rating of high volume change fre-
quency within each unit was taken as the higher rating given
by the two methods of analysis.
Characteristics of the Analysis
The geologic and the pedologlc-based mappings reflect
the potential of the mapped unit to produce swelling prob-
lems, but do not attempt to rate the degree of the potential.
The generalized prediction is also significantly influenced
by the scale of the mapping. Reported problems of swelling
difficulties with engineering structures confirm that the
potential has been realized by interaction with the climatic
and loading environment.
1. The description provided is a combination of the author's
effort with that of H. P. Jensen (m) .
2. Several exceptions occurred in areas of surficlal trans-
ported materials underlain by potential high volume
change geologic formations. A detailed discussion of these
areas is presented under Results,
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Frost Action and Frost Susceptible Soils
Major Cbjective
The frequency of occurence was determined for frost
susceptible soil groupings within the Sections generally-
lying within the freezing zone. No rating was attached to
the severity of subsequent frost problems.
Methods of Analysis
The definition of that portion of the Continental
U.S. in which freezing is potentially a significant problem
was based upon the work of Sourwine (^Ol) • The boundaries
suggested by Sourwine were compared with the Section borders,
and the Sections were placed wholly, (a) within the frost
zone, or (b) outside the frost zone.
In order to ascertain the distribution of frost sus-
ceptible soils within the previously defined freezing zone,
a composite map was developed, based upon the work of Bloom
( 90) and Csborne ( I66 ) . The resultant mapping covered twenty-
nine northern states and a portion of Maryland. This map
covered most but not all of the area within Sections previous-
ly defined as lying within the frost zone. The author rated
the frequency of occurrence of frost susceptible soil? in each
Section by combining the methods of Eloom {^) , with an
examination of the generalized soil textural map of the United
1. Eloom (90), after work by Haas, and using the Corps of
Engineers system, considered sands and loamy sands as F-2
;
sllty clay loam, clay loam, sllty clay and clay as F-3
and sandy loam, loam, silt loam and silt as F-^.
ko
states.
Characteristics of the Analysis
Several minor difficulties were Introduced by the
differing generalizations effected by Bloom, Csbome and the
author. In many cases, continuity of frost susceptible soil
type was not maintained through political borders and the
author subsequently modified many of these areas to achieve
it. Numerous other small difficulties had to be resolved,
e. g. , differences in base maps, boundaries, soil units




Summary of Easlc Report Units
Description and Location
The basic physiographic units were bounded and
named In essentially the form suggested by Woods and lovell
(82). Table 4 lists each basic report Province and Section,
and provides an alpha-numeric code for Identification.
Table 3 keys the Sections to the states of the U. S. Indivi-
dual Province and Section diagrams are contained within
Appendix D.
Areas
Approximate areas of each Section and Province were
determined by planlmeterlng a national map with a scale of
1:3,000,000. The area of the U.S. (exclusive of Hawaii and
Alaska) was taken as 3,022,396 square miles (26). Table 6
summarizes area data keyed to the unit code of Table k.
Qeomorphlc Characteristics
Table 7 summarizes the general gecmorphlc character-
istics of each report Section. This table Is not meant to
1. This alpha-numeric code Is frequently used throughout the
text. It differs from the references by lacking the under-





Western Mountains of the Pacific Coast
Range Province
a. Olympic Mountain Section
b. Oregon Coast Range Section
c. Klamath Mountain Section
d. California Coast Range Section
e. Los Angeles Range Section
Sierra - Cascade Province
a. Northern Cascade Mountain Section
b. Southern Cascade Mountain Section
c. Sierra Nevada Section
d. Lower California Section
Pacific Troughs Province
a. Puget Sound Section
b. Willamette Valley Section
c. California Valley Section
Columbia Plateau Province
a. Walla-Walla Section
b. Blue Mountain Section
c. Snake River Plains Section
d. Payette Section
e. Harney Section
Basin and Range Province
a. Great (Closed) Basin Section
b. Sonoran Desert Section
c. Salton Trough Section
d. Open Basin (Mexican Highland) Section
e. Sacramento Highland Section
f. Great Bend Highland Section
Colorado Plateau Province






Northern Rocky Mountain Province
a. Montana Section
b. Bitteroot Section
c. Salmon River Section
Middle Rocky Mountain Province
a. Yellowstone Section
b. Bighorn Mountain Section
c. Wind River Mountain Section
d. Wasatch Section
e. Uinta Mountain Section





c. San Juan Mountain Section
Great Plains Province
Glaciated Missouri Plateau Section




f. High Plains Section
Colorado Piedmont Section
h. Raton Upland Section
Pecos Valley Section
Plains Border Section
Central Texas Mineral Section
Edwards Plateau Section
Osage Plains Section
Central and Eastern Lowlands Province
St. Lawrence Lowland Section
Champlain Lowland Section
Hudson River Valley Section
Mohawk River Valley Section
Eastern Lakes and Lacustrine Section
Central Till Plain Section
Driftless Section
Western Lakes and Lacustrine Section
Dissected Loessial and Till Plain Section
12. Laurentian Upland Province
a. Superior Upland Section
b. Adirondack Section
13. Ozark and Ouachita Province
a. St. Francois Mountain Section
b. Spring field-Sal em Plateau Section
c. 1. Boston Mountain Section
2. Arkansas Valley Section
3. Ouachita Mountain Section
14. Interior Low Plateaus Province
a. Blue Grass Section
b. Nashville Basin Section
c. Shawnee Hills Section
d. Highland Rim Section
15. Appalachian Plateau Province
Catskill Mountain Section












a. Blue Ridge Section
b. Piedmont Section
18. Triassic Lowland Province
19. New England Maritime Province
Seaboard Lowland Section











Mississippi Loessial Upland Section
f. Mississippi Alluvial Plain Section
West Gulf Section
Note; Numbers Represent Physiographic Provinces
Letters Represent Physiographic Sections
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Table 5
Occurrence o£ Physiographic Sections
Within States
State Physiographic Unit Code ^
Alabama 14d; 15e; 16b; 17b; 20d.
Arizona 5a,b,c,d; 6d,e,f.
Arkansas 13b, cl ,c2 ,c3 ; 20f,g.
California lc,d,e; 2b,c,d; 3c; 5a,b,c.




Georgia 15e; 16b; 17a, b; 20b, d.
Idaho 4a,b,c,d; 5a; 7a,b,c; 8a, d.
Illinois lle,f,g,i; 14c; 20d.





Kentucky 14a,b,c,d; 15d,e; 20d,e,£.
Louisiana 20d,e,£,g.
Maine 19a, b,d.





Missouri 10m; Hi; 13a, b; 20£.






























2c; 4c ,d ; 5a, b
.
19a, b,d.
lie; 18; 19g; 20a.
5d,e; 6d,£; 9a,b,c; 10£,h,i.
lla,b,c,d,e; 12b; 15a, b,d; 18; 19b, f,g.
17a, b; 20a, b.
10a, b; llh.
lle,f; 14a; 15b, d.
10£,j,m; 13b , cl ,c2 , c3 ; 20g.
lb,c; 2b; 3b; 4a,b,d,e; 5a.
llc,e; 15b, c,d; 16a; 17a, b; 18; 19g; 20a
19a, b.
17a, b; 20b.
10a, b ,e , £ ; llh, i
.
14b, d; 15e; 16b; 17a; 20d,e,£.
5d,e,£; 10£, i , j ,k , 1 ,m ; 20g.
5a; 6a,b,c,d,e; 8d,e.
lib; 19b,d,e,£.
15d,e; 16a, b; 17a, b; 18; 20a.
la,b; 2a, b; 5a; 4a, b; 7b.
15c ,d ; 16a; 17a.
lle,£,g; 12a.
7a; 8a,b,c,d; 9a, b; 10b,c,d,e,£.




Area Summary of Basic Report Units
I U.S.
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Table 7 (Con'd)
l-hvslOkTai(.hlc CHiract.eristics fJeoloflc Criar;3'. t eil M 1 CS
jtctlon Code Unit Elevation Relief Material Structure Aye
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16a Rg.Val 1-3 S S/li,Sh,Se Fo.Fau 12-17
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Section Code yalirlal 5 Lructure Age




















20d Pn 1 L Wcs Ho-Sd 1-8
20e Pn- 1 I A 2
20f 'Pn 1 L Wa 1










1 - to 1000 ft.
2 - 1000 to 2000 ft.
3 - etc. .
.
Belief
L - low (0-100 ft)
r^ - Moderate (100-500 ft)
S - Strong (500-1000 ft)


































GnK - Granl tlc/Metamorphlc Complex
IgE - Igneous Extrusive








Sd - Slightly dipping






1. (*) Indicates a minor or variant characteristic compared to the major or modal
characteristics of the Section.
2. (und) Indicates undifferentiated. This may be applied to material or age
(eg. ..( 11-17) und Implies age is undifferentiated Paleozoic ...(11-17) Implies











iterlal (generally consolidated) that underlies a transported
replace or substitute for the monumental writings of Fenne-
man and others. Liberal use has been made of Information
found in these writings. However, the primary exphasis has
been accorded to certain physiographic factors deemed most
relevant to highway engineers. These factors are : origins
of surficial materials, topography, parent materia] type and
geologic age.
Comparison of Units Among Physiographers
While this report basically follows the physio-
graphic subdivision system of Woods-Iovell (82_) , several
minor differences occur. These changes are primarily within:
the Basin and Range Province (5). the Sierra-Cascade Province
(2), the Northern Rocky fountain Province (7), and the Cider
Appalachian Province (17). They are generally in -accord with
two distinguished physiographers, viz. .Fenneman or Lobeck.
Table 8 is a summary of differences between the basic report
units and the various "standard" Physiographic categorizations
The most probable reason for the variations is the
qualitative and subjective nature of the classification cri-
teria. Thus, it is not surprising, for example, that I.oteck
and Fenneman place the Csage Plains Section in the Central
Lowlands Province, while Wocds-Lovell consider that the non-
glaciated plains do not belong in a predominately glaciated
province.
ether differences may stem from chronology or from
variations in special knowledge of particular areas. The
Table 8




a. Olympic Mtn. Sect.
b. Oregon Coast Rge.
Sect.
c. Klamath Mtn. Sect.
d. Calif, (^oast Rge
.
Sect.
e. Los Angeles Rge.
Sect.
Si erra- Cascade Prov.
a. Nor. Cascade Mtn.
Sect.
b. Sou. Cascade Mtn.
Sect.
c. Sierra Nevada Sect.
d. Lower Calif. Sect.
Pacific Troughs Prov.
a. Puget Sound Sect.
b. Will iamette Valley
Sect.




Snake R. Plain Sect.
Payette Sect.
Harney Sect.















b. Sonoran Desert Sect.
c. Salton Trough Sect.
d. Open Basin fMex
.
Highland) Sect.
e. Sacramento High. Sect


















a High Plats, of Utah
Sect.
b Uinta Basin Sect.
c Caiivon Lands Sect.
d Navajo Sect.
e Grand Canyon Sect.
f Datil Sect.




















































































Including parts of Purcel
Rge. and Selkirk Mtns.




8. Middle Rocky Mtn. Prov.
a. Yellowstone Sect.
b. Bighorn Mtn. Sect.
c. Wind River Mtn. Sect.
d. Wasatch Sect.
.
e. Uinta Mtn. Sect.
9. South. Rocky Mtn. Prov.
a. Front Range
b. Western Section
c. San Juan Mtn. Sect.
10. Great Plains Prov.
a. blac. Missouri Plat.
Sect.
b. Ungl. Missouri Plat.
Sect.
c. Bighorn Basin Sect.
d. Wyoming Basin Sect.
e. Black Hills Sect.
f. High Plains Sect.
g. Colorado Piedmont Sect,
h. Raton Upland Sect.
i. Pecos Valley Sect.
j. Plains Border Sect.
k. Cent. Texas Mineral Sect.
1. Edwards Plateau Sect.

















11. Central and Eastern
Lowland Province
a. St. Lawrence Low.
Sect.
b. Champlain Low. Sect.
c. Hudson R. Valley Sect.
d. Mohawk R. Valley Sect.
e. E. Lakes and
Lacustrine Sect.
f. Cent. Till Plain Sect.
g. Driftless Sect,
h. W. Lakes and
Lacustrine Sect,
i. Dissect. Loess and
Till PI. Sect.
12. Laurentian Upland Prov.
a. Superior Upland Sect.
b. Adirondack Sect.
13. Ozark and Ouachita Prov.
a. St. Francis Mtn. Sect.




c2. Arkansas Valley Sect.








nd Including Wyoming Basil
nd
nd








Parts of 3 Provinces Parts of 2 Provinces
nd nd
nd nd














Sect, of Cent. Sect, of Cent.
Low. Prov. Low. Prov.




























































a. Blue Grass Sect.
b. Nashville Basin Sect.
c. Shawnee Hills Sect.
d. Highland Rim Sect.
Appalachian Plateau
Province
a. Catskill Mtn. Sect.
b. N. Y. Glaciated Sect.

























New York State Sect,
nd
nd
16. Newer Appalachian (Ridge
and Valley) Province













17. Older Appalachian Prov.













Seaboard Low. Sect. nd
N. Eng . Upland Sect. nd
Connecticut Low. Sect. nd
White Mtn. Sect.



















b. Sea Island Sect.
c. Florida Sect.
d. East Gulf Sect.
e. Miss. Loess. Upld. Sect.
f
.






Includes Miss. Includes Miss
Loess. Upland Loess. Upland





physiographic subdividing of Fenneman was completed with
the publication of his two companion volumes covering the
U.S. (12, 18) in 1931 and 1938, respectively. Lobeck's
dlvlslonlng was published in 19^8; while the work of Woods-
Lovell, accomplished in 1958, had a definite engineering
perspective. Difference in detail of subdividing is pro-
nounced in the Rocky fountains, where Fenneman stops at the
Province level and Lobeck formally divides into Sections.
Physiographic Boundaries
Definition
Fenneman (18^) has stated that each defined physio-
graphic unit" .. .should be as homogeneous as possible; that is,
It should admit of the largest number of general statements
before details and exceptions become necessary." In fact,
any physiographic unit, except the ultimate landform, con-
sists of two parts: (1) a modal topographic expression de-
veloped from a unique set (or sets) of georaorphlc control
factors, and (2) inherent variations from this modal ex-
pression. As a consequence, a physiographic boundary ideally
delimits different modal topographic expressions, but of
practical necessity admits certain variants within any
bounded unit.
Description of Basic Unit Boundaries
A great deal of Information was obtained concerning
the description of the boundaries of the basic units. This
information has been summarized and coded to the physiographic
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diagrams and Is contained within Appendix P. Not all of
the borders are described In this Appendix. In particular,
most of the Rocky fountain areas, portions of the Easln and
Range Province as well as Columbia Plateau Province have not
been summarized.
Types
Physiographic boundaries are either relatively de-
finite or Indefinite, depending upon the contrast of adjacent
topographic expressions. As Thornbury (6^) points out: "An
escarpment comes as near as any topographic feature to re-
presenting a sharp change from one topographic area to another."
He emphasizes the Indefinite nature of most boundaries with
the following statement. "Classifications of any sort are
to a considerable degree artificial. They represent man's
attempt to pigeonhole natural phenomena into distinct com-
partments with sharply drawn boundaries between them. In
nature, clear-cut (geomorphlc) boundaries are the exception
rather than the rule."
The difficulties of defining a boundary between two
modal expressions are categorized in Figure 1 as : (1) In-
terf Ingerlng, (2) Gradatlonal (Translstlonal) , (3) Overlapp-
ing (Inclusive), and (^) Exclusive.
When viewed at a large scale. Type (1) shows an
Irregular boundary, either definite or indefinite, between
the modal areas. However when reduced to a smaller mapping
scale, the detail will be lost and the mapped boundary must
be classed as Indefinite. An example has been noted by
59
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FIG. I TYPES OF INDEFINITE BOUNDARIES
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Fenneman (16) to exist between the Western lakes and Lacust-
rine and the Superior Upland Section. Thombury (_o^) states :
"The arbitrary straight-line boundary at the west (of the
Superior Upland) reflects the difficulty of determining
where it should be drawn here."
Type (2) borders are characterized by a gradual
merging of modal expressions. An example Is the boundary
between the Loesslal Upland Section and the East Gulf Section.
The distinguishing characteristic of the former Section is
the surficial cover of the aeollan materials. However,
since the thickness of loess gradually decreases from west
to east within the Section, the location of the eastern
boundary is arbitrary. The Type (2) Indefinite boundary can
be anticipated where soil origin Is used as a discriminating
factor, e.g.
,
glacial origin areas bordering residual origin
areas
.
Type (3) borders occur when a major descriptive
characteristic of one modal area extends into an adjacent modal
area. An excellent example is the Driftless Section - Superior
Upland Section contact. The Driftless Section is character-
ized by Cambrian sedimentarles and the absence of glacial till.
The Superior Upland Section was covered by the Ice sneets an±
is underlain principally by PreCambrlan crystalline rocks.
However, in the area between the sections, glacial till over-
lies Cambrian rocks. Hence, within a modal area designated
as M-,p on Figure 1, the glacial origin Is common to the Super-
ior Upland Section while the bedrock is that of the Driftless
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Section. Another example occurs at the Columtla Plateau-
Basin and Range Province border, where the blocky topograph-
ic expression of the Basin and Range coexists with the geo-
logic parent material of the Columbia Plateau.
A Type (4) boundary is effected when two modal ex-
pressions are separated by a small area of variant express-
ion, I.e., one that Is not clearly identified with either
modal area. Prime examples occur extensively in the Atlantic
and Gulf Coastal Plain Province. In particular, the Embay-
ed Section - Sea Island Section and the Florida Section -
Sea Island Section - East Gulf Section borders are of this
type.
ether Considerations
From the preceding discussion it is apparent that
the guidelines for classifying and bounding physiographic
units are qualitative and thus subject to a great deal of
individuallBtic interpretation. Where the topographic ex-
pressions lack contrast, recourse to such factors as rock
type and age, or even soil type or color, may be required to
establish the boundary. One such example occurs where the
Trlassic Lowland Province adjoins the Atlantic Coastal Plain.
Thornbury (6j^) states, "...there is no marked topographic
break; the Fall line is missing here. However, the two areas
are readily recognizable because of the contrast that the
red soils of the Trlassic lowland make with the soils of the
Coastal Plain"
.
It is well to focus on the control factors that
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characterize the modal topographic expressions, rather than
on the arbitrary line enclosing them. Cr as Fenneraan ( 18)
states It: "Some of the boundary lines are almost as sharp
in nature as on the map. Some of them represent broad
generalizations which are highly Important In a rational
discussion, even though the lines themselves are hard to
locate In the field... No one can be so conscious of the limit-
ations of such a map as the men who labor to produce it. No
geological reader will be misled by its seemingly definite
committments"
.
Highway Deslgyi and Construction Factors
Aggregates
S.uestlonnaire Response
The overall response to the materials questionnaire
was considered good. Thirty-nine of the 48 states answered
the entire questionnaire, while four states partially com-
pleted it, and five states did not answer any of the questions
As an aid to the development and presentation of the results,
the response to the questionnaire is summarized by state in
Table 9.
Mapping
Potential Aggregate Areas and Pit and Quarry Locations
Figures 2 to 5 summarize the attempt to delineate
regions in the United States where potential regional crushed
stone and sand gravel deposits occur. The crushed stone
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granltlc/metaraorphic complex type rocks, and other Igneous
rocks. It Is the general opinion of the author that the
mapping of the carbonate zones east of the Rocky fountain -
Great Plains border affords a relatively accurate pattern
of the distribution of these sources. Not all of the car-
bonate rock sources have been mapped due to the great diffi-
culty in determining their distribution. Areas where region-
al carbonate sources may occur but are not mapped are: (a)
the northern portion of the New England Upland Section (19b),
e.g., in Kalne; (b) the Pecos Valley Section (lOi) ; (c) Ranges
of the Easln and Range Province (5), composed of carbonate
rocks (in part or total); and (d) along the western flank of
the Sierra Nevada Section (2c) and other minor areas in
California.
The relative accuracy of the granitic/metamorphlc
complex areas is slightly less than that of the carbonate
rocks. r'or the most part, the former areas were distinguished
on the basis of geologic distribution rather than any quali-
tative estimate of the problems associated with their use as
aggregates.
The relative accuracy of definition of the other
Igneous rock areas Is the poorest of the three crushed stone
areas. Distribution of these rocks was obtained by a method
similar to that for the granitic/metamorphlc map.
The relative accuracy of the sand-gravel map is quite
variable due to the wide range of references interpreted for
assembly of the zones. Further subdivision of types of
69
granular deposits has been made on this map.
Figures 6 to 8 Illustrates the distribution of pits
and quarries within the United States. Figure 6 shows the
available data concerning the distribution of sand and sand-
gravel pits.
Figure 7 shows crushed stone quarries irrespective
of the major geologic rock type, 1. e., metaraorphlc, igneous,
and carbonates. Figure 8 represents the distribution of
miscellaneous type sources. Included within this group, but
not separately identified, are slag, lightweight aggregate,
caliche, clam/oyster shells and coquina.
Table 10 summarizes by state the references from
which information concerning potential aggregate areas as well
as the pit and quarry distribution was obtained.
Distribution of Counties Not Producing Aggregate Sources
Individual counties within the United States not
producing sand-gravel, and crushed stone during 1964 were
located from reference ( 189 ) . Figure 9 and 10 show the dis-
tribution of those units not producing sand-gravel or crushed
stone, respectively. Figure 11 maps counties not producing
either, i.e., non-aggregate producing counties. The large size
of western counties limited the usefulness of tKiis mapping In
generalizing as to potential aggregate areas. Consequently,
use of these maps was limited to the eastern part of the
United States.
Areas Lacking Quality Aggregates (Materials Questionnaire)










































































































































































































quality aggregate resources was ottained from the Materials
Questionnaire. Figure 12 shows the aggregate - poor areas
reported by the representative state highway officials who
completed this portion of the questionnaire. This rr.ap was
relied upon heavily to provide the estimated potential avail-
ability ratings of each basic report unit.
State Aggregate Production Data
Q,uantltative state production data for sand-gravel
and crushed stone sources were obtained froin references
( 175 . 189 ) . The sand-gravel data were for 196U , while those
for the crushed stone were the reported output for 1958.
Differences between states were determined in part by varia-
tions in demand caused by size of population and area. In
an attempt to "normalize" these production outputs , they
were divided by the product of area times population, yield-
ing a "production density". These were arranged in numeri-
cal order and divided into three groups or zones.
In addition, a production output ratio of sand-
gravel to crushed stone was determined for each state. This
ratio was grouped in five zones based upon a visual examination
of the numerical ranking. The pertinent data for production
tonnage, population and area for each state is presented In
the Tables within Appendix C. Figures 13 to 15 portray the
zones previously described.
1. The production density Is tons/sq. mi. /capita.
78
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GROUPINGS BASED UPON PRODUCTION DENSITY
NOTE: DATA BASED UPON 1958 PRODUCTION
/ TONNAGE
\^AREA- POPULATION
FIG. 13 SUMMARY OF STATE CRUSHED STONE PRODUCTION GROUPINGS
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GROUPINGS BASED UPON TOTAL PRODUCTION (TONS)
GROUPINGS BASED UPON PRODUCTION DENSITY
VAREA- POPULATION
NOTE^ DATA BASED UPON 1964 PRODUCTION




























































A wide variety of aggregate sources Is used In the
highway Industry, and a total of thirty-four (34) types are
r-ecognlzed within this report. Table 11 lists these aggre-
gates, keyed to a numerical code. In the tatle , the aggre-
gates have been grouped as sands and gravels , crushed stone
and miscellaneous. The last group consists primarily of arti-
ficial aggregates as well as the author's interpretation of
several "localized" aggregate sources, e.g., coqulna, clam/
oyster shell, etc. The crushed stone group has been further
subdivided by type of rock. The relation between the coded
aggregate number and the general category of aggregate should
be apparent (sedimentary crushed stone types have the 10
series, igneous crushed stones are denoted by the 20 series,
etc.).
State usage
A resume of the major aggregate type sources used
by each state is given In Table 12. This summary is based
primarily upon the responses to the Materials Questionnaire.
Where states did not provide such information, input was
obtained frojn references ( 144 . l69 . 172 . 188 ) , and is accord-
ingly more tentative. Pertinent remarks extracted from the
questionnaire responses as well as several by the author, are
also shown in the table.
Section Usage
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within the basic report Sections. Results have been compiled
primarily from the Materials Questionnaire. In addition,
where a review of the literature has Indicated an aggregate
source not appearing In the questionnaire response, the
reference is cited.
Availability of Quality Aggregates by Basic Report Units
General
The primary objective of this phase of the project
was to determine a potential availabilty rating of quality
aggregate resources for each basic report unit. This rating
was based upon an analysis of the various inputs of data
previously described. An arbitrary rating scale was devised,
consisting of the following: (a) abundant to adequate, (t)
adequate to limited, (c) limited to problem and (d) sever-e
problem.
Ratings were assigned to the basic report units ty
:
(a) determining the major type or types of aggregates used
;
(b) examining their relative distribution within the unit;
and (c) assessing the major quality problems of the aggre-
gate sources. Thus it was possible for an area possessing
an abundant distribution of a potential aggregate type to
receive a "compromised" rating of (adequate to limited) due
tc the presence of a major (widespread) problem with that
particular aggregate type. An example is afforded by the
Sprlngf ield-Salera Plateau where an abundance of cherty
carbonate rocks yields widespread durability problems when
used as concrete pavement aggregate. Cn the other hand, a
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more limited supply of a good quality aggregate type, which
was well distributed within the basic unit, could produce an
sbundant to adequate rating. The Trlasslc Lowland unit,
with Its areally limited but well distributed good quality
trap ridges. Is an excellent example.
Estimated Potential Availability Rating of Basic Report Units
The following paragraphs give the availabilty rat-
ings for the aggregate resources within the 97 Sections, and
briefly describe the aggregate types, uses and problems.
The discussions are arranged in order of numerical code identi-
fication.
Section: la Clympic Mountains
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks: Crushed stone sources are limited. The major pcrt-
tlon of the bedrock comprising the area is slates
,
phylittes and argillites; none of which are current-
ly used as aggregate sources within Washington.
Crushed sandstone is used as subbase/base aggregate.
Basalt is used as both bituminous and concrete aggre-
gate, however, widespread abrasion and durability
problems are frequently encountered. Sand-gravel
sources are generally located along the periphery
of the Section. Several scattered but regionally
defined areas lacking quality aggregates occur.
Section: lb Oregon Coast Range
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks : The widespread soft sandstones and shales afford
little, if any, suitable aggregate. Crushed sand-
stones of suitable quality for base/subbase aggre-
gate may be locally obtained. Crushed basalts, of
quality similar to those of the Olympic Mountain
Section, are used for all aggregate functions.
Sand-gravel sources do not appear to be widely dis-
tributed, and frequently give abrasion and durabili-
ty problems when used locally as concrete pavement
aggregate.
Section: Ic Klamath Mountains
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks : This rating is based solely upon an examination of
exlstant geologic conditions, and should conse-
quently be considered as highly speculative. In
this rugged mountainous area, adequate crushed
stone sources appear to be available. Sand-gravels
may be obtained from rivers, such as the Klamath
( 200 ) .
Section: Id California Coast Range
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks : This Section Is quite similar to the Oregon Coast
Ranges. Sandstones are prominent in the area; hew-
ever, they generally are of low abrasion resist-
ance ( 116 ) . Crushed limestone sources are found
south of the San Francisco area in the Southern
California Coast Range ( 107 ) . Sand-gravel sources
from the Salinas River have been noted to be re-
active with cement ( 171 ) .
Section: le Los Angeles Ranges
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks: Within this Section the availability and general
quality of crushed granitic and carbonate sources
appears to be good ( 107 . II6 ) . The crushed stone
sources are primarily developed In the Traverse
Ranges, while sand-gravel deposits appear to be
abundantly available within the Province of South-
em California Subsection. Alkali-aggregate re-
actions have occurred with sand-gravel sources from
the Santa Clara River ( 171 )
.
Section: 2a Northern Cascade
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks: The potential for crushed stone sources appears to
be quite good within the Section. Crushed granites
of good quality, basalts exhibiting localized a-
braslon and durability problems, and sandstones of
quality suitable for base/subbase aggregate are
available. Sand-gravels of good quality are gener-
ally located along the borders of the Section. A
region near the Glacier Peak lacks quality aggre-
gate sources.
Section: 2b Southern Cascade
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : Crushed basalt of fairly good quality and sand-gra-
vel are the major sources of aggregate for all
functions. Crushed limestone suitable for base/
subbase aggregate may be locally available. In gen-
eral the potential supply of aggregates appears to
be quite adequate.
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Section: 2c Sierra Nevada
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: Crushed granite and natural granular deposits are
abundantly available. Localized carbonate areas
are present on the western side of the Section.
Cement-aggregate reactions may occur with sand-
gravel sources.
Section: 2d Lower California
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: This Section is similar to the Sierra-Nevada in
major types of potential aggregates. Crushed gran-
ites of good quality are adequately available.
Section : 3a Puget Sound
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: This Section possesses a rather abundant distribu-
tion of glacial granular deposits in the form of
terraces and outwash plains. Localized deposits
of sand-gravel may cause alkali-aggregate reaction.
Quality crushed stone sources (primarily basalt)
are available. Localized problems of stripping,
abrasion and durability occur with this aggregate.
Andeslte and rhyolite are generally not suitable
for use.
Section: 3t Willamette Valley
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : This Section is quite similar to the Puget Sound
Section in that the major aggregate sources are
sand-gravel and crushed basalt. However, the
granular material is obtained primarily from either
alluvial fans adjacent to the mountainous areas
and/or the river and stream system within the Sect-
ion. Quality aggregates are generally available,
however problems with volcanic rock may be some-
what similar to the Puget Sound Section.
Section: jc Great Valley
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : Sand-gravel may be obtained from fans and aprons
near mountain ranges surrounding the Section and
from alluvial deposits associated with its rivers
and streams. Bedrock sources are little exploited
due to the relatively deep alluvial cover in the
Valley. Quality crushed stone sources must be ob-
tained from nearby mountainous area.
Section: ^a Walla-Walla
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: Sand-gravel sources are generally well distributed
within the Washington portion of the Section both
from glacial outwash and along major rivers
such as the Snake and Columbia. Loess and caliche
may be present In the outwash deposits. Q,uality
crushed basalts are generally available.
Section: 4b Blue Mountains
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : The major sources of aggregate are sand-gravels
and crushed basalt; the general quality of both
sources appears to be good. Sedimentary rocks
and granite are available, although, at present,
they are not used as aggregate sources by Oregon.
Section: 4c Snake River Plain
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks : A large portion of the area is veneered by loesslal
deposits that overlie young basaltic and acidic
flows. In general, the crushed basalts of the area,
where available, appear to possess poor abrasion,
durability, and adhesion characteristics ( 117 )
.
Sand-gravel sources are generally lacking except
near the mountainous borders and along some ter-
race portions of the Snake River. Idaho Indicates
that suitable concrete gravels are generally lack-
ing. Limited sand-gravels frequently possess a
wide spectrum of aggregate problems including the
alkali-aggregate reaction.
Section: 4d Payette
Availability Rating: Adequate to limited
Remarks: The sources of granular deposits are primarily lo-
cated along the major river terraces. The quality
of these sources appears to be highly variable.
Widespread abrasion, durability, alkali-aggregate
reaction and adhesion problems are noted within
the Idaho portion. Crushed basalt sources, where
available, appear to be of variable quality. Ba-
salts may frequently be interbedded with fluvial
sediments.
Section: 4e Harney
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks : The Section does not possess an overall abundance
of either natural granular deposits or suitable
crushed stone sources. Rivers and streams are
scarce in the Section, and a vast portion of the
area is surfaced by the disintegrated pumice de-
posits of the Great Sandy Desert. Limited prob-
lems with alkali-aggregate reaction are encounter-
ed with gravels of the area, while crushed basalt,




Section: 5a Great Basin
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : Natural sand-gravel sources from alluvial fans and
aprons near the mountain ranges are rather abundant.
Granular lacustrine deposits are utilized as aggre-
gates within old Lakes Lahontan and Bonneville.
Many mountain ranges may afford suitable crushed
stcne resources. Occurrence of alkali-aggregate
reactions have been noted within some portions of
the Section.
Section: 5^ Sonoran Desert
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : Natural sand-gravel deposits are found near the
mountain ranges (similar to Section 5a). Quality
crushed stones (primarily Igneous) are located in
and developed from ranges in the Section. Alkali-
aggregate reactions are associated with the wide-
spread Igneous activity. Localized areas lacking
quality aggregates occur.
Section: 5c Salton Trough
Availability Rating: Limited to problem
Remarks: Although sand and fine gravel are locally available,
aggregate sources are generally lacking in the
Southern California portion (Imperial Valley).
Alkali-aggregate reactions may be a problem with
sources within and east of the Section.
Section: 5d Open Basin
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : Natural sand-gravel sources are generally available
from the nearby mountain ranges (similar to Sect-
ions 5a and 5t)) . Many different types of quality
crushed stone sources can be developed from the
mountain ranges.
Section: 5© Sacramento Highlands
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : Sand-gravel and crushed limestone sources appear to
be well distributed and extensively used. (From
the general pit and quarry locations provided by
New Mexico ( 155 ) ) . Information concerning the aggre-
gate quality was lacking.
Section: 5f Great Bend Highlands
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: Sand-gravel, crushed igneous and limestone sources
appear, from geologic maps, to be well distributed.
Definite information on aggregate type and quality
was lacking.
Notes: In general, the ratings given to the individual
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Sections of the Easln and Range Province are based
upon potential availability of aggregate resources
and are not greatly modified by quality limitations
due to insufficient data.
Section: 6a High Plateaus
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks: The quality of sand-gravel sources is quite variable
Alluvial gravels derived from l^esozolc sandstone
and shales are of poor quality.
Section: 6b Uinta Basin
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks: Generally, the best quality is usually found in
the northern portion near the Uinta Mountains.
Tertiary sandstones and shales, which comprise the
major portion of the Section, are of very poor
quality for road aggregates.
Section: 6c Canyon Lands
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks: The area is primarily soft sandstone deposits from
the Mesozolc and the late Paleozoic, that afford
very poor quality (abrasion) aggregates. Riverbed
gravels are available in limited quantity and
quality.
Section: 6d Navajo
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks : A major portion of the Section is underlain by
soft sandstones and shales, which are poor aggre-
gate sources. Localized Igneous areas exist, and
crushed basalt of good quality may be obtained.
Section: 6e Grand Canyon
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks : The rating given to this Section Is based on the
geologic potential and may be too high because of
practical problems of accessibility. Potential
crushed limestone sources may be developed in the
Kalbab and other limestone formations. Igneous
activity is widespread in the central portion of
the Section and good quality crushed basalt may be
obtained.
Section: of Datll
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: This rating, like that of the Grand Canyon Section,
is questionable, as Information concerning quality
of aggregate sources is not complete. This Sect-
ion appears to have a good potential in crushed
limestone and basalt. The use of volcanic cinders
generally results in durability problems.
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Section: 7a Kontana
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks
: The Section possesses a wide variety of suitable
crushed stone sources as well as regional sand-
gravel deposits. The Belt Mountains located in
the eastern portion have potential materials of
construction that are similar in type and quality
to the anticlinal ranges found throughout the
Rocky Mountain System. The Tertiary Basins af-
ford variable quality glacial sand-gravel deposits
which generally veneer the basin fill. Sedimentary,
metamorphic and Igneous rocks are crushed as aggre-
gates within Montana; however, sand-gravels are
the primary aggregate source within the Section
(148). The prominant problem, associated with sev-
eral aggregate types , is poor adhesion.
Section: 7b Bitterroot
Availability Rating: Adequate to limited
Remarks : In general , the Washington portion of the Section
contains good quality glacial valley gravels, as
well as suitable granites, quartzltes and limestones
( 19^ ) . The remainder of the Section possesses a
wide array of crushed stone sources that may be of
rather poor quality. The major problems are adhe-
sion and abrasion.
Section: 7c Salmon River Mountains
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks: The major rock of this Section is the massive Idaho
bathollth (Jurassic age). Idaho ( 117 ) notes that
this prevalent rock is generally unsuitable for use
as a highway aggregate. Crushed basalt is used,
but it frequently possesses poor abrasion and ad-
hesion properties. Sand-gravel sources, where
available, frequently contain substances deleter-
ious to concrete. Idaho ( 117 ) notes that quality
concrete aggregates are generally not available.
Section: 8a Yellowstone
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks: The use and quality of volcanic areas as crushed
stone sources was not noted In the Questlorxnalre
responses. However, quality sand-gravels as well
as crushed llmestone(steeply dipping flanking
strata around the Pre-Carabrlan core) are major
sources of aggregates.
Section: 8c Wind River Mountains
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: (Remarks identical to Section 8b)
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Section: 8d Wasatch
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks: The rating is tased primarily upon the quality in-
formation concerning aggregate problems within the
Idaho portion of the Section. The potential sources
of crushed stone are extremely variable by type and
geologic age, Idaho indicates that the sand-gravels
and crushed carbonate (limestone and dolomite)
sources may have extremely poor abrasion and dura-
bility characteristics. Alkali-aggregate reactions
may occur with sand-gravels and limestones as well.
The Jackson Hole area of Wyoming has adequate gla-
cial outwash sands and gravels.
Section: 9a Front Range
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: In general, the potential availability of good
quality crushed stone obtained from the Fre-Cam-
brian crystalline ranges is undoubtedly quite high.
The primary sources of crushed aggregates are gran-
ites and flanking limestones.
Section: 9^ Western
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: Due to the presence of numerous ranges identical to
those of the Front Range Section, the Western Sect-
ion has a similar crushed stone potential. Region-
al sand-gravel sources derived predominantly from
glacial outwash are found within the North and
Middle Parks, as well as the San Luis Valley port-
ions of the Section.
Section: 9c San Juan
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: Sand-gravels and crushed basalts of good quality
are available.
Section: 10a Missouri Plateau (Glaciated)
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks: Suitable crushed stone sources are non-existent
within a large majority of the Section and, as a
result, sand-gravel sources are exclusively used
as highway aggregate ( 148 . l60 , 180 ) . These ag-
gregates are located primarily along portions of
the Missouri River, from limited stratified gla-
cial deposits, and from isolated gravel-capped
benches in Montana, viz., Flaxville gravels (142).
In general, the overall quality of the sand-gravel
sources is rather poor. The widespread presence
of deleterious material in the gravels, due to the
underlying soft sandstone and shale bedrock, rend-
ers them unsuitable for use in concrete, particularly
in North and South Dakota.
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Section: 10b Missouri I'lateau (Unglaclated)
Availability Rating: Severe Problem
Remarks: Within this unit, sand-gravels, crushed limestones,
some sandstones and scoria are used as highway-
aggregates. The major source of sand-gravels are
the terraces associated with the Yellowstone River
in Montana ( 142 . 148 ) . and the Cheyenne and White
Rivers in South Dakota ( 180 ) . A potential source
of sand-gravel also appears along the eastern port-
ion of the Black Hills - Unglaclated Plateau border
in South Dakota. Availability of crushed stone
sources is extremely limited in the Section due to
the widespread presence of soft sandstones and
shales. The quality of sand-gravel sources in the
Section appears to be poor, with the most noted
problems being abrasion and deleterious constitu-
ents. Almost the entire Section has been categor-
ized by the respective state highway departments as
lacking quality aggregate supplies.
Section: 10c Bighorn Basin
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: Sand-gravels, crushed carbonates, sandstones, and
basalts are used. Cf these, the sand-gravels are
the most important source, and appear to be widely
distributed throughout the unit. The quality of
these aggregates appears to be good, as no problems
were reported. Crushed stone sources are available
only near the surrounding mountain ranges. The
regional bedrock of the unit (Tertiary sediments)
is generally unsuitable for crushing.
Section: lOd Wyoming Basin
Availability Rating: limited to Problem
Remarks : A large area within the central portion of the
unit has been reported to lack quality aggregate
( 20 5 ) . The major source of aggregate Is sand-
gravel, but limited supplies of crushed limestones,
sandstones and granites are available. For the
most part, these aggregates are primarily available
between the mountain extensions of the bordering
Middle Rocky Mountain Province, In particular,
basin areas such as the Wind River, northern part
of the Green River Basin, and the Waskakie Basin
appear to possess a good regional supply of aggre-
gates ( l66 . 200 ) . Problems within the unit are
associated with durability ( 205 ) « alkali -aggregate
reaction ( 144 ) and adhesion (2^) . These problems
are generally of a localized nature, end are pre-
dominantly associated with the sand-gravels.
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Section: lOe Black Hills
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: In general, good quality crushed limestones, gran-
ites, felsites and felsite porphyries are abund-
antly available within the unit (^0, 180, 205)
.
Section: lOf High Plains
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks: The unit possesses an almost complete absence of
bedrock suitable for crushing due to the modal
parent material of Tertiary outwash. The major
aggregates are sand-gravels from major rivers (and
their tributaries) originating in the Rockies and
flowing directly east to the Missouri and Mississip-
pi Rivers, These occur in the northern portion of
the Section and include the Niobra^, Platte, Repub-
lican, Arkansas, and Canadian Rivers. In general,
these sand-gravels are deficient in the coarse
sizes and frequently cause the unique "sand-gravel"
reaction in concrete. Localized, but noteworthy,
adhesion problems are also associated with the
sand-gravels in the north ( 200 ) . In the southern
portion, sand-gravels are not abundant and caliche
is frequently used as aggregate.
Section: lOg Colorado Piedmont
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks: This unit bears many marked similarities in general
aggregate characteristics to the Unglaciated
Missouri Plateau ( 10b ) . Aggregate types are sand-
gravels, restricted to areas adjacent to the Rocky
Mountains and along the South Platte and Arkansas
Rivers (2^, 1^4 ) . and limited sources of limestones,
basalts and slag. A large area has been cited by
Colorado (^i) as lacking quality aggregates. This
area is underlain primarily by relatively soft
sandstone, shale and clay shales. Problems of ad-
hesion are the most common problem associated with
the sand-gravels.
Section: lOh Raton Upland
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks: Sand-gravels, crushed limestone, basalts and dio-
rites are commonly used as highway aggregate within
the unit with the igneous rocks appearing to be the
most abundant source. Localized adhesion problems,
identical to those of the Colorado Piedmont, are
encountered with sand-gravels. No areas were identi-
fied by Colorado and New Mexico as lacking in
aggregate sources.
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Section: 101 Pecos Valley
Avalla.billty Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks: The major sources of aggregates utilized within
the unit are sand-gravel, caliche and very lim-
ited crushed limestone. An examination of the
pit and quarry locations shows that caliche
pits are widely distributed. Limestone quarries
are not extensive within the Permian and early
Mesozolc deposits which are characteristically
gypsum, sandstone and shale bedrock.
Section: 10 J Plains Border
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks: Sand-gravels, crushed dolomites, sandstones and
slllclfled chalk are used as highway aggregates
( 12 5 . 150 ) . The sources of sand-gravel are pri-
marily limited to the major rivers and tributar-
ies. The Republican and Arkansas Rivers provide
aggregates similar in quality to the High Plains
Section to the west. Potential crushed stone
areas are generally confined to the Blue Hills
Subsection of ICansas. Widespread carbonate re-
actions have been noted by Kansas ( 12 5 ) . The
quality of crushed sandstone appears reasonably
good, although widespread adhesion and limited
durability problems are associated with its use.
The unit rating tends toward the "limited" than
the "problem" category.
Section: 10k Central Texas Mineral
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: This rating is based on fair ly limited information.
The major sources of potential aggregates are
sand-gravels, limestones and grainites. Crushed
limestones of Upper Cretaceous (Edwards and Com-
manche) are similar to those of the Edwai?ds Plat-
eau. Carbonates of Cambrian to Ordovlcian age
are located around the flanks of the Llano uplift
granitic core. The quality of aggregates is un-
known to the author, and the rating is based pri-
arlly upon the abundant distribution of potential
sources.
Section: 101 Edwards Plateau
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: Cretaceous limestone of quality acceptable for
most engineering purposes Is very widespread
throughout the area and forms an important part
of the crushed stone Industry of Texas ( 107 . 200 )
.
In addition, numerous river valleys provide gravels
of both carbonaceous and siliceous character (144).
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Section: 10m Osage Plains
Availability Hating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks : The major types of aggregates utilized for high-
way construction are sand-gravels and crushed car-
bonate rocks. In addition, minor uses of sand-
stones, granites, and chat occur ( 107 . 12 3 , 144 ,
146
f
162 ) , There Is an extremely wide range of ag-
gregate availability .Gravels occur In substantial
quantities In Texas and Oklahoma (142, 144). Four
major carbonate zones of variable quality are pre-
sent. The cherty limestones of the Flint Hills
offer little suitable aggregate for concrete, but
can be used as base/subbase aggregates ( 144 ) . The
Pennsylvanlan limestones found In the Scarped
Plains (northeast portion of Section) also possess
undesirable durability characteristics for concrete
aggregate ( 12 5 . 146 ) . Limestones of Crdovlclan age,
found adjacent to the Wichita and Arbuckle uplifts,
have provided one third to one half of Oklahoma's
annual limestone production ( 107 ) . The carbonates
found In the southwestern portion are very similar
in characteristics to carbonates found in the Cen-
tral Texas Mineral and Edwards Plateau Sections cf
Texas ( 107 )
.
Crushed granites of good quality are located in the
uplift cores of the Wichita and Arbuckle areas of
Oklahoma. Locally, sandstones of quality suitable
for base/subbase use can be obtained.
The remaining bedrock of the area is composed of
sandstone and shale, and generally affords little
if any suitable aggregate.
Section: 11a St. Lawrence Lowlands
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : Major aggregate sources are good quality glacial
sand-gravels and crushed carbonates (Ordovician)
.
The carbonates are adequately distributed through-
out the entire Section.
Section: lib Champlaln Lowland
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : The major sources of aggregates used are glacial
sand-gravels and crushed carbonates (Cambrian-
Ordovician)
. Crushed quartzlte is used within
the Section but the source is outside its bound-
aries. Crushed marble is not suitable as normal
highway aggregate due to its poor abrasion char-
acteristics. The quality of the remaining aggre-
gates appears to be quite good.
Section: lie Hudson River Valley
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : Major sources of aggregate are glacial sand-gravels
10^
and crushed carbonates. The Ordovlclan limestones
are located primarily near the contacts with the
adjacent uplands. New Jersey reports that the
sand-gravel sources contain much deleterious matter.
The crushed carbonates may exhibit poor skid re-
sistance. Crushed sandstone Is used for all aggre-
gate functions. Crushed quartzltes and gneisses
are used In the Section, but their origin Is from
the older crystalline areas to the east (New Eng-
land Maritime Province).
Section: lid Mohawk Valley
Availability Hating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : Good quality sand-gravels and crushed carbonates
are located within the Section. The carbonates
are found primarily near the border contacts with
the Adirondacks to the north and the Appalachian
Plateau to the south. Low skid resistance is
locally a problem with these carbonates.
Section: lie Eastern Lakes and Lacustrine Plains
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks : The availability as well as type and distribution
of aggregates used in the Section Is highly vari-
able. Much stratified granular material is present
within the Gary and younger Wisconsin drift in
Michigan. The quality of these deposits, however,
is generally compromised by the presence of chert
particles, as well as high abrasion loss. Crushed
carbonate sources are generally found along the
outer periphery of the Michigan Basin in eastern
Wisconsin, in the upper peninsula of Michigan, and
In southeastern Michigan. A major problem with many
of these carbonate rocks is their poor skid resis-
tance. Slag is also used extensively.
Section: llf Central Till Plains
Avallatlllty Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks : This Section appears to possess the most variable
aggregate availability rating in the Province.
Major aggregate sources are crushed carbonates
(predominantly dolomites) and glacial sand-gravel.
The major sand-gravel deposits occur in the numer-
ous glacial sluiceways. Stratified glacial land-
forms are not present in any great quantity. The
availability of crushed carbonates in the Section
ranges from abundant in the Indiana - Ohio area
due to the Cincinnati Arch (predominantly Silur-
ian dolomites) to almost a complete absence In the
Illlnoian Coal Basin (western portion of the Sect-
ion) . Regional areas lacking aggregate within the
Section are located within this Structural Basin area,
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Section: llg Drlftless Section
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks: The major sources are limited sand-gravels, crushed
carbonates (predominantly dolomites), sandstones,
granites and quartzltes. The supply is variable,
with a large area In the central portion of Wiscon-
sin (Central Sand Plain) generally lacking in
coarse aggregates. The availability of aggregates
generally increases to the southwest. Crdovlclan
dolomites afford crushed stone of variable quality.
They generally possess poor abrasion resistance and
durability. The crushed sandstone (Cambrian) is
likewise rather weak and Is used primarily for sub-
bases. Good quality crushed quartzltes are located
in the Baraboo area. Sand-gravel sources are con-
fined to limited glacial outwash in and along the
Mississippi River and its tributaries in J^innesota.
Section: llh Western Lakes and Lacustrine Plains
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks : The major type of aggregate is sand-gravel of gla-
cial origin. Crushed stone sources are limited to:
the good quality, but rather small, Sioux Uplift
area in South Dakota; scattered granitic areas in
Minnesota; and localized Devonian and Mlssisslpplan
limestones in Iowa. There are large areas complete-
ly void of aggregates, viz., large old glacial
lakebeds (Dakota and Agasslz). Sand-gravels, where
available, are frequently contaminated by sandstone
and shale particles from the dominant regional bed-
rock.
Section: 111 Dissected Loesslal and Till Plains
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks: As with the Central Till ?laln Section, the avail-
ability of aggregates Is quite variable within the
Section. Alluvial, glacial and interglaclal
gravels are used as aggregates. Crushed stone
sources are primarily limestones, with the Sioux
Uplift area providing good quality crushed quart-
zltes and granites in South Dakota and Minnesota,
equality aggregates are also found in the northeast,
where Silurian and Devonian carbonates are exten-
sively quarried for road aggregate. Crushed stone
sources are limited to non-existent in the western
portion, while quality natural granular deposits
are limited in the south. This subsequently leaves
large regional areas in southwest Iowa and north-
west Missouri void of quality aggregate supplies.
Localized alkali -carbonate reactions have occurred
In the Iowa portion of the Section. Alkali-silica
reactions of a more frequent nature are found with
the sand-gravels found in Nebraska and Kansas.
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Section: 12a Superior Upland
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: In general, the availability of good quality,
crushed stone sources and glacial sand deposits Is
quite adequate within the Section. Major crushed
stone sources are primarily PreCambrlan Igneous-
metamorphlc complexes. Regional sand-gravel sources
may be lacking within the northeast portion of
Minnesota where bedrock Is generally near the sur-
face.
Section: 12b Adirondack Mountains
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: This Section Is quite similar In aggregate charact-
eristics to the Superior Upland. Quality potential
crushed stone sources (PreCambrlan Igneous-metamor-
phic complex) are presently utilized as a source of
aggregate. Sand-gravel deposits of glacial origin
are present and utilized as aggregates within the
Section.
Section: 13a St. Framcls
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : Limestone and granite generally are the best sources
of crushed stone. The Cambrian limestone generally
lacks chert Impurities and contrasts strongly with
the carbonates In the surrounding Sprlngfleld-
Salera Plateau. Dolomite Is generally of poor qual-
ity, frequently cherty and similar In performance
characteristics to Section 13b. Gravel deposits
produce widespread durability problems when used
in concrete. Sandstone Is generally unsuitable
for use.
Section: 13b Sprlngf leld-Salem Plateau
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks: Although carbonate rocks predominate In the entire
Section, their use In concrete mixes Is limited by
chert Impurities. Carbonate rocks produce poor
skid resistance when used In bituminous pavements.
Similar to Section 13a, river gravels are suspect
Ibr concrete pavement. Sandstone Is generally low
In abrasion resistance and consequently cannot be
considered as a major source. Aggregate availabil-
ity may act as a major factor in the selection of
pavement type.
Section: 13cl Boston Mountains
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks : Potential sources may be extremely limited due to
the widespread distribution of sandstone and shale.
Limestone, where available, is frequently cherty
and performs similarly to Section 13b. Sandstone
10?
generally has poor abrasion resistance. Avail-
ability of aggregate sources may act as a signif-
icant factor in determining pavement type.
Section: 13c2 Arkansas Valley
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks : The type and quality aspects of aggregate resources
are quite similar to Section 13cl. Sandstone is
generally of low abrasion resistance, but may be of
slightly better quality than that of the Boston
Mountain Section. Alluvial sand-gravel deposits,
where available, are generally good sources. Avail-
ability of aggregates is ]ess of a problem than in
the Boston Mountain Section.
Section: 13c3 Ouachita Mountains
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks : As a large portion of this Section is underlain by
sandstone and shales, similar to Sections 13cl and
13c2 , it does not possess an abundance of quality
sources. However, the Novacullte Uplift Subsection
generally provides a good potential crushed stone
source. Sandstone may be of questionable quality.
Alluvial saiid-gravel sources are generally of good
quality.
Section; l4a Blue Grass
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: Good quality crushed carbonate sources (lower Crdo-
viclan) are available in the Inner Blue Grass Sub-
section and in scattered inllers of the Cuter Blue
Grass Subsection. The majority of the upper Crdc-
vlclan limestone in the Cuter Blue Grass Subsection
Is argillaceous and unsuitable for use In construct-
ion. Skid resistance may be problem with the car-
bonates. Sand-gravels (Chio River) generally are
of good quality.
Section: l4b Nashville Basin
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: Good quality crushed limestone (lower Crdovlclan)
is available throughout the entire Section. Low
skid reslstajice may be a problem with the carbonate
sources. The gravels may be cherty and generally
of poor durability in concrete. Poor adhesion with
bituminous materials may be a problem with the
gravels of the Section,
Section: 14c Shawnee
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks: A major source of quality crushed carbonates is the
Mlsslsslppian age rocks. The remaining rocks are
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of Pennsylvanlan age and generally are of little
value for highway aggregates. Sand-gravels de-
posits are badly contaminated with chert and shale
of low specific gravity and demonstrate poor dura-
bility in concrete.
Section: l4d Highland Elm
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : The availability of good quality sources Is com-
monly adequate but highly variable. i<uallty
crushed carbonate sources are generally widespread
In the Western Pennyroyal Limestone Plain Subsect-
ion. Chert particles may be abundant In the sand-
gravels ,
Section: 15a Catsklll Mountains
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks : The major sources are sand-gravels and crushed
sandstones. Overall, good quality aggregates can
be obtained; however, there is much relatively
soft sandstone and associated glacial sand-gravels.
Section: 15b New York Glaciated
Avallabilty Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks : Suitable crushed carbonate aggregate is located ad-
jacent to the outfacing escarpment in New York.
Some hard, quality sandstones are crushed in south-
east New York and northern Pennsylvania. Slag is
available near the Youngstown, Ohio area and near
other steel centers outside the Section In the
Central Lowlands Province. Glacial outwash sands
and gravels are quite well distributed along the
river valleys. Sandstone, of variable hardness,
may form the largest percentage of gravel part-
icles.
Section: 15c Allegheny fountains
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks : This Section is quite difficult to categorize for
potential siggregate availability. The only high-
way aggregate type used is crushed limestone. The
occurrence of this rock type is quite restricted.
Hard limestones, conglometerates and local quart-
zites do exist and may provide quality supplies.




Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks: In general, there is a shortage of quality aggre-
gate resources within the entire Section. Lim-
ited crushed stone sources are primarily limestones
and sandstones. The overall quality of these
sources is considered poor due to durability
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problems, although localized sources of suitable
quality may exist. Major streams provide an Im-
portant source of sand-gravel aggregates In much
of the Section. The coarseness and amount of
gravel decrease to the south and west.
Section: 15© Cumberland Plateau
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks: The availability of aggregates Is highly variable.
Crushed aggregate sources (primarily limestones) are
generally abundant to adequately available in the
southern portions of the Section due to the presence
of variant Ordovician limestone valleys and lime-
stone found along the outfacing escarpments. In and
around the Kentucky and northern Tennessee portions
,
the availability of quality aggregate supplies is
considered to be of a "limited to problem" nature.
Section: l6a Pennsyl«ania-Karyland-Virginia
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : Valleys in Cambrian and Ordovician carbonate rocks
generally provide a good source of crushed stone;
however, widespread skid problems may occur. Cherty
layers or pockets may be present in the carbonate
formations, but their presence is less widespread
than in the Tennessee Section (l6b).
Section: l6b Tennessee
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks: Aggregate sources and skid problems are similar to
Section l6a. The regional distribution of chert
may be more widespread, in this Section due to the
Mississippian Fort Payne formation {22, 137 . 184 )
.
Section: 17a Blue Ridge
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : Construction materials have characteristics similar
to the Piedmont Section (17b).
Section: 17b Piedmont
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : The section possesses complex and numerous types of
potential crushed stone sources. Granitic and
gneissic sources are generally of good quality.
Trlasslc basins within the Section possess traprock
(basalts, diabase, etc.) of good to excellent qual-
ity. Sand-gravels are primarily river deposits
and may yield several localized problems.
Section: 18 Trlasslc Lowland (no sections)
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : Crushed stone of good quality Is generally obtained
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from traprock sources within the Trlasslc Sediments.
Crushed limestone Is available from the Crdovlclan
limestone valleys which are variant to the Province.
Crushed granite can be obtained from local Pied-
mont areas within and surrounding the Province.
Glacial sand-gravel deposits are available In the
northern portion. These deposits may contain de-
leterious materials for concrete. Trlasslc sand-
stone Is generally soft, and Its use as an aggre-
gate source Is not cited.
Section: 19a Seaboard Lowland
Availability Rating: Adequate to limited
Remarks: The distribution of the Precurascot Fm (fine grained
marine deposits) overlying much of the area may
possibly increase localized areas where aggregate
sources are lacking. Crushed stone sources are
generally similar in characteristics (types and prob-
lems) to Section 19^.
Section: 19b New England Upland
Availability Hating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : Good quality glacial fluvial sand-gravels are gen-
erally abundantly distributed. Crushed stone
sources of granite and limestone may be of poor
quality due to abrasion resistance and durability.
Section: 19c Connecticut Lowland
Availability Eating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : Glacial and terrace sand-gravels are generally
abundant and of good quality. Cocas lonally . soft
sandstone particles may be encountered in the gravels
The traprock found in the Trlasslc sediments is gen-
erally an excellent crushed stone source.
Section: 19d White Mountains
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks: The region is sparsely inhabited, and no known or
existent pits or quarries were cited for the Sect-
ion. Granite, may have poor abrasive characteris-
tics. A region within Kaine was stated to lack
quality aggregate resources from the questionnaire.
Section : 19e Green Mountains
Availability Rating: Abundant to Adequate
Remarks : This rating is based upon rather limited informat-
ion. The crushed stone potential in the old Fre-
Cambrlan crystalline rocks of the Section is con-
sidered good. Questionnaire results indicated
no widespread problems with aggregates In the area.
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Section: 19f Taconlc Mountains
Availability Rating: Abxmdant to Adequate
Remarks: The major bedrock type of the Taconlc Ranges Is
schist. However, Its use was not reported In the
Materials Questionnaire, Sand-gravels, crushed
carbonates, and quartzlte sources occur and are of
good quality, Vermont marble Is not a suitable
highway aggregate.
Section: 19g Reading Prong
Availability Rating: Abundemt to Adequate
Remarks : New Jersey reports that marble found in the Sect-
Ion Is unsuitable. A wide variety of good quality
crushed stone types are available within and sur-
rounding the Section.
Section: 20a Northern Embayed
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks : The availability of aggregate sources is quite
variable. Long Island and Cape Cod generally have
abundant quantities of glacial sand-gravel. Within
the remainder of the Section, sand-gravels are gen-
erally found in the higher terraces. The coastal
portion of Virginia possesses very restricted sup-
plies of aggregates. The major aggregate source is
sand-gravel, with minor utilization of slag and
clam/oyster shells for highway aggregate.
Section: 20b Sea Island
Availability Sating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks: Sand-gravel from river and stream terraces, as well
as along the Fall-Line Hills, generally afford the
major aggregate supply in the entire Section.
Section: 20c Florida
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks: Crushed limestone sources are available in the
Lime-Sink Area (northwest portion of the peninsula)
and in the extreme southern tip. Coqulna is used,
particularly along the east coast of Florida. The
remainder of the area is veneered with sand, re-
sulting in large areas in the southern and central
portion being void of coarse aggregate, Florida
( 101 ) states that concrete aggregate is lacking
everywhere except along the southern tip. The
availability of aggregates is considered by Florida
as a major factor in the selection of a pavement
type.
Section: 20d East Gulf Coast
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks: The availability of aggregates appears to be quite
variable. The occurrence of quality aggregates
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decreases as one proceeds toward the coast ex-
cept in the Southern Pine Hills of Mississippi.
Local limestones, llmerock and clam/oyster shells
are used, but sand-gravel sources are the most Im-
portant. These deposits are nowhere widespread
except in the southern portions of Mississippi and
Louisiana. Skid resistance, adhesion and the pre-
sence of deleterious materials in the sand-gravels
are the most salient problems. The limestones of
the Coastal Plain appear to be significantly dif-
ferent in quality from limestones found in the
adjacent Provinces.
Section: 20e Mississippi Loessial Upland
Availability Rating: Limited to Problem
Remarks: In general, aggregate supplies are lacking. The
only source of aggregates are sand-gravel deposits
from terraces along some major rivers and from the
"Lafayette gravels" in the southern portion of the
Section. Skidding problems, associated with sand-
gravel sources may be a major problem. Mississippi
reports that aggregate availability Is a major
factor In determining pavement type ( 14^ )
.
Section: 20f Mississippi Alluvial Plain
Availability Rating: Severe Problem
Remarks : The only sources of aggregates are local terrace
and point bar sand-gravels. An exception to the
areal deficiency are the good quality sand-gravel
deposits of Crowley's Ridge in Arkansas. Aggregates
play an important role in determining pavement
type in Mississippi and Missouri ( 145 . 146) . Much
of the needed aggregate must be Imported from bed-
rock regions in Arkansas, Missouri and Tennessee,
or from coastal plain sediments in these states
(144).
Section: 20g West Gulf Coast
Availability Rating: Adequate to Limited
Remarks : The characteristics of aggregates in this Section
are quite similar to those of the East Gulf Coast.
No information concerning aggregate problems was
available.
n3
Soils and Related Factors
Soil Origin
The basic Provinces have been divided Into three
major categories and six minor or subcategories of soil
origin. The major categories are: (a) non-transported,
(b) transported, and (c) mixtures.
The non-transported class has been further subdivided
Into areas : In which bedrock predominates (non-soil) , thin
residual soils predominate, and significant residual soils
are developed. Transported soil Provinces have been divided
into those in which water is the dominant mode of transport,
and areas characterized by glacial surflclal deposits. Wind
deposited soils do not form the predominating soil origin of
any Province, although they do characterize several Sections.
Table 14 groups the Sections according to their origin classes
Soil Texture
General
A wide variety of Information was utilized to map
the general distribution of soils within the United States.
By far the greatest amount of detailed information was in
terms of soil texture. However, the data varied from classi-
fication by engineering systems to such generalities as
"fine textured" or "moderately coarse". Table 15, developed
from references (2l6) and ( 219 ) , was helpful in the requisite
correlations and interpretations of descriptions.
The soil texture map of the United States is shown
in six map sheets (Figures 16 to 21). Every effort has been
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Table 14
Summary of Surficial Soil Origin by Sections
I. Provinces Characterized by Non Transported Soils
Bedrock Predominating




































Province 9 Major Origin Minor ''rig in
9a Nl-B M-K
9b NT-B NT-R,T-K-| vf
)
9c NT-B \T-R
Thin Residual Soil Development















Province \'S Major Origin
l.la NT-R


















Province 16 Major Origin Minor Origin
16a NT-R,B
16b NT-R NT-B
Province 17 Major Origin Minor Origin
17a NT-B
NT-R
Province 18 Major Origin Minor Origin
NT-R T-G
Note: See second page of Table for legend
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Table 14 (cont'dj
Provinces Characterized by Transported Soils
A. Water Deposited Soils

















Province 20 Major Origin Minor Origin
20a T-W(csJ r-l.
20b T-W(cs)


















Province 12 Major Origin Minor Origin
12a T-G NT-B
12b T-G








Provinces Characterized by Mixed Origin
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Legend: NT Non-Transported Soils
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made to keep the level of map unit descriptions as detailed
as the information from which it was obtained. This factor
resulted In a rather wide range of map unit combinations.
In general, three broad categories of units are mapped.
They are (a) single textured units, (b) multiple textured
units and (c) gradationally textured units. When soil types
occur in combination, and one Is known to dominate, it is
underlined in the designation. The legend for the soil
types is shown on Figure 16 and is considered to be self-
explanatory.
Section Distribution
General . The major soil types within each Section are dis-
crlbed in the following paragraphs. In some cases, several
map units have been combined for brevity. The descriptions
are presented in the Province sequence of Table 14. The
codes used to describe the frequency of occurrence of soils
within the Sections are as follows: (VW) very widespread,
(K-W) medium to widespread, (L-K) limited to medium, (N-L)
non-existent . to limited.
Distribution of Soils by Basic Report Units
Province 1
Section la
1. Non soil area (VW).
2. Loamy to clay loam soils (L-M) : thin residual
soils developed from sandstones and shales.
3. Gravelly soils (N-L) : surround the north and
east flanks of the mountanious portion.
4. Organic soils (N-L).
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Section lb
1. Non soil area (VW) : sandstone and shale bed-
rock.
2. Loamy to clay loam soils (N-L) : resldually
developed from sandstones and shales ,
3. Sandy soils (N-L) : appears in small coastal
plain areas
.
4. Organic soils (N-L) : associated with coastal
plain portion.
Section Ic
1. Non soil area (VW).
2. Loamy to clay loam (N-L) : residual sandstones
aind shales within small areas near coast.
Section Id
1. Non soil area (L-M).
2. Loamy to clay loam (clay loam predominating)
(L-M) : residual sandstones and shales found
primarily in the northern coastal range area.
3. Sandy loam to clay loam (clay loam predominat-
ing) (L-M) : residual sandstones and shales
found primarily in the southern coastal range
area.
4. Clayey soils (N-L) : generally associated with
shale hills near San Francisco.
5. Crganic soils (N-L) : amck deposits near San Fran-
cisco Bay.
Section le
1. Non soil area (M-W) : generally associated with
Transverse Ranges.
2. Gravelly to clayey soils (L-M): primarily




1. Non soil area (VW) : generally granitic type
mountains
.
2. Gravelly soils (N-L): associated with valley
outwash and glacial drift.
Section 2b
1. Non soil area (VW) : generally igneous rocks.
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2. Clay loam to clay (L-M) : residual soils on
western flank developed from baBlc Igneous
rocks. In many cases, this unit gradually
merges Into the troughs as foothills.
3. Sandy to clayey soils (sandy predominating)
(L-K) : residual soils developed primarily from
basic and acidic Igneous rocks on the eastern
flanks of the mountain range.
Section 2c
1. Non soil area (VW) : generally granitic rocks.
2. Sandy loam to sandy clay loam (L-K): residual
sells from granitic rocks occurring along the
western portion of the unit.
Section 2d
1, Non soil area (VW) : generally granitic rocks.
2. Gravelly to clayey soils (gravelly soils pre-




1. Non soil area (M-W): rugged mountainous areas.
2. Gravelly to clayey soils (L-M): these soils
are associated with the basin areas characteris-
tic to the unit; texture is frequently coarse
but clayey soils are within many basins.
Section 7b
1. Non soil area (M-W).
2, Gravelly soils (L-M): this unit occurs as
coarse textured glacial drift in the Washing-








1. Non soil area (VW) : rugged Igneous/raetamorphlc
rocks.
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2. Gravelly to clayey soils (bedrock predominat-
ing) (L-M) : generally associated with thin
residual soils from volcemlc rocks.
Section 8b
1. Non soil area (VW)
.
Section 8c
1. Non soil area (VW).
Section 8d
1. Non soil area (K-W).
2. Gravelly to clayey soils (gravelly predominat-
ing) (N-L) : associated with coarse textured
glacial outwash In Jackson Hole.
3. Sandv silt to clay (sandy silts predominating)
(N-L) : thin residual soils developed from sand-
stones and shales.
4. Organic (N-L) : associated with glacial outwash
In Jackson Hole.
Section 8e
1. Non soil area (VW)
Province 9
Section 9a
1. Non soil area (VW)
Section 9b
1. Non soil area (VW)
2. Gravelly and sandy soils (N-L): this unit Is
generally associated with the glacial and
alluvial outwash found In the San Luis Valley.
Section 9c
1. Non soil area (VW).
2. Sandy tp clayey (bedrock predominating) (N-I):
this unit Is associated with thin (generally)
residual soils developed from basalts within




1. Sllty soils (VW) : aebllan (Loesslal deposits).
2. Sandy and gravelly soils (L-K) : generally coarse
textured deposits from alluvial deposition.
3. Non soil areas (L-K) : generally basaltic rock.
Section 4b
1. Non soil area (VW).
2. Stoney to clayey (stoney predominating) (L-K)
:
generally residual soils developed from basic
Igneous rocks.
Section 4c
1. Sllty soils (VW) : aeollan deposits overlying
acidic flows.
2. Non soil area (N-L): bare acidic lava areas.
Section 4d
1. Sandy to clayey soils (sandy predominating)
(L-M) : generally thin residual soils from ex-
trusive flows.
2. Gravelly to clayey (L-M): associated with ]a-
custrine areas which characterize the unit:
textures vary considerably.
3. Sllty (N-L) : small aeollan area which Is vari-
ant to the unit.
Section 4e
1. Sandy to clayey soils (sandy predominating)
(K-W) : thin residual soils developed from flows
present in the unit.
2. Sandy (L-M): associated with pumice deposits
in Great Sandy Desert area.
3. Organic (N-L): appear In isolated areas within
the western portion of the unit.
Province 6
Section 6a
1. Non soil areas (VW)
.
2. Sandy and clayey soils (sandy predominating)
(N-L) : thin residual soils developed from sand-
stone and shale.





1. Sandy silt to clay (sandy silt predominating)
(M-W): thin residual soils developed primarily
from Tertiary sandstones and shales.
2. Non soil area (L-K): sandstones and shales.
3. Gravelly soils (N-L) : associated with outwash
from Uinta Mountains : occur within northern-
most portion of unit.
Section 6c
1. Sandy, sllty and clayey soils (sandy predom-
inating) (M-W) : generally thin residual soils
from sandstones and shales.
2. Clayey soils (N-L): associated with clay shales,




1. Sands, silts and clays (sandy predominating)
(M-W): associated with residual development
from sandstones and shales.
2. Non soil area (N-L).
3. Clayey soils (N-L): associated with clay shales,
Section 6e
1. Sllty soils (M-W) : thin residual soils from
limestone.
2. Sllty and sandy soils (L-M) : thin residual
soils from sandstones and shales.
3. Gravelly to clayey soils (bedrock predominat-
ing) (L-K) : thin residual soils from flows.
4. Non soil area (N-L).
Section 6f
1. Clayey soils (L-M) : associated with clay shales
2. Sands, silts and clays (sandy predominating)
(L-M) : thin residual soils associated with
sandstones and shales.
3. Gravelly to clayey (bedrock predominating)
(L-M): thin residual soils from flows.
4. Non soil areas (N-L).
Province 13
Section l^a
1. Stoney loams (VW) : residual soils developed
1?.9
from granitic type rocks.
2. Sllty loams (I.-K) : residual soils developed




1. Stoney clays to sllty clays (gravelly clay
predominating) (VW) : soil unit is associated
with residual development from cherty lime-
stones (primarily).
Section 13cl
1. Sandy to clayey soils (clayey predominating)
(M-W) : residual soils developed primarily
from sandstones and shales: stoney soils may
locally occur.
2, Non soil areas (N-L) : associated with rugged
sandstone outcrops.
Section 13c2
1. Sandy loam to sllty loam (K-W) : residual soils
developed from folded sandstones and shales.
2. Loamy soils (N-L): associated primarily with
alluvial deposits from Arkansas River.
3. Non soil areas: rugged sandstone (primarily).
Section 13c3
1. Sllty loam to clayey soils (clayey predominat-
ing) (M-W) : residual soils developed from
sandstones, shales and minor areas of slates
and quartzites.
2. Non soil area (L-K): associated with rugged
sandstones, and novacullte of unit: appears




1. Sllty clay loam to clayey soils (clayey pre-
dominating) (K-W) : residual soils developed
within the Cuter Blue Grass and Eden Shale
Belt units: parent materials are argillaceous
limestones (Outer Blue Grass) and shale with
minor slltstone (Eden Shale Belt).
2. Sllty clays and clays (L-K): residual soils





1. Silty clays and clays (VW) : residual soils
from limestones.
2. Non soil area (N-L): associated with bare
limestones outcrops known as "glades".
Section 14c
1. Sandy loams to sandy clay loams (L-M) : residu-
al soils developed from sandstones, shales
and minor amounts of limestone.
2. Sandy clay loam to sllty clay loam (L-M)
:
residual soils similar to #1.
3. Silts and clays (N-L) : associated with allu-
vial areas within unit.
4. Silty loam to clayey silt loam (silty loam
predominating) (N-L) : aeollan deposits gener-
ally found in the western portion of the unit
and Irregularly along portions of the Chio.
Section I4d
1. Gravelly clay to clayey (clayey predominating)
(M-W) : residual soils generally associated
with cherty limestones.
2. Silty clay and clayey soils (L-K) : residual
soils from relatively pure limestones.
Province 15
Section 15a
1. Non soil area (K-W) : bare, hard sandstone to
higher area.
2. Stoney soils (M-W) : associated with sandstone-
derived drift.
3. Sandy loams to silty loams (silty loams pre-
dominating) (L-M) : glacial drift generally in
valley portions.
Section 15b
1. Sandy loam to silt loam (silt loam predominat-
ing) (M-W) : glacial drift found primarily in
New York and Pennsylvania generally derived
from hard sandstones with some shale.
2. Clay loam and loamy soils (L-M): glacial
drift found primarily in the western portion
(Ohio and northwest Pennsylvania) : drift is
generally more plastic (i.e., less sllty) than
drift noted in #1.
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3. Gravelly and sandy soils (N-L) : generally
associated with valley (glacial) outwash;
found primarily In New York State.
4. Organic soils (N-L): small scattered areas.
Section 15c
1. Stoney silt loam to sllty clay loam (sllty
clay loam predominating) (M-W): associated with
residual soil developed primarily from sand-
stones and shales; appears similar to soil
found in adjacent Kanawha unit.
2. Non soil areas (L-M) : associated with rugged
sandstone areas in the southern portion.
Section 15d
1. Stoney silt loam to sllty clav loam (sllty
clay loam predominating) (M-W) : residual soils
developed primarily from Mlsslsslpplan rocks
and the Pottsvllle and Allegheny formations of
Pennsylvanlan age.
2. Sandy clay loam to clayey (clayey predominat-
ing) (M-W) : residual soils developed from par-
ent material higher in soft shale and limestone
outcrops than #1; geologically, this unit con-
forms to the Conemaugh and Monongahela forma-
tions of Pennsylvanlan age and the Dunkard
formation of Permian age. ResHuum developed
from these rocks is generally more plastic
than the other soil unit of the Section.
3. Non soil area (N-L): isolated areas in southern
portion of unit.
Section 15©
1. Sandy soils (M-W) : generally associated with
residual soils from sandstone.
2. Sandy loam to sandy clay (N-L): residual soils
similar to soil unit ^1.
3. Non soil areas (N-L): rugged sandstone areas.
4. Gravelly clay to clay (clay predominating)
(N-L) : residual soil developed from cherty
limestones in the Sequatchie and VJllls Creek
Valleys.
5. Clayey (N-L) : residual soils developed from
pure limestone and found in association with





1. Stoney to sandy soils (M-W) : generally associ-
ated with thin residual cover from sandstones
occupying ridges of the unit.
2. Non soil areas (L-X) : sandstone ridges.
3. Sllty to clayey (clayey predominating) (L-W)
:
residuals soils developed from limestones and
shales within the valley portion; texture of
these soils varies greatly but fine textured
soil resiaaum Is generally common in many port-
ions of the valley areas.
Section l6b
1. Stoney clays to clays (M-W): residual soils
from carbonate rocks that are frequently cher-
ty in nature; chert residue may yield a stoney
or gravelly to clayey matrix.
2. Sllty to clayey (clayey predominating) (L-M):
residual soils from chert free carbonates,
3. Non soil area (N-L): sandstone ridges.
4. Stoney to sandy soils (N-L) : thin residual
development from sandstone ridges.
Province 17
Section 17a
1. Non soil area (V-W) : although the entire Sect-
ion has been noted to be of a non soil area
type, thin to moderately thick residual soils
are present. Generally, the type of soil de-
pends upon the parent rock and possesses a
counterpart soil within the Piedmont Plateau
Section to the southeast.
Section 17b
1. Sandy loam to clay (sandy clay loam predominat-
ing) (W) : residual soils developed primarily
from granitic and gnelssic rocks.
2. Sllty loam to sllty clay loam (L-M): associ-
ated with residual soils of the Slate Belt
areas of the Carollnas.
3. Loamy to sllty loam (L-M) : residual soils gen-
erally developed from schists.
^. Clayey soils (N-L) : residual soils primarily
associated with basic Igneous rocks.
1J3
Special remarks: This unit Is characterized
by a relatively deep development of residual
soil. Generally, almost all soils possess
very heavy (clayey) E horizons. In addition,
much mica Is present In the soil and frequent-
ly yields A-7-5 or KH Engineering soil classi-
fication.
Province 18
1. Sandy to clayey (clayey predominating) (VV/) :
residual soils from Trlasslc sandstones and
shales
.
2. Clayey (N-L) : residual soils from limestones
In valleys.
3. Stoney to clayey (N-I): residual soils associ-
ated with trap ridges; portions may be non
soil area.
^. Sandy loam to clay (sandy clay loam predominat-
ing) (N-L) : residual soils from granitic and
gnelsslc rocks.
5. Sandy and gravelly (N-L) : glacial drift In
northern portion of the unit.




1. Gravelly and sandy soils (K-W) : associated
with glacial deposits.
2. Clay loam to clay (L-M) : residual soils de-
veloped from basalts found within the Trough.
3. Organic (N-L) : found in glaciated portion.
Section 3b
1. Gravelly to clayey (VW) : this unit Is associ-
ated with the alluvium of the flood plains or
non-marine terraces occupying much of the unit;
soil texture Is extremely variable.
2. Loamy to clayey loam (N-L): residua} soils
from sandstones and shales along the west flank
of the Valley.
3. Clayey loam to clay (N-L) : residual soils from
basic igneous rocks on the eastern side of the
valley.
Section 3c
1. Loamy to clayey (loam predominating) (L-K)
:
associated with flatter trough areas.
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2. Clayey (L-M) : generally associated with mixed
alluvium and valley terraces within the
Trough
.
3. Gravelly loams, sandy loams and loams (L-I^) :
generally associated with alluvial fans along
Sierra Nevada.
4. Sandy (N-L): wind modified areas found pre-
dominating In the southern portion of the
Valley.




1. Gravelly to clayey (M-W): valley fill areas
that characterize the basin portion; soil
texture is generally highly variable but
varies gradatlonally In size as one proceeds
towards the central portion of the basins.
2. Non soil area (M-W): mountain ranges of the
unit.
3. Clayey (L-M) : associated with old lacustrine
beds (playas) common to the central basin area,
^. Sllty soils (N-L) : aeollan deposits occurring
in the northeast portion.
5. Sandy to clayey (sandy predominating) (N-L)
:
residual soils, generally thin, developed
from extrusive rocks in the northwest portion.
Section 5b
1. Gravelly to clayey (M-W) : associated with
valley fill; general characteristics similar
to those found In the Section 5a.
2. Non soil area (L-M): ranges.
3. Clayey (N-L): associated with playas similar
to Section ^a; frequency of occurrence Is not
as great as Section ^a.
Section 5c
1. Silts and clays (clayey predominating) (M-W):
associated with fine textured lacustrine and
alluvial soils of the unit.
2. Sandy sells (N-L): wind modified dune areas.
3. Gravelly to clayey (N-L) : valley fill.




1. Gravelly to clayey (M-W) : valley fill.
2. Non soil area (L-K) : ranges and mountains.
3. Gravelly to clayey (bedrock predominating)
(N-L) : thin residual soils from extrusive rocks;
found In the northern portion.
^. Clayey (N-L): found In central basin areas.
Section 5e
1. Non soil areas (L-K)
.
2. Sandy to clayey (sllty predominating) (L-M)
:
residual soils derived primarily from sand-
stones and shales.
3. Gravelly to clayey (L-M) : associated with water
deposited soils (predomlnatly valley fill).
^. Stoney clays (N-L): residual soil from limestone,
Section 5f
1. Non soil area (M-V/) .
2. Stoney clays (L-K): residual soils from lime-
stones comparable to those found in the Ed-
wards Plateau.
3. Gravelly to clayey (L-M) : valley fill.
Province 20
Section 2Qa
1. Sandy (K-W) : associated with coastal terraces.
2. Mixed sands and clays (M-W): coastal deposits.
3. Organic (1-M): associated with tidal marshes
which occupy areas of the outer coastal plain
but which may follow estuaries up to the inner
zone.
^. Clayey (N-L): associated with Cretaceous de-
posits in Rarltan Lowland; often associated
with greens and belt.
5. Sandy and gravelly soils (N-L) : glacial de-
posits on Cape Cod and Long Island.
Section 20b
1. Mixed sandy and clayey (M-W): coastal deposits.
2. Sandy (L-M) : coastal deposits.
3. Organic (L-M) : similar to Section 20a.
4. Sand clay (N-L): coastal deposits
.
Section 2Qc
1. Sandy (VW) : coastal deposits.
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2. Organic (M-W): area contains many large
swamps
.
3. Clayey (L-M) : generally associated with re-
sidual soils from water deposited marls and
chalky limestones; major concentration occurs
around the Ccalla uplift and In southern
Florida.
^. Non soil area (N-L) : minor area of llmerock
south of Everglades,
Section 20d
1. Mixed sands and clays (K-W) : coastal deposits.
2. Sandy clay (L-K) : coastal deposits.
3. Sands (L-K) : coastal deposits.
U. Clayey soils (L-M) : primarily associated with
residual development upon Cretaceous and young-
er limestones and chalks In the Eelted Coastal
Plain area.
5. Organic (N-L) : small outer coastal areas poss-
ess Isolated deposits.
Section 20e
1. Sllty (VW) : loesslal deposits.
2. Silts and clays (clays predominating) (N-L):
associated with floodplalns of rivers dis-
secting the area.
Section 20f
1. Silts and clays (clays predominating) (VW)
:
alluvium from Mississippi and Red Rivers.
2. Sllty (N-L) : loesslal area variant to alluvial
plain called Crowley's Ridge.
3. Organic (N-L) : associated with deltaic deposits
of the Mississippi River.
Section 20g
1. Clayey (M-W) : generally associated with three
distinct areas and types; resldually develop-
ed from limestones and chalks (Cretaceous);
marine clays found along the coast; and Iso-
lated alluvial clays similar to those which
characterize the Mississippi Alluvial Plain
Section.
2. Mixed sands and clays (L-M): coastal deposits.
3. Sands and gravels (N-L) : coastal deposits.




1. Clays and silts (clays predominating) (K-W)
:
associated with marine deposits; frequently
Interspersed with sllty type till.
2. Organic deposits (L-K).
3. Non soil areas (N-L)
.
4. Sandy soils (N-L)
.
Section lib




1. Clayey soils (M-W) : marine clays restricted to
northern portion.
2. Loamy (M-W): glacial drift derived from slates,
limestones and sandstones In southern por-
tions
.
3. Organic (N-L): occurs in southern portion.
Section lid
1. Loamy to sllty clay loams (K-W) : glacial till
predomlnatly from dark shale; low in lime.
2. Stcney soils (L-M) : occurs in Tug Hill Cuesta.





2. Soils associated with glacial lacustrine areas
(reworked till in part) (L-M) :
a. Sllty clays, clays, sllty clay loam,
clay loam.
3. Soils associated with glacial drift (primari-
ly late Wisconsin age) (M-W)
:
a. Gravelly loam, sandy loams and loams
(M-W): occur extensively in Michigan
and Wisconsin.
b. Loam to sllty clay loam (I-M) : occurs
in New York and portions of Illinois
and Wisconsin.
c. Sandy loam to loam (N-I) : occurs in
Indiana.
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Loam to sllty loam (N-L) : occurs In
parts of Wisconsin, Michigan and Indi-
ana.
Clay loam (N-L) : occurs primarily in





2. Silty loam to clayey silt loam (L-K) : loessial
deposits in western Illinois and southwestern
Indiana.
3. Gravelly soils (N-L): alluvial (sluiceway)
terraces
.
^. Soils associated with glacial drift (M-W)
.
a. Illinoian till (L-M)
:
i. Loam to clay (clay loam pre-
dominating) .
ii. Clay loam: occurs primarily in
Illinois.
b. Wisconsin (early) till (L-M):
i. Silty clay loam (L-M): occurs in
Illinois, Indiana and Chio.
ii. Loam (L-M) : generally occurs in
a belt south of soil unit (bi)
.
ill. Loam to silty clay loam (L-M):
Illinois,
iv. Loam to silty loam (N-L) : Illin-
ois .
Section llg
1. Sandy soils (M-W) : associated with old glacial
lacustrine area and residual soils from Cam-
brian sandstones and shales; forms the great-
est portion of the Central Sand Plain of Wis-
consin.
2. Silty loam to clayey silt loam (silty loam pre-
dominating) (M-W) : aeolian deposits that mantle
Cambrian sandstones and shales and younger Pa-
leozoic carbonates.
3. Organic (N-L) : occur principally within north-
east portion.
Section llh
1. Soils associated with glacial till (W) .
a. Loamy (M-W) : occurs in all states with-
in Section.
b. Gravelly Icam, sandy loam and sandy
clay loam (L-M) : occurs primarily in
northern Minnesota.
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2. Soils associated with glacial lacustrine
areas (L-M) :
a. Clays and silts: fine texture lacus-
trine deposits.
b. Sandy and gravelly soils : water-sorted
(beach) deposits.
3. Organic (L-M): occur primarily In northeast.
Special Remarks : The clayey textured soils
appear to be more promlnant In the Lake Agas-
slz
.
area with sllty soils flanking the finer
clays on all sides. Sandy beach deposits pre-
dominate on the western side (North Dakota)
while gravelly material Is found in Minnesota.
Lake Sourls appears to have an equitable dis-
tribution of both silt and clay size deposits,
while Lake Dakota appears more sllty In tex-
ture. Both of the latter lacustrine areas
have associated granular beach deposits.
Section 111
1. Sllty loam to clayey silt loam (sllty loam
predominating) (M-W) : aeollan deposits over-
lying glacial drift.
2. Clay loam to sllty clay loam (clay loam pre-
dominating) (M-W) : glacial drift; primarily
Kansan, In part, lowan.
Province 12
Section 12a
1. Soils associated with glacial drift (M-W):
mainly gravelly loams, sandy loams, sandy
clayey loams, and sllty clay loams.
2. Non soil areas (L-M).
3. Organic (L-M)
.




1. Clayey soils (M-W) : marine clays generally
present In northern portion.
2. Stoney sandy and gravelly soils (M-W): glacial
drift, generally thin and similar to that
found In the adjacent upland unit to the north,
3. Organic (L-M) : Includes muck and peat bogs
associated with glaclatlon as well as marshy
deposits In estuarlne deltas near mouths of
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rivers and streams.





Stoney sandy and gravelly soils (M-W) : gen-
erally thin glacial drift of Wisconsin age
derived from two major rock groups: (a) gran-
ites, gneisses and schists and (t) shales and
limestones; sedimentary rock derived till
found primarily In the northern portion.
Non soil areas (L-M)
.
Clayey gravelly soils (N-L) : glacial till gen-




Clayey soils (N-L) : small scattered areas of
marine clays which are modal to the adjacent
Seaboard Lowland unit; existence of this soil
unit may be due to the relatively indefinite
border which separates the New England Upland
from the Seaboard Lowland.
Section 19c
1. Sandy and gravelly soils (VW) : coarse glacial
drift occurring within till, outwash plains
and terraces.
2. Organic (N-L): small area noted in southern
portion.




Non soil area (VW)
.
Stoney gravelly and clayey gravelly soils
(N-L) : Isolated patches of glacial drift simi-




1. Non soil area (M-W).
2. Stoney gravelly soils (K-W) : generally thin
cover of coarse glacial drift.
Section 19f
1. Loamy (VW) : glacial till derived from schists,
slates, shales and limestones; minor areas
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may be stoney.
2, Non soil areas (N-L).
Section 19g
1. Non soil area (M-W) : occurs with glaciated
portion.
2, Stoney loam (M-W): thin residual soils ie-




1. Loamy soils (M-W) : forms bulk of glacial till
of North Dakota and South Dakota portions of
Section.
2. Clay loam (M-W): glacial till found primarily
In Montana and smaller Isolated areas of the
Dakotas
.
3. Non soil areas (N-L) : several Rocky Mountain
outliers
.
4. Gravelly soils (N-L) : found near Montana bord-
er with Rocky Mountains and In the north cen-
tral portion of Montana.
Section 10b
1. Sandy silt to clayey (sandy silt predominating)
(M-W) : residual soils derived from sandstones
and shales.
2. Clayey (M-W) : associated with clay shales of
the unit; Pierre Hills area Is a primary ex-
ample .
3. Gravelly soils (N-L) : small Isolated areas
associated with outwash.
4. Non soil areas (N-L).
Section 10c
1. Sandy silts to clayey (sandy silt predomina-
ting) (M-W).
2. Clayey (N-L): associated with scattered areas
of clay shales.
3. Gravelly to clayey (N-L) : coarse textures gen-
erally predominate; associated with outwash
from surrounding mountain areas; occur In
areas which lie between Rocky Mountain append-
ages which protrude Into the Section.
4. Non soil area (N-L): scattered exhumed gran-




1. Non soil area (L-M) : associated with granitic
core and volcanic rock areas.
2. Clayey soils (L-M): residual soils developed
from Trlasslc shales and Permian limestones.
3. Sandy and sllty soils (N-L) : associated with
residual soils developed from the Cretaceous
Dakota Sandstone; this unit encircles the
area and gradually merges (topographically)
Into the surrounding Missouri Plateaus.
Section IQf
1. Sandy to sllty (sandy predominating) (K-W)
:
original plains outwash mantle; gravelly tex-
tures and clays are occasionally found.
2. Sandy (L-M): corresponds to Nebraska Sand
Hills plus several other scattered areas; In
part wind reworked.
3. Sllty loam to clayey silt loam (silt loam pre-
dominating) (L-M) : aeollan deposits occur In
the northeast portion and extend Into the Cen-
tral Lowland Province.
4. Sandy to clayey (clayey predominating) (N-L):
residual soils developed primarily from Brule
clay within Goshen Hole Lowland area of Neb-
raska and Wyoming.
Section lOg
1. Sandy to clayey (M-W) : residual soils from
Tertiary and Cretaceous sandstones and shales.
2. Clayey (L-M): associated with clay shales.
3. Sandy to sllty (sandy predominating) (L-M)
variant Great Plains outwash mantle.
Section lOh
1. Sandy to clayey (VW) : see comments of Sec-
tion lOg.
2. Non soil areas (N-L).
Section 101
1. Sandy to clayey (silt predominating) (VW)
:
residual soils developed from sandstones and
shales (minor limestones) of Trlasslc, Jurassic
and Permian age; may be thinly developed and
lack any widespread clayey residue.
2. Gravelly to clayey (L-M): valley fill in south-
em portion.
1^'J
3. Sandy to sllty (sandy predominant) (N-I):
Isolated areas of Great Plains outwash units.
Section 10.1
1. Sllty loam to clay silt loam (sllty loam pre-
dominating) (L-M) : aeollan areas overlying
bedrock and Plains outwash.
2. Sandy to clayey (clayey predominating) (L-M)
:
residual soils from sandstones, shales and lime-
stones of Cretaceous and Permian age.
3. Sandy loam to loam (N-L) : residual soil In
Smokey Hills area.
^. Sandy to sllty (sandy predominating) (N-L):
Tertiary Plains outwash variant to unit.
5. Sandy and gravelly soils (N-L): generally
associated with alluvial soils within Arkan-
sas Lowland; portion may be wind reworked.
Section 10k
1. Sandy to clayey (clayey pT-edorainatlng) (L-K) :
residual soils from Permian sandstones and
shales
.
2. Stoney sandy loams (L-M) : residual soils from
granitic type rocks of Llano Uplift.
3. Stoney clays (L-M) : residual from Cretaceous
limestones
.
4. Sands and sandy loams (N-L) : residual soils
from Pennsylvanlan sandstones and shales.
5. Non soil areas (N-L)
.
Section 101
1. Stoney clays (W-W) : residual soils from Cre-
taceous limestones.
2. Non soil area (K-W): bare limestone outcrops.
Section 10m
1. Sandy to clayey (clayey predominating) (VW)
:
residual soils from Permian sandstones and
shales and Pennsylvanlan limestones, sand-
stones and shales.
2. Stoney clay loams (N-L): residual from cherty
limestones in Flint Hills.
3. Clayey (N-L) : associated with Pennsylvanlan
shales in Cherokee Lowland.
4. Non soil area (N-L) : Wichita and Arbuckle
Mountains
.
5. Sands and gravels (N-L) : scattered soils of
water transported origin.
14^
Poor Subgrade Support Areas
Inorganic 3ol]s
General . Soils are used In two general ways along a highway
route. They are either: (a) stressed in place as foundations
for structures (including embankments) and in cut slopes or
(b) they are excavated and compacted to form embankments,
backfills for structures, and subgrades. The poorer soils
are wasted, e.g., organics are not used as constructional
materials and are often excavated and/or displaced in em-
bankment foundation situations. Local "problem" soils are
avoided in subgrade locations, often for the reason that they
are difficult to handle and/or compact, A number of soil
textures can be troublesome in subgrades, i.e., non plastic
silts, micaceous silts, poorly graded sands, but problems
of subgrade support are most common with clays. For this
reason, the rating of Sections with respect to problems of
subgrade support was accomplished by a combined considera-
tion of the clayeyness of surficlal soils and the frequency
of occurrence of such soils.
The rating is compromised as topography becomes
rough and more subgrade soils originate from deposits not
mapped in the surficlal coverage (Figures 16 to 21) . All
textural types coarser than (and including) the very fine
sandy loam in Table 15 were considered to afford satisfact-
ory subgrade support. Finer textures were grouped into four
severity categories based upon the most probable Unified
Soil Classification, also given in Table 15. The resulting
1^5
severity groups are shown In Table l6.
Severity ratings of each Section were then quali-
tatively formulated by combining textural type and distri-
bution information with the general severity rating of
Table 16. The severity ratings and descriptive remarks
follow in a sequence identical to that utilized in the dis-
cussion of soil origin and texture. Severity rating codes
are identical to those used within the soil texture descript-
ion.
Severity Rating by Basic Report Unit
Province 1
Section la (N-L) : lean clays developed from residual
sandstones and shales may be pre-
sent in minor portions of the
area.
Section lb (N-L) : comments similar to Section la.
Section Ic (NE)
Section Id (L-M) : lean clays may be found over a
great portion of the area from
residual sandstones and shales.
Section le (N-L) : minor areas of lean to highly
plastic clays may be found within
the Los Angeles Basin.
Province 2
Section 2a (NE)
Section 2b (N-L) : lean and plastic clays may be
associated with residual soils
from basic igneous rocks on the
western flank of the Range.
Section 2c (N-L) ; minor area of residual soils from
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lean to plastic clays may be
found In minor areas from res id'
ual sandstones and shales.
highly plastic clays may be asso-
ciated with lacustrine areas.
clays may be associated with shales
in southern portion of unit; re-
mainder of soils may be thin and
coarse textured.
highly plastic clays may be asso-
ciated with shales within the unit.
clays may be associated with clay
shales; sandy texture predomin-
ates .
similar to Section 6c.
plastic clays may locally be asso-
ciated with residual sells from
volcanic material,
highly plastic clays are asso-
ciated with shales and clay shales.
silt loam developed from sedi-
mentary rocks may be of a lean
clay variety.
highly plastic soils may be
found throughout the area; how-
ever, chert residue in stoney or
gravelly form, may Increase the
subgrade support,
highly plastic residual soils
may be associated with the sand-
stones and shales of the unit,
lean clays are associated with
the residual soils and alluvial
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deposits of the area; clay-
shales are also found In the
area.
Section 13c3 (L-M) :hlghly plastic sells may develop
from residual soils.
Province 14
Section l^a (VW) : development of highly plastic
residual soils Is very widespread
In the unit.
Section l4b (VW) : same as Section l^a.
Section l4c (L-N) : residual soils appear to be less
plastic (I.e., more sllty and
sandy) than In other Sections of
Province; lean clays may be asso-
ciated with residual soils while
the more plastic soils are asso-
ciated with the limited alluvial
deposits In the area.
Section 1^ (K-W) : highly plastic soils may be fre-
quently encountered with resid-
ual soils of the unit.
Province 15
Section 15a (N-L) : sllty loam glacial drift In the
valleys may frequently be of a
lean clay variety.
Section 15b (L-M) : lean clays from glacial drift are
present throughout most of the
Section; plasticity of the drift
may be greater within the western
portion of the unit; highly plas-
tic soils are generally not ex-
istent within the unit.
Section 15c (L-M) : sllty clay loam residual soils
may generally be a lean to heavy
clay material.
Section 15d (M-W) : comments similar to Section l^c;
in addition, residual soils de-
veloped from Conemaugh , Koncn-
gahela and Dunkard formations may
be highly plastic.
Section 15e (N-L) : only clayey type soils within the
unit are associated with the vari-
ant limestone valleys in the Sect-
ion; residual soils developed in
these limestones may be highly
plastic.
Province 16
Section l6a (L-M) : lean to heavy plastic clays are
generally associated with the







soils of the valley.
clayey soils are associated with
residual soils of the area; quant-
ity of cherty residue In clay
matrix may Increase potential
subgrade support.
lean clays are present through-
out entire Section; highly
plastic soils are associated
with residual soils developed
from basic igneous rocks.
lean to highly plastic clay
soils are associated with each












lean to highly plastic clays
may be associated with residual
basalts
.
highly plastic clays may fre-
quently underlie portions of
the flood plains within the unit;
similar type clays may be asso-
ciated with residual soils found
in the adjacent border uplands,
clays of variable plasticity
characteristics are quite fre-
quently associated with both
alluvium and valley trough soils
within the central portion of
the valley.
plastic clay soils are generally
associated with lacustrine
areas occuplng the central port-
ions of the basins,
comments similar to Section 5a
except frequency of occur-rence
is less In this Section,
highly plastic soils are widely
distributed in association with
lacustrine and alluvial deposits.
comments similar to Section 5b.
clayey soils of unknown plasti-
city characteristics may be asso-
ciated with valley fill and
150
residual soils from limestones.
Section 5f (N-L) : comments similar to Section 5e,
Province 20
Section 20a (N-L) : highly plastic clays are pri-
marily associated with Cretace-
ous rocks in the Raritan Low-
land.
Section 20b (N-L) : clays may be associated with
mixed coastal sediments; sand
clay of unit not considered as
a poor subgrade material in
this unit.
Section 20c (L-M) : highly plastic clay soils may
be resldually developed from
carbonate rocks in the unit.
Section 20d (L-M) : clays developed from limestones
and chalks are frequently high-
ly plastic in nature.
Section 20e (N-L) : highly plastic clays are gener-
ally associated with minor
alluvial areas.
Section 20f (VW) : highly plastic soils are wide-
spread in the unit from alluvial
origin.
Section 20g (M-W) : highly plastic clays are wide-
spread from a variety of origins
in the unit.
Province 11
Section 11a (M-W): highly plastic clays are widely
distributed throughout the area
from marine deposits.
Section lib (K-W) : comments similar to Section 11a.
Section lie (K-W) : lean and plastic clays from ma-
rine and glacial deposits may
be distributed throughout the
area; marine clays may be highly
plastic.
Section lid (L-M) : major portion of drift may be of
a lean clay variety.
Section lie (L-M) : most highly plastic clays are
those associated with the la-
custrine areas; clayey till
appears to be limited to the
cuter (southern and western)
limits of drift; this till is
generally of the lean clay var-
iety and not widely distributed;
predominating till textures in
the unit are coarse textured.
Section llf (M-W) : unit has a more extensive areal
distribution of clayey type
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Section llg (N-L)
Section l lh (N-L)
Section 111 (K-W)
soils than the Eastern lakes
and Lacustrine Sections; gen-
erally the most plastic soils
are associated with the oldest
drift (Illinoian); these soils,
however, are not as plastic as
those associated with glacial
lacustrine origin; overall a
lean clay type of soil may be
prevelant throughout most of
the entire Section,
lean clays may occasionally be
associated with aeollan deposits;
major texture of unit is pri-
marily sandy to silty.
most plastic soils appear in
glacial lacustrlae deposits (pri-
marily Lake Aggassiz); major
till texture of unit is gravelly
loam to loam, with loamy till
predominating, somewhat similar
in coarseness to that of the
Eastern Lakes and Lacustrine
Section; lean clays may be asso-
ciated with the loamy drift.
lean clay soil is distributed
throughout the greatest portion
of the unit; less plastic (silty)
soils are associated with the
loess deposits while highly plas-
tic soils are those associated




highly plastic clays are only
associated with minor areas of









highly plastic clays are asso-
ciated with marine clays widely
distributed in area.
minor areas of marine clays simi-
lar to that found in Section 15a
may protrude into unit.
although loam texture predom-
inating in unit has a potential















It Is generally the finest
texture present In the unit;
much of the area has a stoney
fraction and subgrade support
should not be a problem.
entire till portion may be con-
sidered as clayey type; lean
clays will be more prominant In
the Dakotas while plasticity
of the till Increases In the
Montana portion; most probable
clay throughout unit Is a lean
clay type.
widely distributed and highly
plastic clays are often asso-
ciated with the clay shales
and shales of the area,
highly plastic clays may fre-
quently be associated with
shales of the unit; however,
predominant texture Is semi-
granular.
comments similar to Section
lOc.
highly plastic clays are asso-
ciated with shales of the area;
clays from residual limestones
are frequently less plastic.
only potential clayey area Is
that found In Goshen Hole Low-
land from shaley bedrock; pre-
dominating texture of unit Is
sandy to sllty.
highly plastic soils are asso-
ciated with clay shales and
shales of the unit,
comments similar to Section lOg.
unit generally lacks any region-
al clay type soils; occasionally,
highly plastic soils may be asso-
ciated with shales,
most plastic soils associated
with residual sandstones and
shales in southeast and east-
ern portions of the unit,
highly plastic soils are gen-
erally confined to the resid-
ual soils developed from Per-
mian rocks in the western
portion of the unit.
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Section 101 (I-M) : plastic clays may be associated
with residual limestones found
throughout the unit.
Section 10m (M-W) : highly plastic soils may be
quite frequently associated with
the residual soils throughout
much of the area.
Organic Soils
No attempt was made to rate the severity of support
problems associated with organic deposits within the Sect-
ions. 3.ualltatively assessed frequency of occurrence rat-
ings have been previously presented under the description
of soil textures. The reader is referred to this discussion.
High Volume Change Soils
Engineering Literature
As previously noted, a literature search of high
volume change occurrences was undertaken. The fruition of
this effort is shown in Figure 22. In these locations the
swelling potential was realized. The numbers contained with-
in this diagram are legended to Table 17, which Is a surrmary
of the individual references containing the information.
Geologic Investigation
The association of high volume change soils with
particular geologic formations was obtained from literature
searches. Table 18 summarizes the results by geologic age
and formations, as reported and mapped by Jensen (333)
.
Figure 23 illustrates the distribution of these formations
within the United States. The base map used ty Jensen was





Reference Summary of High Volume Change
Soil Locations Obtained from Engineering Literature
,, u^ 1 Project-Location Reference^Number ^
1 Gila - Canals; Arizona ( 585 )
2 Casitas Canal; California ( 585 1
5 Ojai Valley Pump; California ( 585 )
4 Putah Canal; California (585.)
5 Lind-Strath Reservoir; California ( 585 )
6 Lindmore Reservoir; California ( 585 )
7 Delta-Mendota Canal; California ( 585 )
8 Contra Costa Canal; California ( 585 )
9 Friant Kern Canal; California ( 585 )
10 Kirwin Dam; Kansas ( 585 )
11 Emigrant Dam; Oregon ( 585 )
12 Tiber Dam Spillway; Montana ( 585 )
15 Shelburne Dam; Montana ( 585 )
14 BLM-Collins Dam; Montana ( 585 )
15 Little Porcupine Plant; Montana ( 585 )
16 Boulder City; Nevada ( 585 )
17 McMillan Reservoir; New Mexico ( 585 )
18 McClusky Canal; North Dakota ( 585 )
19 Oahe Pump; South Dakota ( 585 )
20 Gulf Coast Canal; Texas ( 585 )
21 Gateway Canal; Utah ( 585 )
22 Colorado Springs; Colorado ( 585 )
25 Denver-Boulder Turnpike; Colorado ( 585 )
24 Fire Mountain Canal; Colorado ( 585 )
25 Courtland Canal; Nebraska ( 585 )
26 Fort Peck Dam; Montana ( 585 )
27 Ortega Reservoir; California ( 585 )
28 Malheur River Siphon; Oregon ( 585 )
29 Navajo Dam; New Mexico ( 585 )
50 San Antonio; Texas ( 568 )
51 Jackson; Mississippi ( 565 )
52 Porterville; California ( 546 )
55 Bexar County; Texas ( 57 8 )
54 Fort Union Dam; North Dakota ( 569 )
55 West Point; Mississippi ( 525 , 52 4 )
56 Permian Red Beds; Oklahoma (il2., 5 5 5 )
57 Heavy Bentonite Areas; Wyoming f 5 8 2 , 5 85 )
58 Great Salt Plains Dam; Oklahoma ( 581 )
59 Sherman; Texas ( 581 )






^ 1 Project-Location Reference^Number -^
41 Kanopolis Dam; Kansas ( 581 1
42 Fort Randall Dam; South Dakota (IM.)
43 Denver; Colorado ( 510 )
44 East Central Utah (128)
45 Montgomery; Alabama ( 572 )
46 Central Georgia ( 572 )
47 Central Florida (HI)
48 North East Mississippi ( 572 )
49 North Central Florida ( 572 )
50 Tombigbee River; Alabama ( 572 )
51 Kansas ( 500 )
52 Texas ( 522 )
53 Austin; Texas ( 315 . 316 )
54 Panola County; Mississippi ( 578 )
55 Waco, Interstate 55; Texas ( 550 )
56 Tulsa; Oklahoma (35i., 555 )
57 Houston-Urban Freeway; Texas ( 529 )
58 NW-Limon, Interstate 10; Colorado (lOZ)
59 Tallahassee; Florida (112.)
60 - 64 Western South Dakota (HQ.)
^ Map number keyed to Figure 22.
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Based upon information obtained from this phase of
the project an examination of the occurrence and frequency of
high volume change formations within the basic report Sect-
Ions was undertaken. Table 19 Is the result of this effort,
and largely rates the potential for volume change problems.
Fedologlc Investigation
A comparable study was undertaken with peiologlc
information. Table 20 summarizes the data based upon parent
material-origin considerations. Figure 2U shown the distribu-
tion of these areas within the United States. The base map
used by Jensen was reference ( 379 )
.
A frequency of occurrence rating was also establish-
ed for each Section possessing high volume change soil series,
which is given In Table 21. Again the rating is largely
one of potential volume change problems.
Adjusted Frequency of Occurrence Rating by Section
The final frequency of occurrence rating for each
Section possessing high volume change potential is generally
based upon the higher geologic or pedologlc rating. Several
exceptions occur, however, where transported surflcial de-
posits mantle high volume change geologic formations. An
example occurs in the Mississippi Loesslal Upland Section.
Eased upon the pedologlc mapping, a Non Existent to Limited
rating was obtained.
A frequency rating of Very Widespread was, however,
obtained from the geologic phase due to the existence of
high volume change formations underlying the loesslal
160
Table 19
Summary of Heologic Formations Showing High Volume Change
by Frequency of Occurrence Within Sections*
Estimated Occurrence
Physiographic Unit Within Section
Description High Volume Change Formations (All Formations Considered )
Id California Coast Range 1. Quaternary and Tertiary Marine and Fresh Medium to Widespread
Water Deposits (Alluvial fans, lakebeds)
2. Cretaceous Marine Shales
le Los Angeles Range 1. Quaternary and Tertiary Marine and Fresh Limited to Medium
Water Deposits (Alluvial fans, lakebeds)
2d Lower California 1. Quaternary and Tertiary Marine and Fresh Non Existent to Limited
Water Deposits (Alluvial fans, lakebeds)
3c California Valley 1. Quaternary and Tertiary Marine and Fresh Limited to Medium
Water Deposits (Alluvial fans, lakebeds)
5a Great Basin 1. Quaternary and Tertiary Marine and Fresh Limited to Medium
Water Deposits (Alluvial fans, lakebeds)
5b Sonoran Desert 1. Quaternary and Tertiary Marine and Fresh Non Existent to Limited
Water Deposits (Alluvial fans, lakebeds)
6a High Plateaus of Utah 1. Mesaverde, Mancos and Lewis Shale Fm Limited to Medium
2. Quaternary and Tertiary Marine and Fresh
Water Deposits (Alluvial fans, lakebeds)
6b Uinta Basin 1. Mesaverde, Mancos and Lewis Shale Fm Limited to Medium
6c Canyon Lands 1. Cretaceous Fm (Cody, Mowry, Frontier, Limited to Medium
Benton and Niobrara)
6d Navajo 1. Mesaverde, Mancos and Lewis Shale Fm Medium to Widespread
2. Cretaceous Fm (Cody, Mowry, Frontier,
Benton and Niobrara)
6e r.rand Canyon 1. Quaternary and Tertiary Marine and Fresh Limited to Medium
Water Deposits (Alluvial fans, lakebeds)
6f Datil 1. Mesaverde, Mancos and Lewis Shale Fm Limited to Medium
2. Cretaceous Fm (Cody, Mowry, Frontier,
Benton and Niobrara)
10a Missouri Plat (Glac.)^ 1. Pierre and Bearpaw Shale Fm Limited to Medium
2. Cretaceous Fm (Cody and Benton)
10b Missouri Plat fUnglac.) 1. Pierre and Bearpaw Shale Fm Very Widespread
2. Cretaceous Fm (Cody and Benton)
3. Ft. Union Shale
4. Mesaverde, Mancos, Lewis and Cody Shale
Fm
10c BighornBasin 1. Cretaceous Fm (Cody and Benton) Limited to Medium
2. Mesaverde, Mancos, Lewis and Cody Shale
Fm
lOd Wyoming Basin 1. Ft. Union Shale Limited to Medium
2
.
Mesaverde, Mancos, Lewis and Cody Shale Fm




Physiographic Unit Within Section
Description High Volume Chanjge Formations ( All Formations Considered )
lOg Colorado Piedmont 1. Mesaverde, Mancos and Lewis Shale Fm Very Widespread
2
.
Upper Cretaceous Fm (Eagleford, Pierre,
Bearpaw)
3. Laramie and Denver Fm
4. Cretaceous Fm (Cody, Mowry, Frontier,
Benton, and Niobrara)
lOh Raton Upland 1. Cretaceous Fm (Cody, Mowry, Frontier, Medium to Widespread
Benton, and Niobrara)
lOj Plains Border 1. Cretaceous Fm (Cody, Mowry, Frontier, Limited to Medium
Benton, and Niobrara)
10k Central Texas Mineral 1. Permian Red Beds Limited to Medium
10m Osage Plains 1. Permian Red Beds Medium to Widespread
Hi DissectedLoessial and 1. Permian RedBeds NonLxisterit toLirnited
Till Plains' 2. Cretaceous Fm( Cody, Mowry , Frontier,
Benton and Niobrara)
20b Sea Island 1. Lower Cretaceous Fm (Porters Creek Limited to Medium
and Nahoela)
2. Jackson, Chickasawhay , Barnwell and
Ocalla Fm
20c Florida 1. Tampa and Hawthorn Fm Limited to Medium
2. Jackson, Chickasawhay, Barnwell and
Ocalla Fm
20d East Gulf Coast 1. Tampa and Hawthorn Fm Very Widespread




Selma and Euthaw Fm
4. Lower Cretaceous Fm (Porters Creek
and Nahoela)
20e Mississippi Loessial 1. Tampa and Hawthorn Fm Very Widespread
Upland"* 2. Jackson, Chickasawhay, Barnwell and
Ocalla Fm)
20f Mississippi Alluvial Plain 1. Mississippi Alluvium Very Widespread
20g West Gulf Coast 1. Taylor and Austin Fm Very Widespread
2. Eagleford and Woodbine Fm
3. Jackson Fm
4. Houston Fm
' Information summarized from Jensen ( 333 )
^ Formations overlain by glacial drift within Section
' Formations overlain by glacial drift and loessial deposits within Section
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Summary of Pedologic Soil Series Showing High Volume Change
by I'requency of Occurrence Within Sections
Physiographic Unit
Description
Id California Coast Range
le Los Angeles Range
2d Lower California
'.c California Valley
5a Creat Bas i n
5b Sonoran Desert




10a Missouri Plat (Glac)




10k Central Texas Mineral
101 Ldwards Plateau
10m Osage Plains




20d East Gulf Coast
20e Mississippi Loessial Upland
20f Mississippi Alluvial Plain
























































(All Soil Series Considered)
Limited to Medium
Non Existent to Limited
Non Hxistent to Limited
Limited to Medium
Limited to Medium
Non Existent to Limited
Non Existent to Limited
Non Existent to Limited
Medium to Widespread
Non Existent to Limited
Non Existent to Limited
Limited to Medium
Non Existent to Limited





Non Existent to Limited
Non Existent to Limited
Non Existent to Limited
Limited to Medium
Non Existent to Limited
Very Widespread
Medium to Widespread
Note: Information summarized from Jensen ( 335 )
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mantle. As the basic characteristics of the Section are
based upon loesslal parent material , and these are not con-
ductive to high volume change, a final rating of Non-Existent
to Limited was selected.
Table 22 represents the adjusted frequency of occur-
rence rating for each Section containing potential high
volume change areas
,
Frost Action and Frost Susceptible Soils
Physiographic Sections Within the Freezing Zone
The selection of Sections experiencing significant
frost was based upon an analysis by Sourwine (^O) • Figure
25 shows the relationship between Sections considered to be
within the freezing zone and the limit proposed by Sourwine.
Table 23 summarizes the separation of Sections into group-
ings where, I. ground freezing is assumed to be a potential
hazard, and II. the factor of ground freezing is probably
insignificant.
Composite rrost Susceptible Soils Map of the Northern States
Figures 26 through 28 Illustrate the composite
frost susceptible soils map for the northern United States,
using the Corps of Engineer's susceptibility classification.
As previously noted, this map is slightly modified from the
work of Bloom (20) and Osborne ( 166 )
.
Distribution of Frost Susceptible Soils by Section
General . For each Section considered to be within the free-
zing zone, a qualitative assessment of the frequency was
made of the frost susceptible soils. The ratings are based
166
Table 22
Final Adjusted High Volume Change Frequency
of Occurrence Ratings by Basic Report Section
Unit







le N-L L-M L-M
2d N-L N-L N-L
3c L-M L-M L-M
5a L-M L-M L-M
5b N-L N-L N-L
5d N-L NE N-L
6a NE L-M L-M
6b NE L-M L-M
6c NE L-M L-M
6d N-L M-W M-W
6e M-W L-M M-W
6£ NE L-M L-M
9b N-L NE N-L
10a* N-L L-M N-L
10b L-M VW VW
10c NE L-M L-M
lOd N-L L-M L-M
10£ N-L NE N-L
lOg NE VW VW
lOh NE M-W M-W
lOj L-M L-M L-M
10k L-M L-M L-M
101 L-M NE L-M
10m VW M-W VW
llh N-L NE N-L
Hi* NE N-L NE
13c2 N-L NE N-L
17b N-L NE N-L
20b NE L-M L-M
20c NE L-M L-M
20d L-M VW VW
20e* N-L VW N-L
20f VW VW VW
20g M-W VW VW
Note: (*) indicates adjusted rating
Legend: ^E Non Existent
N -L Non Existent to Limited
L -M Limited to Medium
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Status of Physiographic Sections and
Their General Relationship to Ground Freezing
Physiographic Sections Analyzed for Distribution and
Occurrence of Frost Susceptible Soil Type (Considered,
in the main, to be within zone of ground freeze danger)
a. Section Codes Having Entire Area Within Dangerous
Freezing Zone
4c 6a 7a 8a 9a
4d 6b 7b 8b 9b





10a 11a 12a 13a 15a 19a
10b lib 12b 15b 19b







Section Codes Having Portion of Area Outside
Dangerous Freezing Zone
2a 4a 5a 6e lOf 13b 15d 16a 18
2b 4b
2c
II. Physiographic Sections Not Analyzed for Distribution
and Occurrence of Frost Susceptible Soil Type
(Considered, in the main, to be outside zone of ground
freeze danger)
.
a. Section Codes Having Entire Area Outside Dangerous
Freezing Zone
la 2d 3a 5b 10k 13cl
lb 3b 5c 101 13c2
Id 3c 5f 13c3
le
14b 15e 16b
Section Codes Having Portion of Area With
Dangerous Freezing Zone
Ic 5d lOi 14a 17a 20a
















































NOTE: SEE MAP SHEET I FOR LEGEND
FIGURE 27
GENERALIZED FROST SUSCEPTIBLE SOILS MAP OF THE
NORTHERN STATES (MAP SHEET n:NORTH CENTRAL U.SJ
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NOTE: SEE MAP SHEET I FOR LEGEND
FIGURE 28
GENERALIZED FROST SUSCEPTIBLE SOILS MAP OF THE
NORTHERN STATES (MAP SHEET H: NORTHEAST U.S.)
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upon an examination of the frost maps (Figures 26 through 28)
For portions of Sections not mapped In (£0) or ( lo6 ) , tut
occurring within the freezing zone, an evaluation of the
generalized frost susceptible soil conditions was conducted
ty the author with the procedure previously described.
Section Distribution . The frequency of occurrence rating of
frost susceptible soils within each Section considered to
be In the frost zone Is shown In Table 2U-.
1. See "Investigation Procedures - Frost Action and Frost
Susceptible Soils; Method of Analysis", (pg. 39)
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Table 24
Frequency of Occurrence Ratings of Frost Susceptible Soils
Within Physiographic Sections Considered in the Freezing Zone
Frost Susceptible Soil Category '
Section
Code NFS Fj. F2_ F3 F4
2a VW NE NE NE NE
2b VW NE NE N-L NE
' 2c VW NE NE NE L-M
4a N-L NE L-M N-L M-W
4b VW NE NE N-L L-M
4c N-L NE NE NE VW
4d N-L NE N-L N-L VW
4e NE L-M NE NE M-W
Frost Susceptible Soil Category '
5a M-W N-L L-M L-M
6a N-L NE NE L-M L-M
6b L-M N-L NE L-M L-M
6c L-M N-L N-L N-L M-W
6d N-L NE NE N-L M-W
6e N-L NE NE NE M-W
6f N-L NE NE L-M L-M
7a M-W NE NE NE L-M
7b M-W NE N-L N-L NE
7c VW NE NE NE NE
8a VW NE NE NE NE
8b VW NE NE NE N-L
8c VW NE NE NE N-L
8d L-M NE NE M-W NE
8e VW NE NE NE N-L
9a VW N-L NE NE NE
9b M-W N-L NE NE L-M
9c VW NE NE NE NE
10a NE NE N-L N-L VW
10b N-L NE NE L-M M-W
10c L-M L-M NE NE L-M
lOd N-L NE NE M-W L-M
Section
Code NFS Fl 11 F3_ R
lOe M-W NE NE L-^4 N£
lOf NE NE L-M NE M-W
lOg N-L NE L-M NE M-W
lOh N-L N-L NE NE M-W
lOj NE NE NE VW N-L
11a N-L N-L ME L-M L-M
lib N-L NE NE M-W ,\'E
lie NE N-L NE L-M L-M
lid NE .\-L NE NE M-W
lie N-L NE L-M L-M L-M
llf NE NE NE L-M L-M
llg NE NE L-M L-M L-M
llh N-L NE N-L L-M L-M
Hi NE NE NE M-W M-W
12a N-L NE N-L L-M L-M
12b NE NE NE VW NE
13a NE NE NE VW NE
13b NE NE NE VW NE
15a NE NE NE NE VW
15b N-L N-L NE M-W M-W
ISc L-M NE NE NE M-W
15d N-L NE NE M-W M-W
16a L-M NE NE L-M L-M
18 N-L N-L NE N-L M-W
19a NE N-L N-L L-M N-L
19b N-L NE N-L M-W L-M
19c N-L L-M NE NE L-M
19d M-W N-L N-L L-M N-L
19e M-W NE NE NE N-L
19f L-M NE NE NE L-M
19g M-W NE NE L-M NE











Note: U. S. Corps of Engineers Frost Classification
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3UKKARY AND CCNCIUSICNS
Generalized juaffiary Comparison Between Eastern and Western
United States
General
/.any difficulties are encountered in any attempt
to summarize in brief and adequate form the physiographic,
geologic and pertinent highway engineering factors peculiar
to regional geomorphlc units within the continental United
States. However, in the author's opinion, ease of discuss-
ion occurs if the United States is divided into two major
geographic groupings: an eastern and western portion.
The western portion essentially corresponds to the
U. S. portion of the North American Cordll]era Division
suggested ty Lobeck. This unit Is comprised of physiographic
provinces, Identified In Table 4, with unit codes 1 through
9. The provinces of the eastern group (unit Provinces codes
IC thru 20) lie east of and including the Great Plains Prov-
ince . Figure 29 shows this basic grouping as well as gen-
eralized locations of the various divisions and provinces of
each major group. The identification legend shown on this
diagram is keyed to Table 25 which describes the physio-
graphic units in question. Within these two groups, major
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population, climate and historical geclcgy.
Topographic Differences
The entire western unit may generally be considered
as a highland unit. Elevations In this area are the highest
within the continental United States, directly attributable
to the two parallel trending mountainous systems found in
the area. The orogenies which have occurred have naturally
formed areas of high relief. Large changes of elevation are
not only comrr.on within the mountainous areas but also occur
within much of the Intermontane Plateau system. Large changes
occur between the basins and ranges proper, characteristic of
the Basin and Range Province. Within the Plateau Provinces
relief is due primarily to destructlonal processes leaving
some of the most majestic canyon areas found In the world.
In direct contrast to high relief and elevations
found in the west, most of the east Is of low elevation and
relief. The topographic differences are directly related to
the presence of the Interior and Atlantic Plains Divisions
which are characterized primarily by relatively mild dipping
sedimentary strata. In addition, many of the once "mountain-
ous portions" of the area have been leveled by widespread
erosion to form plateaus and uplands of irlld relief.
Some areas of high relief are found in the east,
particularly in the Appalachian Highlands Division. How-
ever, much of the "mountainous terrain" has been formed by
erosion of flat lying sedimentary strata (Appalachian
Plateau Province) or folded sedimentary strata (Ridge and
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Valley). The "true" mountainous areas in the east are con-
fined to the Elue Ridge (Old Appalachian Province)
,
port-
ions of the Adlrondacks (Laurentlan Upland Province) and
along the western and northern portions of the New England
Xarltlxe Province.
Geologic Differences
Cne of the more significant geological differences
between tne eastern and western areas Is the rather literal
presence of vulcanlsm present In the west. Extrusive rocks
of Tertiary and Quaternary age are widespread in the west
while practically non existent fron a regional viewpoint
in tne east. Granitic type recks, often associated with
the mountain "building common to the west, are widely pre-
sent. Geologically, these rocks are generally confined to
Jurassic and/or PreCambrlan Periods of time. Within the
east, these rocks are generally found in larger areas and
occur within the "Crystalline Appalachians" (Cld Appalachian
and New England Maritime Provinces) as well as the Laurent-
lan Upland Province,
In general, sedimentary strata are more predomin-
ant in the eastern U. S. than in the west. Figure 30 Illust-
rates the distribution of Paleozoic strata within the u. 5.
As can be seen from the diagram, Paleozoic strata form a large
portion of the eastern physiography. This broad expanse of
1. This fact may be noted by looking at Figures 3 and ^







































strata in the east Is directly due to the flat lying to
relatively mild dipping strata found In the region. In con-
trast, Paleozoic strata of the west are scattered In dis-
tribution and often occur In highly tilted structure around
massive uplifts which are characterized by narrow bands.
Tertiary and Mesozolc sedimentary strata are found
distributed throughout both areas. Within the western port-
ion, major areas of occurrence are the California and Oregon
Coast Ranges of the Pacific Coast Ranges and much of the
flat lying sediments of the Colorado Plateau Province. Vith-
in the eastern portion, the greatest concentrations are
found in much of the Great Plains Province, the western port-
ion of the Central Lowland Province, Atlantic and Gulf Coast-
al Plains Province and the Trlasslc Lowland Province. With
the exception of the folded and faulted areas within the
Pacific Coast Ranges and scattered areas surrounding the up-
lifts In the west, most of these strata are relatively un-
disturbed and horizontal to mildly dipping.
Although continental glaclatlon has occurred con-
tlncusly across the northern tier of the United States, the
western portion has relatively little area affected by glac-
latlon in contrast to the east. Figure 31 Illustrates the
general distribution of continental glaclatlon In the Li. 3..
In the western portion, much of the glacial drift veneers
rugged mountainous terrain and as a result affords only
slight modification to the regional topography. In the





































such that It becomes the modal characteristic for several
Sections of the Central and Eastern lowland Province.
The final geologic difference between eastern and
western groupings lies In the rather widespread distribut-
ion of valley fill sedlraents found in the west. In partic-
ular, the Basin and Range as well as the Pacific Troughs are
cnaracterlzed by this material. Smaller, scattered areas
occur frequently within the mountainous units of the west.
The presence of valley fill materials (exclusive of Great
Plains Cutwash) is generally not existent within the east-
ern Province groupings.
Climatic Differences
Cne of the most pronounced differences between the
east and west groupings is associated with climatic patterns
within these two areas. It should be pointed out that topo-
f-;raphy exerts a powerful effect upon the overall climatic
conditions within a given area. Because of the rather high
elevations and relief existent within the western portion
relative to the east, much of the west is characterized by
large changes In climate within relatively short distances.
The climatic pattern associated with the lower relief and
elevation of the east is displayed by very gradual, uniform
changes over large distances.
Annual Precipitation
Figure 32 shows the distribution pattern of annual
precipitation within the u . 3.. As can be noted for the






















or less of precipitation. This fact Is very pronounced for
much of the Interrrontane Plateau System separating the
mountain systems. Exceptions to this occur primarily west
of the Sierra-Cascade Province and along the Pacific sides
of the nlgher mountainous locations In the area. It Is with-
in the latter area where large variations In precipitation
may occur In relatively short distances.
In contrast, most of the eastern grouping has pre-
cipitation In excess of 20 inches except along the western
edge of the Great Plains Province. In general terms, pre-
cipitation tends to gradually Increase, from any point In
the eastern area, toward the Mississippi and Alabama Gulf
coast area. A notable exception to this climatic pattern
occurs in the mountainous Blue Ridge area near north-eastern
Georgia. Here the topographic effects upon rainfall Increase
are quite noticeable.
Annual Temperature
If the earth were a flat featureless plain the
temperature would vary gradatlonally from the equator, de-
creasing as one would proceed to the poles, for most of
the eastern portion of the U. S., this fact is quite marked-
ly displayed in r'lgure 33 which shows distribution of annual
temperature. The pattern of temperature for the west, al-
though generally increasing to the south shows a much more
disruptive pattern.
rreezing. Index

















r'reezing Index, climatic patterns of this varlatle are quite
similar to temperature patterns. Figure 3U Illustrates the
rilstrltution of freezing index in the United States. Again,
the orographic effects of this variable within the mountain-
ous systems of the west illustrate the rather large change
in freezing index which may be expected in short distances.
Potential Evaportanspiratlon
A climatic variable of importance to the high
volume change soil problem In the United States is that
of potential evapotranspiration. The distribution of this
paraiiieter is shown in Figure 35* As can be quite remark-
ably seen in this diagram, the diagnostic gradual change in
the eastern grouping is contrasted to the very sharp changes
occurring in rather short distances in the west.
Population Differences
x^rora the standpoint of highway engineering and pert-
inent to this study, a final, but Important difference occur-
ring between the eastern and western Province groupings is
that associated with population densities. Figure 36 shows
the distribution of the I96O census for the United States.
In the west, the population density is, In general, smaller
relative to the east. Kajor exceptions to this pattern are
found, however, in both groupings.
Within the west, extremely high density concentra-
tions are found existent within much of the Pacific Troughs
Province, as well as in and around the San Francisco and





































the east lie within much of the western portions of the
Great Plains Province as well as In Isolated northern areas
of Klnnesota, New York and Maine.
The population density is in many cases strongly
related to physiographic classifications. The overall im-
portance of this parameter intuitively implies a higher level
cf nlghway engineering activity. This factor may be inter-
preted generally as a greater demand for mineral aggregates,
greater occurrence of highway soil problems, etc.
Summary of Major Difference
In summary, the ma Jor slgilf icance between the
eastern and western groupings can be characterized by pat-
tern differences. The west is characterized generally by
abrupt changes in topography, geology and climate within
relatively short distances. In direct contrast, these
parameters in the east are frequently marked by gradational
changes over larger distances or areas. In addition, the
gross difference in highway engineering activity related to
differences in population concentrations and distributions
becomes a very important parameter in the overall effort
of utilizing physiographic units to effect generalizations
of highway factors of design within the entire United States.
Summary of Individual Sub.lect Areas Considered
Physiography and Regional Physiographic Units
Based upon an examination of the regional physio-
graphy (geomorphology) of the United States, the following
191
pertinent facts are presented.
1. Physiography is the science dealing with the
description of landforms. Geomorphology is the science
dealing with the interpretation or development (genesis)
of landforms. However, when toth sciences study the
regional distribution of landforms, the activities of both
resemble each other. This is to say that there are little
or no significant differences between a regional geomorphlc
or physiographic unit.
2. Landforms are described in non-genetic and
qualitative terms of altitude, relief and type of landform
present. However, the development of landforms is due to
the combined Interaction of geomorphlc processes acting over
a period of time and under a particular historical climatic
environment on a distinct type or set of parent material
types existent with its own unique geologic structure .
3. A regional physiographic unit, at any level
of examination, attempts to delineate an area possessing a
unique or repetitive series of landforms (areas of simillar
topographic expressions). Variant areas (areas possessing
geomorphlc control factors which differ from the modal
characteristics delineating the regional physiographic
unit) may be an Inherent part of any level of regional
categorization. Generally, the larger the topographic unit
examined, the greater the possibility of including more vari-
ant types within the defined topographic unit. This Is to
say, that as larger and larger areas are examined, the
192
degree of topographic generalization increases,
^. Because of the sub Jectiveness Involved in de-
fining physiographic units, no strict or definite criteria
is known to place consistantly defined regional units to a
particular (common) level of regional physiographic cate-
gorization (e.g. .Province , Section etc...). As a conse-
quence, it is possible for different physiographers to
designate a given unit as a unique province or even as a
section of differing provinces. This point Is further
illustrated by Figure 37. Within this diagram four differ-
ing categorization systems are noted for the physiographic
units confined to the lowlands and valleys found primarily
within the state of New York. It can be noted that the
Kohawk Valley unit is considered, by both this report and
the Woods-Lovell system, to be a Section of the Central and
Eastern Lowland Province; by Fenneman, the combined U.3.G.3.-
Fennemain System, and also Thornbury (not shown in the Figure)
to be a Section of the Appalachian Plateau Province; while
LobecK does not reco^ize this as a distinct unit category,
but rather as a variant portion of the Eastern Lakes and
Lacustrine Section of the Central and Eastern Lowland Pro-
vince.
5. Physiographic unit borders are quite variable
in the degree to which they are definite in delineating ad-
jacent units. In several cases, a given border segment, may
in Itself, vary gradationally in its degree of noting con-
trasting units, e.g., units separated by escarpments frequently
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A LAURENTIAN UPLAND PROVINCE
I ADIRONDACK SECTION
B CENTRAL ft EASTERN LOWLAND PROVINCE
(EASTERN LAKE ft LACUSTRINE SECTION
e.MOHMW SECTION
3. ST LAWRENCE SECTION
4CHAMPLAIN SECTION
5.HU0S0N VALLEY SECTK3N
NOTE: ALPHA-NUMERIC COOES FOR
OTHER CLASSIFICATIONS NOTED
(II TO IV) REFER TO PROVIN-
CES (SHOWN BY LETTERS) AND
SECTIONS (SHOWN BY NUMBERS)
COMPRISING THE EASTERN LOW-
LAND AND VALLEY SECTIONS
FIGURE 37




possess the characteristic of having the altitude difference
between the units decrease gradually until topographic sig-
nificance Is lost . An example of such a border Is the
western border portion of the Central and Eastern Lowland
rrovlnce which Is adjacent to the Great Plains Province
from Kansas north to the Canad lan-U .5 . border.
D. Physiographic areas delineated at the Province
or Section category, from a U.S. level of examination, may
net necessarily serve as the "skeleton" framework for physio-
graphic areas delineated at a level of greater detail,
e.g., state lave]. Figure 38 Illustrates this for the state
of Kansas.
7. In general, regional physiographic units possess
a unique type or repetitive types of parent material and
geologic conditions. However, uniform topographic express-
ions are not always indicative of uniform parent material or
geologic characteristics. This implies that not all regional
physiographic units have a unique parent material type.
The most general ways in which this occurs In regional physio-
graphic units in the United States are as follows:
a. Highly faulted areas : The Basin and Range Pro-
vince is a good example of this. Kany cf the
mountain ranges are highly variable in geologic
age and rock type. Likewise, from a mlneraloglc
1. This border segment corresponds to segment h-l° , Central
and Eastern Lowland Province boundary description
found in Appendix E.
19:
1. HIGH PLAINS SECTION
2. PLAINS BORDER SECTION
3. OSAGE PLAINS SECTION
4. DISSECTED LOESS/TILL PLAINS
SECTION











KANSAS PHYSIOGRAPHY AT STATE LEVEL OF EXAMINATION
FIGURE 38 DIFFERENCE IN REGIONAL PHYSIOGRAPHIC
UNIT DELINEATION AT TWO DIFFERENT LEVELS OF
EXAMINATION
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composition the alluvium (valley fill) derived
from these ranges Is highly variable and com-
plex. Another physiographic unit similar In
Its geologic and parent material complexity but
unique in Its topographic expression Is that
found In the Montana Section (particularly the
southwestern portion) of the Northern Rocky
Mountain Province.
b. Regional fades changes : Differences In lltho-
logy may occur due to fades changes in bedrock
type but yet still maintain the overall unlTorx-
Ity of topographic expression of the physic-
graphic unit. An example of this occurs within
the Csage Plains Section of the Great Plains
Province. This Section possesses a modal top-
ographic expression of north-south trending
cuestas. However in the northern portion of the
Section, the topography is developed upon shale
lowlands and limestone scarps. As one proceeds
to the south, the limestone is replaced by sand-
stone as the ridge makers, maintaining Its top-
ographic slmilarllty to the northern portion.
c. Transported soil areas : In ar-eas where a grada-
tlonal change in origin occurs from a non-trans-
ported soil area (bedrock or residual soil) to
transported soils (primarily of aeollan and
glacial origin), the physiographic units may
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may be delineated upon the grcss features of
the consolidated (bedrock) areas. These units
may have transported soils which mantle the
bedrock with enough thickness to be significant
in highway design and construction considera-
tions but their effect upon the regional physio-
graphy is insignificant. An excellent example
of this occurrence within a regional scale is
the continuous loesslal deposits in the midwest.
Here the loess occurs in portions of the High
x-lalns and Plains Border Sections of the Great
Plains Province and continues into the Central
and Eastern Lowland Province, occurring in the
Dissected Loesslal and Til] Plains, Drlftless
and Central Till Plains Sections of the Pro-
vince.
8. Distinctive and adjacent unique physiographic
units may possess the same general parent material type or
types. The major ways in which this can occur are as
follows
:
a. Differing levels of geomorphic stage: This
rather obvious occurrence for differing region-
al physiographic unit delineation is generally
manifested by slmllarllty of elevation but
differing factors of relief. An example of this
Is found within the Navajo and Canyon Land
Sections of the Colorado Plateau Province. In
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general, both Sections possess similar parent
materJal types of flat lying, relatively soft
sandstones and shales primarily of post Fale-
czoic age. However, because of the perennial
source of water (streams) from the Southern
Rocky Mountain Province to the east, flowing
within the Canyon Lands Section, the subsequent
dissection within this unit differs signifi-
cantly from the Navajo Section to Justify, from
a physiographic viewpoint, separate regional
unl ts
.
b. Partial regional peneplatlon (erosion): A good
example of this occurs at the contact of the
Seaboard Lowland - New England Upland Sections.
The Seaboard Lowland Is a topographically low-
er unit developed by the beveling action of
marine erosion upon bedrock similar In type and
geologic age to that found in the adjacent New-
England Upland Section. In some instances,
"micro geologic-parent material units", may be
continuous through the border segment separating
the two units.
Another example where this occurs may be
found in the relationship of the Blue Ridge and
Piedmont Plateau Sections of the Cld Appalachian
Province. Here widespread erosion has again
beveled parent material in the Piedmont Plateau
199
unit generally similar to that which coraprises
the Blue Ridge Province. The topographic dis-
tinctions between the two units are notably con-
trasted by the mountainous area of the Blue




Design Factor Rating; Summary
Based upon the examination of the potential aggre-
gate availability for the Physiographic Sections comprising
the United States, it appears that lack of suitable aggregate
sources is an urgent problem facing a substantial percentage
of the highway industry. Table 26 summarizes the estimated
potential availability ratings of aggregates by Sections,
while Figure 39 shows the distribution of these ratings with-
in the continental United States.
As can be noted within the Table, section areas com-
prising over 26,^ of the land mass have a poor potential for
aggregate resources while Sections totaling almost 61 have
a very restricted potential aggregate supply. In addition,
it should also be mentioned that the "true" or "realistic"
(in contrast to " potential " ) appraisal of aggregate resour-
ces may possibly have a greater percentage of areas where
aggregate availability would be a problem. This is due to
the fact that in many western areas of the United States,
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cr-ushed stcne), the regions are sparsely populated and In
many cases Inaccessible due to the extremely rugged, mount-
ainous conditions. In this instance, the ruggedness "md
Inaccessibility of these areas would tend to reduce effective-
ly the potential rating to a more realistic lower supply
ol' aggregates. In contrast many of the areas possessing
potentially adequate supplies in the east may be quite re-
stricted in the exploitation and use of aggregates due to
urban development associated with the high population densities
common to the eastern United States. This would likewise
have a similar reductive effect.
Generalized Distr-ibutlon of Aggregates
General iiast-West Differences
In discussing the aggregate resources within the
United states, utilization of the east-west province group-
ing provides a convenient first order manner of explaining
general distributive characteristics, differences and ma^or
types of aggregates utilized within the United States.
From a general viewpoint, both the east and west
possess nn equivalent potential for crushed stone sources;
however, they differ greatly by major type available. with-
in the east, the greatest source of crushed stone exploited
is invariably crushed carbonate with less frequent occur'rences
of granitlc/metamorphlc complex and basaltic types being
available. In direct contrast, the potential types in the
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western provinces are associated more frequently with the
latter two categories of crushed stone while the carbonates
play a role of decreasing importance to the crushed stone
industry.
In addition, large areas of sand gravel deposits
are found within the valley fill areas of the west; char-
acteristic in many portions of this grouping, but generally
non existent in the east. The importance of glacial asso-
ciated sand gravels is significant in most of the northern
glaciated sections found in both the east and west. Iso-
lated regions of coastal plain gravels are also significant
within the eastern grouping but are generally absent as a
regional source within the west. The role of sand gravels
obtained and associated with the rivers and streams of the
entire United States is, of course, a very major and prom-
inent one, appearing to be of equitable Importance as
sources of highway aggregates Irrespective of any east-west
border separation.
Crushed Stone Distribution
General, Table 27 is a summary of the major types of crushed
stone utilized as highway aggregate within sections. The
Table is based upon information provided In Table 13 . A
generalized discussion of each grouping is presented in the
following paragraphs.
Carbonate Sources . As previously noted in Table 3, the use
of carbonate rocks (limestone and dolomite) for crushed stone
far exceeds that of any other major crushed stone type in
a>4
Table 27
Summary of Major Crushed Stone Types






















Carbonate Sandstone Granitic/Meta 0th er Igneous
d*,e* a.b.d* e* a,b
b*,c* a a,c*,d* a.b*
None a None a.b
None None None (a-e)
a*,d*,e*,f* d* a* ,b*,d*,e* a* ,b*,d*,f*
f c.d None d.e.f
a,b a a.b (a-c)
b,c,d d a.c.d None
a.b None (a-c) c
b-e,f*-h*,i,j* b-d,f*,j*,m* d ,e,f*.m* c,g,h
k*,l*,ni*
(a.b.c.d.e.f ,g*-i*) c.e.g* b,c ,g* ,h* , i* None
None None (a*.b) (a*,b)
(a-c3) b-c3 a,c2 c2
(a-c,d) d None None
b , c ,d-e a.b.d.fc None None
(a.b) (a.b) b a
(a.b) None (a.b) (a.b)
(18) None (18) (18)




c.d None None None
1. Data summarized from Table 13; Province/Section code keyed to Table 4.
2. General quality of sources variable, but each major type noted to be used
as highway aggregate in Section.
3. Sections noted by (*) indicates Sections for which incomplete data are
available.
4. Sections enclosed by parenthesis indicate Provinces for which all Sections
utilize crushed stone type.
5. Sections underlined indicate Sections where the only major crushed stone
utilized is that shown.
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the United States. Based upon the results of this project,
forty-one (Ul) of the forty-eight (48) states utilize this
source as highway aggregate. By far the greatest con-
centration and use of these rocks occur within the vast
Paleozoic area in the east shown within Figure 30. In add-
ition, Figure 40 shows the distribution of the twenty lead-
ing state cartonate producers for the 195^5 to 1958 period.
The overall importance of this geologic area can be noted by
a general comparison between Figure 2, 30 3-nd 40. Califor-
nia, which is noted on Figure 40 as one of the leading state
producers of carbonate stone utilizes only a small portion
(approximately 10.1) of this for highway aggregate.
In terms of the Physiographic units examined, this
vast Paleozoic area forms much of the topography associated
with the Eldge and Valley Province, Interior low Plateau,
Appalachian Plateau and Ozark and Cuachlta Provinces. How-
ever, within the latter two Provinces, sizeable regional
areas occur where carbonate stone sources are lacking. In
addition, much of the bedrock underlying the Central and
Eastern Lowland Province is attributable to the presence of
this geologic area.
Carbonate rocks are not only confined to the Pale-
ozoic Era, but occur and are subsequently utilized as
1. The following states do not utilize carbonate rocks for
highway aggregate: Connecticut, Delaware, Louisiana,
Mississippi, New Harapehire , North Dakota and Cregon.
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highway aggregate from the Cenozolc and Kesozolc Eras. How-
ever, taken as a general rule, the occurrences of quality
carbonates In these two Eras are not as widespread as those
associated with Paleozoic age.
Within the Kesozolc Era, the largest occurrence of
Carbonate rocks Is associated with the Cretaceous Period.
carbonates of this age are found, to variable degrees within
the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain and Great Plains Provinces
ether deposits are associated with many areas surrounding
•nountalnous uplifts of the west. The only location of Cen-
ozolc carbonate deposits, known to the author, that are used
as highway aggregate are found within the Atlantic and Gulf
Coastal Plain Province (Florida Section primarily).
Sandstone Sources . It has been previously noted tnat due to
the wide variability In properties of sandstone
, coupled with
rather poor geologic Information for noting the location of
these potential crushed stone areas, the mapping of this
aggregate source was not conducted at a U. S. level. However,
the Importance of this material as a crushed stone source In
many areas cannot be overlooked even with the regional
analysis of aggregate availability.
Although crushed sandstone is utilized as highway
aggregate within 31 of the 9? sections examined , its use as
a concrete mix aggregate occurs only within 11 of these sect-
ions. Table 28 Is a summary of the major highway functional
uses of this aggregate by sections. As can be noted, a major
use of this aggregate is related to base/subbase aggregate.
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reflecting to some degree, the generally lower aggregate
quality which may be tolerated In ncn surflclal pavement
layers. In the western U. S. Province groups, these areas
are generally associated with portions of the Pacific Coast
Range Province. The Province in which it appears that crush-
ed sandstone sources are most widely used for concrete aggre-
gate appears in the Appalachian Plateau. This, in part, may
be necessitated by the relative lack of any other suitable
crushed stone source within the area.^ A similar analysis
may be applied to various other Sections such as the Vasatch
(8d) , Wyoming Basin (lOd) , Plains Border (lOJ), Arkansas
Valley Cl3c2), and Ouachita Mountains (13c3).
Granitlc/r^etamorphic Sources . The distribution of this
grouping as a crushed aggregate source is primarily, but
not always, restricted to either Pre Cambrian or Jurassic
ages. Within the eastern United States, these areas are
located in the Old Appalachian, Laurent j an Upland and the
New England Marltlne Provinces.
Within the central portion of the United States,
but still confined to the eastern province grouping, the
distribution of these rocks Is principally related to sev-
eral Isolated geologic structural uplifts or domes. Al-
though most of these areas are rather small in areal extent,
they do frequently serve as important sources of aggregate.
1. Crushed carbonates are rather restricted In their dis-
tribution and occurrence within this Province.
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These areas are found primarily in the Llano Burnet area
of Texas (Central Texas Mineral 3ectlon) , the Wichita and
Arbuckle areas of Cklahoma (variant areas of the Csage
Plains Section)
,
the St. FrancrAs Kountain Section, the
Sioux Uplift in the extreme southwest corner of Minnesota
and the Elack Hills Section.
In the western province grouping, the occurrences
of this potential aggregate source are found principally
within portions of each Rocky Kountain Province, as well as
in the Northern Cascade, Sierra Nevada and Lower California
Sections of the Sierra-Cascade Province. In addition,
scattered intrusions are found in many other isolated areas
within the west.
ether Igneous Sources . The distribution of this potential
crushed stone source is primarily concentrated in the west-
ern portion of the United States. The major percentage of
this category is basaltic in nature and occurs principally
in the Cascade Mountains and the Columbia Plateau Province.
In the east, a very small, but important occurrence Is
found as traprock within the Trlassic sediments comprising
the Connecticut Lowland Section and the Trlassic Lowland
Province. Smaller Trlassic basins are also found as vari-
ant areas within the Piedmont Plateau Section of the Old
Appalachian Province.
Sand Gravel Distribution
Because of the complexity Involved in the
211
distribution, frequency of occurrence, quality and modes
of natural sand gravel deposits existent within the United
States, It Is quite difficult to formulate a brief yet
effective summary relative to the distributive character-
istics of this aggregate category. Almost every section
contains this source, although quantity as well as mode of
occurrence may differ significantly. A general resume may
be Inferred from the discussions for each section concern-
ing aggregate availability previously stated. In addition,
an excellent general summary discussion is found in ref-
erence (142) in which the author could afford little or no
significant contributions to the information present.
Potential Aggregate Availability Ratings
Potential Eatings Versus Areas Lacking Aggregate
The procedure used in rating potential aggregate
availability ratings for each section has been previously
discussed. An Important source of information which was
extensively utilized as a tool for the evaluation rating
was the composite map of areas lacking aggregate obtained
from the materials questionnaire response and previously
shown in Figure 12. In general, there are a few sections
in which a poor aggregate availability rating has been
assigned wnile little or no areas have been designated as
lacking aggregate within the section. In contrast, other
sections showing a good aggregate availability rating
possessed areas lacking aggregate resources. r^any of these
discrepancies may be explained by the presence of variant
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materials areas within a section and the attempt to desig-
nate the generalized potential availability based solely
upon a material type, quality distribution combination
within a Section. Some deviations, undoubtedly, are due
to tne lack of definite Information utilized to assess the
potential rating.
Table 29 summarizes all of the sections having a
potential availability rating more severe than an adequate
to limited category and lists the pertinent remarks concern-
ing the status of areas lacking aggregate noted by the
questionnaire response. In general, it is felt that the
following sections show a distributive pattern of areas void
of aggregate Inconsistent (less areas than would be expected)
to the assigned rating: lb,d; 4e;6b,c; 7c; 10f,l,J and
13cl,c2. The basis for these sections having the assigned
ratings is presented within the geologic summary of areas
lacking aggregates in the ensuing portion of the report.
Table 30 notes only those sections where areas lack-
ing aggregates were noted by the questionnaire results and
which have an availability rating less severe than a limited
to problem variety. In general, with the exception of the
Grand Canyon Section, the remainder of the sections do not
exhi oit any gross inconsistencies between the areas lacking
aggregate and the assigned rating. The adequate to limited
potential availability rating given to the Grand Canyon
Section is in direct contrast to the entire Section being
designated by Arizona Highway Department personnel in
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although potential limestone sources do exist In the area, it
was noted that no limestone entry was made for the Section.
As a result the true potential quality of this area is un-
known and It Is possible that the areas noted as lacking
aggregate may reflect the difficulty of exploiting this
deeply dissected canyon portion rather than based upon
quality limitations of the limestone source. Eased upon
this llm.ited information aggregate avallatllity in the area
was designated as adequate to limited rather than as a
severe problem category.
Geologic Summary of Sections Having Poor Aggregate Avail-
ability Ratings
Although each section possessing a limited tc prob-
lem or severe problem rating had its own peculiar co"itlnat lor.
of characteristics responsible for its rating; tnese units
can be eflectively grouped into three categories denoting
general features responsible, in major r^art, for the poor
potential aggregate rating. Table 31 Is a general summary
of the sections having a poor availability rating grouped
according to these three categories.
Cne of the most significant factors contributing
to lack of aggregate within sections can be seen to occur
from areas possessing widesprecid distribution pattern of
sandstones and shales. This fact coupled with a relative
lack of quality natural sand deposits generally yields areas
of extremely poor potential. From Table 3I, it can also be
noted that most of these areas within the Type I grouping
216
Table U
lirncral i zed Summary of the Predominant lieoIoRJc Conditions
lixistent Within Sections Possessing an Aggregate Availability
Rating More Severe Than Adequate to Limited
Sect ions Possessing Widespread Distribution of Predominantly Sedimentary
Sandstone and Shale Bedrock Which Significantly Contributes to a Poor
Aggregate Availability Rating
Section/Code
Oregon Coast Range fib)




iJnglaciated Missouri Plateau flOb)








Kanawha f 1 5d)
Remarks
Tertiary sandstones and shales
Tertiary and Mesozoic sandstones, shales and some slates
Tertiary sandstones and shales
Mesozoic sandstones and shales
Mesozoic, Tertiary and late Paleozoic sandstones and
shales
Tertiary and Cretaceous sandstones and shales
Tertiary sandstones and shales
Tertiary and Cretaceous sandstones and shales
Triass ic sandstones and shales; Permian sandstones,
shales, lime stone and gypsum
Cretaceous and Permian sandstones and shales;
Cretaceous limestone
Cambri an sandstone and shales; Ordovician carbonates
in southwest may be used as crushed stone
Pennsylvanian sandstones and shales
Pennsylvanian sandstones and shales
Pennsylvanian sandstones and shales; Mississippian
limestones quarried
Type II: Sections Possessing Widespread Distribution of Bedrock With Poor Crushed
Stone Capability Other Than That Noted in Type I Which Significantly
Contributes to a Poor Aggregate Availability Rating
Section/Code Remarks
Snake River Plain t4c)
Harney (4e)
Salmon River (7c)
Cenozoic acidic lava plain; regional sand gravel
sources generally only available near mountain
borders
Cenozoic acidic lava plain with widespread pumice
deposits and lacking regionally distributed
sand gravels
Jurassic granitic rocks are not suitable for use
as highway aggregate
Type III: Sections Generally Possessing a Non Existent to Poor Bedrock Crushed Stone
Potential Overlain by Transported Deposits Either Deficient in Quantity or
Quality of Natural Granular Deposits
Section/Code
Sal ton Trough (5c)
Glaciated Missouri Plateau flOa)
High Plains (lOf)
Western Lakes and Lacustrine (llh)
Florida (20c)
Mississippi Loessial Upland (20e)
Mississippi Alluvial Plain f20f)
Remarks
Widespread presence of fine grained alluvial and
lacustrine deposits characterize much of Section
Glaciated region possessing sand gravel deposits of
general poor quality underlain by bedrock similar
to that found within Unglaciated Section.
(See 10b in Type I grouping)
Crushed stone potential non exi stent in Section;
major source of aggregates obtained from major
rivers and tributaries of Sect ion. Higher density
of rivers occur in northern portion of unit;
however much of the aggregate lacks coarse fraction
and may be reactive with cement.
Western port ion of unit possesses Cretaceous sand-
stones and shales similar in characteristics to
those found in Type I grouping. Major areas void
of aggregate associated with glacial lacustrine
areas (Lake Agassiz and Dakota).
Sandy unconsolidated coastal deposits veneer almost
entire Section. Regional crushed carbonate zones
present in portions of the unit; but much of
entire Section lacks coarse aggregate.
Widespread loessial deposits overlie non existent
crushed stone potential areas
Widespread distribution of fine grained alluviua
present throughout most of unit
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have geologic ages which correspond to Cenozoic, I^esozclc,
late Paleozoic (Permaln and Fennsylvanian) and Early Pale-
ozoic (Cambrian) Eras. It is within the Paleozoic periods
older than Pennsylvanian in which the majority of the
crushed carbonate zones are found within the United States.
The existence of poor sandstone and snale bedrock
comprising the modal bedrock within a section Is of course
not always associated with an overall poor aggregate avail-
ability rating for the section in question. Example? of
sections which, in general, are characterized by relatively
soft sandstone and shale bedrock yet possess abundant to
adequate potential for aggregates can be noted within the
Bighorn Basin (10c), Triasslc Lowland Province (18) as well
as the Connecticut Lowland Section (19c). '.Vlthin these
units
,
the widespread distribution of quality sand gravels
and/or crushed stone (obtained from variant bedrock types
within the unit) may override the presence of pooi' quality
crushed stone sources attributable to the sandstones and
shales
.
Soils and Related Factors
Soil Crigin
Uniqueness of Origin to Basic Report Provinces/Sections
In general, the physiographic units viewed at a
province level show a fair degree of uniqueness of surflclal
soil origin, although this uniqueness varies considerably
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degree of origin homogeneity based upon the major soil
origins and their distribution noted within sections of a
particular province and previously shown in Table 1^.
As can be seen from the table, many provinces
exhibit an excellent uniqueness by major mode of origin.
In addition, several provinces contain minor variant origins
to Justify their homogeneity rating being slightly less
than completely homogeneous. The Pacific Coast Ranges
possess, as a minor variant origin, valley fill deposits
found primarily within the Los Angeles Section. This area
is regionally extensive but is not the unique origin to the
Los Angeles Section. Within the Sierra-Cascade Province only
a minor p'Ortlon of the Northern Cascade Section has been
glaciated. The Trlassic Lowland Province similarly possesses
a glaciated portion occurring in the northern part of the
unit. The Interior Low Plateau, predominantly a Province
of non transported origin, possesses a loessial covering in
a regionally significant portion of the Shawnee Hills Sec-
tion. V.'ithin the New England Maritime Province, sectioning
of the Seaboard Lowland and New England Upland Sections
generally isolates the marine clays common the the Lowland
unit, although the marine origin is not entirely unique witn-
in the Section.
Although the Central and Eastern Lowland Province
is primarily of glacial origin^ residual soils, loess
deposits, glacial lacustrine as well as marine deposits
occur in the province proper. In general, the examination
220
cf origin at the section level only slightly Improves the
uniqueness of origins at this regional unit category level.
Within the Appalachian Plateau Province, sectioning of the
glaciated Catsklll Mountains and New York Sections provide
a perfect uniqueness of origins by Sections of the Province.
This uniqueness is also exhibited at the section level for
the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain Prcvince. Although the
predominant origin is due to coastal sedimentation, section-
ing cf the prcvince isolates the two major variant origins
in the province. These are the loess deposits (^Mississippi
Loess icil Upland Section) and the alluvial deposits which
cnaracterize the Mississippi Alluvial Plains Section. The
only minor variant origin areas noted after sectioning are
found In the glaciated Long Island and Cape Cod areas within
tne Lrnbayed Section. The major reason for categorizing the
Basin and Range Province as a "Fair to Good" rating is due
to tne repetitive occurrence of valley fill deposits and
tne ncn transported origin areas noted by the mountain
ranges cf the unit. The major variant origin unit is
uniquelly delineated by sectioning of the Salton Trough unit.
Hei-e tne major origins are denoted by lacustrine and alluvial
deposition. The Northern Rocky Mountain Province is charact-
erized by a northern tier of continental glaciation and an
eastern portion characterized by valley fill and glacial
debris. In general, the effect of sectioning improves the
uniqueness of origin by physiographic units, particularly
221
fcr the Montana Section, characterized ty the basins and
valley systems of the Section.
The provinces felt to possess the greatest varl-
atlllty of origin are the Pacific Troughs, Colun-.t^a Plateau
and Great Plains Province, In general, although the pre-
dominating mode of origin of the Pacific Troughs Is trans-
ported, non transported areas are found within the northern
trough. In addition, valley fill areas, alluvial deposits
and glaciated regions are existent In the Province. In
general, sectioning of the province increases the uniqueness
of origin by physiographic unit, although non-transported
areas are common in both Sections of the northern trough.
Within the Columbia Plateau Province, non transported origin
predominates; however, loesslal deposits as well as lacus-
trine areas are widespread in the Province. Sectioning
generally Improves the uniqueness of origin by isolating the
major loesslal deposits to the Walla-Walla Plateau and
Snake River Plains Sections, as well as the m.ajor lacustrine
areas to the Payette Section. However, these Sections do
not solely possess these origins. The materials of the
Great Plains probably are as variable as the materials with-
in all the provinces of the United States. Non transported
areas, water deposited outwash
,
glacial and loesslal de-
posits exist within the unit. Sectioning of the Province
improves the uniqueness of unit origin homogeneity by
delineating the glaciated area (Glaciated Missouri Plateau
Section) and generally restricting the outwash to tne High
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Ilains 3ection. However, loesslal origin areas are net
i^nlque to any particular section. The Plains Border Sect-
ion, with Its alluvial soils, outwash areas, loessial
deposits and non- transported origin areas affords the poor-
est Indicator of uniqueness in origin displayed by any of
tne 97 basic report sections found in the United States.
Relation of Transported Surficial Origin Areas to Regional
PFiysiographic Units
It is apparent that although several provinces are
unique in mode of origin, the examination of physiographic
units at a greater level of examination, I.e., section level,
improves this uniqueness within a given physiographic unit.
However, it should be realized that through simple deductive
reasoning between the natural laws inherent to material
transport and the principles utilized to delineate physio-
graphic units, a total uniqueness of origin for transported
soils can never occur within all physiographic units.
The major reason for the above is due to the vari-
able thicknesses associated with deposition (and subsequent
erosion) characteristic to aeolian, glacial and water trans-
port. As a result, where "thin" transported soils partially
overlie physiographic units formed upon the gross features
characteristic of bedrock, little or no relation to regional
physiographic units may exist. Example of this are found
extensively with the loessial deposits in the Great Plains
and portions of the Central and Eastern lowland Province.
In many oases, where a "thin" mantle of transported material
223
completely covers a physiographic unit lelineatei ty the
underlying bedrock, a "pseudo uniqueness" of origin for that
particular regional unit may occur. This is to say, that
if the transported material would be stripped from tne
area, a new physiographic unit of identical outline would
be noted. Many examples of this occurrence can be found
associated with the glacial cover of the New England I^arltirr.e
Province and of the lowlands and valleys in the New York
portion of the Central and Eastern Lowland Province as well
as the loess deposits found in the Snake River Plains.
The major regional zone where distinctive regional
physiography has developed upon relatively "thick" trans-
ported material is found within portions of the Central and
Eastern Province. In particular, the Eastern and Western
Lakes and Lacustrine Sections, Central Till Plain and Dis-
sected Loessial and Till Plains Sections possess modal topo-
graphy distinctive to glaciation. If the transported mater-
ial were not present in these areas, delineation of physio-
graphic units would In no way correspond to the present
system and, in fact, would be more continuous with the
suri'oundlng non-transported physiograpnlc units.
Poor Subgrade Support Areas
Organic Deposits
Design Factor Sating Summary . In general, the presence of
organic type deposits is an Important highway design factor
in only a relatively small portion of the U.S.. Table 33
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factor of design by sections. Figure 41 illustrates the
distribution of the summary table. In addition, the soil
texture maps of the United States, shown in Figures 16
through 21, Illustrate the actual regional distribution of
these areas. As can be noted from the table, physiographic
sections comprising an area of almost 8?^ of the United
States have, at most, a non existent to limited type frequency
rating of this factor.
Distribution .
General. From a generalized east-west province grouping
the greatest frequency of occurrence of organic sells Is
found In the eastern grouping. The greatest frequency
ratings are found within the Eastern Lakes and Lacustrine
Plains Section of the Central and Eastern Lowland Province
as well as the Florida Section of the Atlantic and Gulf
Coastal Plain Province. It is within these two geomorphlc
conditions, which characterize these provinces (glaclatlon
and coastal plain development) , that the greatest majority
of organic type terrain becomes a factor in highway engineer-
ing. Table 3U summarizes the Sections by the major geo-
morphlc modes of occurrence.
Glaciated Areas. In the western portion of the United
States, the physiographic units possessing organic deposits
associated with glaclatlon were noted to exist only in
limited parts of the Puget Sound Section and in the JacKson
Hole areas of the Kiddle Rocky r>1ountaln Province. Within




Summary o£ Sections Possessing Organic Type
Deposits Grouped by Major Geomorphic Modes
Section / Code Rating Remarks
I. Glaciated Areas
Puget Trough (3a) N-L
Wasatch (8d) N-L found with glacial
outwash in Jackson
Hole area
Champlain Lowland (lib) N-L
Hudson River Valley (lie) N-L
Mohawk River Valley (lid) N-L
Central Till Plain (llf) N-L
St. Lawrence Lowland (11a) L-M
Western Lakes and Lac. (llh) L-M
Eastern Lakes and Lac. (lie) M-W
Superior Upland (12a) L-M
Adirondack (12b) L-M
New York Glaciated (15b) N-L
Triassic Lowland (18) N-L associated with
northern glaciated
area
New England Upland (19b) N-L
Connecticut Lowland (19c) N-L
White Mountain (19d) N-L
Seaboard Lowland (19a) L-M
II. Coastal and Embayed Areas
Oregon Coast Ranges (lb) N-L found within a small
coastal plain
areas of Oregon
California Coast Ranges (Id) N-L associated with Sec-
tion (3c) within San
Francisco Bay area
California Valley (3c) N-L associated with Sec-






East Gulf Coast (20d) N--L occurs
outer
West Gulf Coast (20g) N--L occurs
outer
Embayed (20a) L--M
Sea Island (20b) L--M





(20f) N-L associated with Mis-
sissippi Delta Area
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was noted to have an occurrence of organic type deposits.
Although the Trlasslc Lowland is generally characterized as
non-transported origin (Tertiary sandstones and shales),
the northern portion of the unit Is glaciated. It 3s within
this rather small area where the organic deposits may be
found.
With the exception of the mountainous Catsklll,
Green, Taconlc and Heading Prong Sectloi., every glaciated
pr.yslographlc section north and east of the New York Glaci-
ated Section was noted to contain organic type terrain.
The pattern of frequency of occurr-ence and dlstrltutlon of
organic terrain found In the glaciated Sections to the west
of this area Is of noteworthy significance. It Is within
the central portion of the Central and Eastern Lowland
Province tnat the presence and frequency of organic terrain
inay be associated to the various glacial ice stages of the
lowland area.
Figure 42 shows the distribution of the major ice
sheets within this area. It can be seen from comparing
either Figure 41 and/or Figures 19 and 21 to Figure 42 that
the greatest frequency of organic deposits is associated
with the most youthful glacial substages, Car;'- and younger
Wisconsin age. As this type of terrain forms the modal topo-
graphy of the Eastern and Western Lakes and Lacustrine
Sections, as well as being completely present in the Super-
ior Upland Section, the delineation of these physiographic
units creates a uniqueness by separating areas of greatly
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Slmllarlly, as older glacial terrains are encount-
ered, the t'r'equency of organic terrain decreases. The old-
est g]aclal drift In the area Is Kansan. This glacial
terrain, with variable loesslal cover, forms the diagnostic
topography of the Dissected Loesslal and Till Plain Section
(111). As can be seen from Figure 41, organic deposits are
non-existent within this area.
The major geomorphic reason for this feature Is due
to the fact that youthful glacial terrains are often associ-
ated with a poorly Intergrated drainage system. The presence
of this type of drainage system Is subsequently conducive to
the fcrmatlon of organic type deposits within young glacial
topography.
Coastal and Embayed Areas. Within the western portion of
the United States, the sections associated with organic
type terrain are found In a small coastal plain region of
Oregon within the Oregon Range Section and Sections In
California associated with rather significant organic deposits
within the San Francisco Bay area.
Within the eastern United States, the Atlantic and
Gulf Coastal Plain Province provides the only physiographic
units Wfiere occurrences of this geomorphic mode are found.
From 18 and 20, as well as Figure 4l , it can be seen that
Within the East and West Gulf Coast Sections, only a limit-
ed quantity of organic deposits is encountered. The loca-
tion of these areas is also notably confined to the outer
?31
coastal plain areas of the units.
The Atlantic Plain portion of the Province, partic-
ularly the Emtayed and Sea Island Sections, generally posse??-
es a greater frequency of organic deposits than the Gulf
Sections. The Florida Section, in itself, is the most
unique organic area in the United States. This Section
possesses the largest continous swampland (Everglades) in
the country.
Cf final significance, is the fact that the pre-
sence of organic type terrain is primarily contained in the
outer portions of the entire Province, Because this prov-
ince is relatively young and the structure of the sedlT.e-.its
Is mildly dipping to the outer coastal areas, the younfest
deposits are found associated with the outer coastal p.lalns.
Hence, a general similarity between youthfulr.ess of glacial
as well as coastal plain type terrains to the presence ynd
fi'equency of organic terrains is noted.
Deltaic Areas. As can be seen from Figure 18, the Kls.sl.sFi p-
pi River delta area, within the Mississippi Alluvial Plain
Section, is a fairly extensive area of organic type terrain.
Inorganic Deposits
Design Factor Rating Summary . Table 33 summarizes the esti-
mated frequency of occurrence- severity rating cf clayey
soil type areas within the basic report sections of the United
]. Throughout this portion of the repoi-t, the word "clay"
is meant to lmr;ly plastic properties of a soil rather
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States. Figure ^3 Illustrates the distribution of these
ratings. A most notable generalized point of the sumirary
illustrates the relative lack of clayey type areas existent
within the western province groupings in contrast to these
found in the east. Approximately 75^ of the western prov-
ince grouping area possesses sections having a rating of
less than or equal to a non existent to limited severity
rating; while only slightly greater than 3^ of the area has
sections showing a medium to widespread or greater rating.
In contrast, the eastern group has almost 40 C of Its area
having sections with a medium to widespread or greater
rating.
There are several probable reasons for the above
pattern, each perhaps Interrelated to the others. It is
felt that the major factors are due to the following:
1. The climatic environment (humid type) preva-
lent in the east is more conducive to chemical weatherlrg
processes which generally are associated with clay develop-
ment in contrast to physical weathering,
2. The overall topographic features (elevation,
relief) of the eastern United States are likewise more
favorable for chemical weathering in combination with the
climatic regime of the area.
3. The grouping of origin-parent material types
In tVie east are conducive to clay deposition and/or develop-




the most highly plastic soils are generally associated with
water deposition from glacial lacustrine or marine origin.
Likewise the clays of the coastal plain are primarily found
associated either with the coastal limestones and chalk? or
widespread fine grained alluvial deposition. Within these
two zones lies the consolidated bedrock region. This area
is composed primarily of sedimentary types, in wnich clayey
type residuum is often developed within the climatic and
topographic environments peculiar to this region.
Distribution .
General. Within the ensuing discussion on the general dis-
tribution of clayey type poor subgrade support are^s, the
discussion sequence of these areas is conducted by major
origin groupings within the east and west province zones.
The reader is referred to Table 14 for the general listings
of major origin by province.
Western Province Group. Within the mountainous pi'ovlnces of
the west, most potentially poor subgrade support areas are
associated with residual soil development. In general, these
areas are not widespread relative to the total area compris-
ing the units nor are they generally considered to be of a
heavy clay category. The most frequent occurrence of the
clayey soils occurs within the California Coast Range Sect-
ion where the major parent materials are sandstrnes and
shales. Smaller areas of lean clays also exist within the
Oregon Coast Range Section and Wasatch Section (Kiddle tiocky
23b
Xountaln Province). Residual lean clays developed from
granite may also be found within portions on the western
riank areas of the Sierra Nevada Section. Clays of a more
plastic nature are found near the western flank of the
Southern Cascade Section associated with residual development
from basaltic type rocks. These latter two clay areas do
net fcr^i a significant portion of the modal soil conditions
(or lack tnereof) that are existent within the particular
section In question. The only other regionally defined area
of clay soils found in the mountainous provinces of the west
are associated with the Montana Section of the Northern
Rocky /.ountaln Province. Within this Section, the clays,
frequently of a "varved" nature, are generally confined to
the basins which characterize this Section as a unique topo-
graphic area.
Within the Columbia and Colorado Plateau Provinces,
clayey or poor subgrade soil conditions are generally not
very widespread. The lacustrine areas, characteristic to the
Payette Section of the Columbia Plateau, may be associated
w^ th the most potentially plastic soils of the Province.
Plastic clay soils found within the Colorado Plateau Prov-
ince are generally associated solely with the shales and
clay shales of the Province. The occurrence cf these soils
is common to eacn section of the Province but the greatest
frequency of cccuT^rence is found in the eastern sections. In
general, the predominating texture of the residual soils
2::7
fcund in both the Columbia and Colorado Plateau Provinces
appears to be a thin sandy type resldluir..
In general, the most potentially severe subgrade
support conditions occurring in the western provinces are
associated with deposition by water. Plastic soils asso-
ciated with alluvium and valley fill are frequently encount-
ered within the central portions of the Califcrnia Valley
Section. The Willamette Valley Section in addition to
possessing clayey soils from residual basalts and sandstones
and shales, also has much alluvial plain deposits of a plastic
nature. Within the Basin and Range proper, the major areas
of potential clay areas are those associated with the old
lacustrine deposits and fine textured valley fill occurring
within the central portions of the basins. A fairly signifi-
cant poor subgrade area Is found within the Salton Trough
Section from the widespread lacustrine and alluvial dej-.oslts
of the area.
Eastern Province Group. Within the three Provinces corn-
pletely veneered (or nearly so) by glaciatlon (Central '-^nd
Eastern Lowland Province, Laurentian upland Province, and
New England Maritime Province) the greatest overall frequency
of clayey type occurrences is, by far, found within the
Central and Eastern Lowland Province. The most highly plastic
soils noted within the provinces appear to be uniquely asso-
ciated with water deposition.
The only occurrence, within the entire ?>iew England
Karitlrae Province, of poor subgrade clay areas is associated
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with the marine deposits found primarily within the Seaboard
Lowland Section. Cf the two Sections comprising the Lauren-
tian Upland Province, the Adirondack Section completely
lacks any regional clayey deposits while the Superior Upland
Section possesses only minor areas of clayey soils, associat-
ed with lacustrine origin.
The Central and Eastern Lowland Province and the
corresponding section level "breakdown afford a fairly unique
framework for discussion of clayey deposits within the unit.
Clay soils within the Province are associated with glacial
lacustrine, marine and some glacial drift deposits. However,
the most highly plastic deposits are those associated with
tne rlacial lacustrine and marine areas. The lacustrine
areas are generally uniquely confined to the Eastern and
Western Lanes Sections and are peculiar, like the occurrence
cf organic deposits, to the Gary and Younger Wisconsin drift
areas. The marine deposits are likewise exclusively associat-
ed with the eastern sections of the Province; occuri'ing with-
in the St. Lawrence Lowland, Champlain Lowland and Hudson
Hlver Valley Sections.
In contrast, the older glacial drift sections
(Central Till Plain and Dissected Loesslal and Till Plains
Sections) lack the highly plastic lacustrine areas, tut gen-
erally afford a wider distribution of leaner clays attribu-
table directly to the drift texture.
The most plastic till soils appear to be associated
with the older (Illlnoian and Kansan) drift. These drift
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sheets are generally found, respectively, within the Cen-
tral Till Plains and Dissected Loesslal and Till Plains
Sections of the Province. Drift of a leaner variety com-
prises the remaining portion of the Central Till Plain Sect-
ion (Tazewell and Cider Wisconsin) and Is also found in the
western and southera portions of the Western lakes and la-
custrine Section ( Cary and Younger Wisconsin).
Like the wide variety of clay soils and origins
common to the Central and Eastern Lowland Province , the At-
lantic and Gulf Coastal Plain Province also exhibits this
variability. In general, poor subgrade support I'eplcns from
clayey soils tire more pronounced in the Gulf portions rather
than within tne Atlantic coastal areas. The only potential
regional area of clays found in the Embayed Section occurs
within the Cretaceous Rarltan Lowland Area. Heavy plactic
clays are found throughout the Florida Section, generally
In conjunction with limestones and marls corrmcin tc the area,
within the East Gulf Coast Section highly plastic soils .ire
normally associated with the Cretaceous chalks and limeGtonec
common to the inner (belted) coastal plain. Similar geologic
and georaorphlc occurrences of clayey soils are also found
in the West Gulf Coast Section. In addition, large aregs
of marine clays form much of the outer coastal plain wjtnin
the West Gulf Coast Section. The presence of the latter two
types of poor subgrade areas, plus the clayey sells associated
with much of the alluvium in the area constitute a very
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sizeable portion of the total area within this Section.
The .Mississippi Alluvial Plain Section, within the Coastal
Province, constitutes one of the largest and homop-eneous
poor Liubgrade support areas in the United States. in ,rener-
cxl , n.ost of the alluvium is very fine grained and affords
highly plastic soil conditions.
A large portion of the concentration of poor sub-
^-rade support conditions in the eastern provinces is asso-
ciated with the residual development of clayey soils. Cne
cf the .Tiore extensive zones of clayey type soils is that
found within the Piedmont Section of the Cld Appalachian
ilateau I-rovince. Lean to plastic clay soils are derived
and widespread from a wide variety of granites, gneisses,
schists and basic igneous rocks.
Residual soils, frequently of a highly plastic
nature, are associated with limestone in many sections of
the east. Extensive areas are found throughout much of the
Sprlngf 5 eld-Salera Plateau Section of the Czark and Cuachita
Province, Interior Low Plateau Province and Ridge and Valley
Province. However, within many of these areas, the llmestcne
is frequently quite cherty and residuum may frequently con-
tain various percentages of these chert, or gravel, particles,
Sandstones and snales frequently may also resldually weather
into poor subgrade support areas. Cne cf the more pronounced
examples of this condition occurs within the Kanawha Section
oi' the Plateau Irovince. Within the Province lean clays are
also associated with the glacial drift cf the New York
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Glaciated Section. In general, the plasticity of this drift
texture appears to te greater in the western (Chlo) portion
of the unit.
Highly plastic soils may also te associated with
the sandstones and shales characteristic to the Triasslc
Lowland Province, Boston Fountain, Arkansas Valley a.nd port-
ions of the Cuachita Ilountain Sections. Within the Great
Plains Province, the overall residual character of the sand-
stone and shale sections appears to be of sandy silt variety;
however, soils associated directly with the shales and clay
shales are generally plastic. The major exception to this
occurs within the Csage Plains Section of the Province. VI th-
in this unit much of the residual nature of the so5 1 .nay te
associated with highly plastic soil conditions. Within the
glaciated portion of the Province, the overall drift charact-
er is of a clayey variety, increasing in plasticity charact-
eristics to the west.
It
High Volume Change
Design factor Hating Summary
Table 36 summarizes the final adjusted frequency
of occurrence rating for high volume change soils ty section.
Figure 4^ illustrates the distritutlon of these ratings with-
in the continental United States. Eased upon the analysis,
high volume change soils are existent, to some degree, within
* The material in this portion of the report is primarily
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sections having a combined area percentage of over 3?? cf
the 'united jtates. In addition, sectlonB comprising 2Zt
oi the Lnlted States have been noted as having a frequency
uf occurrence rating -nore severe than limited to medium.
In essence, the distribution of tnis problem and its subse-
quent Importance upon proper highway design and performance
is a problem In a sizeable portion of the country.
Lis trltutlon
CJene ral . Within the twenty (20) Physiographic provinces
ccmpi-ising the United States, high volume change soils have
been noted to exist within half of them. The greatest fre-
quency of occurrence of these high volume change soils occurs
witnin the Great Plains and Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain
Provinces. These Provinces constitute the western and soutn-
ern iiT-ens of the eastern Province grouping. The discussion
which follows is grouped according to the generalized east-
west province groupings to afford a maxiura Insight into the
distribution oi" this problem.
Western Province Group . Although seven of the nine provinces
comprising the western group were noted to possess high vol-
ume change soils, the frequency of occurrence In a large
portion of these units Is, by no means, widespread.
Within the Southern Rocky Mountain Province, Jensen
(
:':"
) notes the existence of small scattereci areas within the
San Luis Valley portion of the Western Section. These areas
were mapped on a Pedologlc basis and correspond tc the Lahon-
tan series which Is associated predominantly with identical
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geomorphic units found in the Closed Basin Section but
locally occur within the Sonoran Desert and Cpen Basin Sect-
tions
.
The high volume change areas noted within the lacif-
ic coast Range frovince are associated primarily with the
clayey soils developed residually frcrc the sandstones and
shales within the area. The most I'requent occurrence oi
these soils is contained within the California Coast Range
Section where these rocks are the modal bedrock to the unit.
These same soils however, are continuous along much of the
California coast line to Mexico. As a consequence, they are
noted to exist within the Los Angeles and lower California
Sections proper; however, they are not considered as the
-nodal bedrock of either of these predominantly granitic units,
within the Pacific Troughs Province, the California
Valley Section, with its associated clayey valley jeposlts,
was noted on the basis of both a geologic and pedologic
analysis to exhibit volume change areas. The areas mapped
within the Colorado Plateau Province are generally associ-
ated with the presence of Cretaceous sandstones and shales
and clay shales found throughout the Province. The 'Medium
to 'widespread rating within the Grand Canyon Section may not
represent the correct potential rating. The area mapped in
question is the Valera series, associated with residual lime-
stones. Eased upon the basic map reference used by Jensen
in the pedologic mapping phase, the Valera series occurs
primarily within the Edwards Plateau unit of Texas as /-iell
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ar. In the Grand Canyon Section of Arizona. However, based
upon 'fi<^r^ done by the author concerning soil textural dis-
tribution
-^itnin the United States, the residual soil from
the llmfiitone in the Grand Canyon Section Is silty in nature,
In contrast to the clayey residuum noted within the Edwards
Plateau limestone.
has tern irovlnce Group . Within the eastern portion of the
united States, four of eleven provinces were noted to possess
arear. showing high volume change characteristics. Cf these
Lour provinces, two are felt to be of rather insignificant
T.ai^r.i t^-de in defining the scr;pe of the high volume change
i-robleT,. Within the Central and Eastern Lowland Province,
tne orly area noted by Jensen occurred in association with
the water deposited clays within old glacial lake Agassiz
(Red Hiver Ic^wland). This occurs within the Western Lakes
and Lacustrine Section of the Province and is the only reason
for noting this area as a Non Existent to Limited frequency.
The recks within the Piedmont (Iredell soil series). These
units were mapped only up to South Carolina by Jensen. The
occurrence of this material is generally minor in comparison
to the granites, gneiss and schists of the Piedmont Plateau
section ; however, it is an important clay soil as it is of
tr'.e mor. tmcri 1 loni te variety.
The two p rovinces possessing tne greatest occurrence
of high volume change soils within the entire United States
are tl-ie Great Plains and Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain.
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Within the latter the greatest concentration of these "oils
ure associated with t?ie Gulf portion (Including FlorUlin
Section) of the Province. The ms.Jor' soils associated with
potential high volume change within the ?]orida lection are
associated with the plastic claj's from the Ccalla and slnnllar
limestones of the unit. Vlthin both the East and West Gulf
Coast Sections, clayey soils are associated with Cretaceous
deposits forming the lowland belts (Selma chalk, Austin chalk
and Taylor Karl). In addition, lowlands fcmod by the Eocene
(Tertiary) Jackson formation possess similar hi t^\: voli^u-e
tendencies within the East Gulf. The West Gulf Coast oect-
icn also has clayey marine deposits along much of : t£ ..-oast-
line whicli exhibit this characteristic. The >'iasiKsi ^.j.!
Alluvial Plain Section, with its fine textured -jlluvium, ^l;-c
possesses a very widespread distribution pattern of thei^o
potential volume change soils. The non existent to limited
rating of the Mississippi Loessial Upland is due solely to
the presence of similar type alluvium present in the Section
and not the loessial deposits, which foi-m the -^lodal parf^nt
material of the unit.
The sections noted to possess the most r^evcrest
rating of frequency within the Great Plains Province arc the
Csage Plains, Colorado Piedmont and Linglaciated .'"i^scurl
Plateau. The parent material with the latter two sections
are chiaracterlzed strongly by the presence of Tert i --^.ry wnd
cretaceous sandstones, shales and clay shales, not too .dis-
similar to the high volume change areas associated with
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much cf the Colcradc Plateau Province. The most frequent
potential soil showing high volume change characteristics In
the Csage Plains is the Permian sandstones and shales of the
unit. The reason for the non-existent to limited rating
associated with the High Plains Section Is similar to that
explained for the Mississippi Loessial Upland Section. The
potential high volume change areas in the Klgh Plains Sect-
ion are associated with geologic formations common to the
Plains Border Section. This unit occurs as an interflnger-
ing occurrence across the Indefinite border area which separ-
ates the two Sections. Hence the rating of the Section is
attributable to a variant material rather than the modal
Tertiary outwash of the area,
tleneral Geologlc-Crigin/Parent Material Inferences
As can be noted from Table 18, the summary of geo-
logic formations noted tc exhibit high volume change condi-
tions within the United States are primarily associated with
geologic youthfulness . Cenczoic and Mesozclc Eras are the
most frequent occuring while Permian (late Paleozoic) also
exhibits soils of a high volume change nature. However, the
reader should not be misled that older geologic formations
do not possess the potential for high volume change. The
important point to be made is that within the western port-
Ion of the United States, most of the older geologic forma-
tions are associated with the mountainous topography cf the
area, generally not conductive to the development of residual
clayey soils. Within the eastern United States, it has been
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previously stated in the discussion of poor subgrade support
(clayey) areas that, many regional clay soil areas resldually
developed from older Paleozoic and even Pre Camtrian foraia-
tions exist. However, as noted in the general discussion
of the Influence of the climatic variable upon regional
high volume chainge conditions in the next section, the f:umld
climatic environment found in the location of these sell
areas is generally not conducive to the development of iilgh
volume change occurrences on a regional level of e^xamlnatlon.
From Table 20, it can be noted that a i\lde variety
of origin-parent materials are noted to be of potential high
volume soils. An obvious and notable origin not present Ik
that of an aeollan (loessial) nature. The mechanics of
aeclian transport generally restrict the occurrence of
cohesive or plastic clays within aeollan deposits. Loessial
soils are generally uniquely non potential high volume change
soils even within very favorable climatic environments to
the shrink-swell condition.
Importance of Climate Upon the Regional Distribution of
High Volume Change
The high volume change problem encountered in port-
Ions of the country is a phenomena due to the complex Inter-
relationship between a potentially high volume change soil
and a variation in the soil-water equilibrium. It is Im-
portant to recall that the analysis of the high volume prob-
lem conducted by Jensen from an engineering case study view-
point, In essence, reflects the complex combination of both
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the soil and water-balance factors. As all clayey type soils
have a potential for swell, and it has been noted that large
areas of clayey soils are found east of the generalized
limit of specific high volume change locations noted by
i'^lgure 2?.; the effect of climatic conditions plays a domin-
ate role in ttie high volume change phenomena.
The ability to collectively determine a single
climatic parameter and its distribution in the United States,
which takes into account all the inherent factors of the
soil-water balance picture, has not been undertaken for the
Lnlted states. However, some attempt has been made for the
eastern United States { 37
5
) . Jensen has noted that the
utilization of combining major variables which measure the
major incoming phase (average annual precipitation) and the
myjor outgoing phase (average annual potential evapotran-
si.lr'dt^on) or the water balance provides a fairly good, but
general, indicator ol' the average water balance for the
year.
Figure 45 shows the areas where average annual
precipitation is less than the average annual potential ev^t-
potransplratl on. The major Implication of the areas noted
within the diagram is that a fairly good probability exists
that tne soil may be dried out sometimes iurlng the year and
hence provide a triggering mechanism for high volume change
occurrence.



















































Figure 22 and 45, a good agreement between most of the case
study locations and the area noted in Figure ^5 seem to exist.
The major area not noted within Figure ^5, where the case
study indicates a high volume change occurrence has taken
place, is found in the eastern gulf coast regions. Jensen,
However, has noted that within much cf this area a marked
summer deficit in the water balance has been reported in the
literature ( 375 ) »
i:''rcst and Frcst Susceptible Soils
Distribution
General . The frequency of occurrence rating for each cate-
gory of frost susceptible soil within a section has been
noted In Table 2U of the Results portion of this report.
Table 37 summarizes the results by type of frost susceptible
soil relative to the frequency rating and section of occur-
rence. Table 38 summarizes the largest frequency rating and
subsequent frost susceptible soil type for each section.
Reference to these tables is made within the ensuing dis-
cussions .
In general, the western x:>rovlnce grouping is char-
acterized, quite extensively, by either non frost susceptible
areas (bedrock) or by Fk sells. The eastern province groupings
consist of a somewhat equitable distribution of both F3 and
F^ soils. These facts are generally apparent from Tables
37 and 38.
These generalized statements are consistent with
the discussion previously provided for poor subgrade support
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Table 37
Sunuiiary of Sect ion Frequency of Occurrenc
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soils (clayey). In this discussion It was noted that the
lack of clayey soils was notable in the western province
group, while rather adequately distributed tnroughout much
of the eastern province grouping. In addition to this fact
it should also be pointed out that several physiographic
units possessing clayey type soils were not considered to
be within the defined freezing area ( eg. . .Piedmont Plateau
Section, Tennessee Section, Interior Low Plateau rrovlnce,
and Csage Plains Section). Hence, the rather r-lative lack
of F3 soils in the east contrasted to the presence of clayey
soils is due to the subsequent exclusion of many potential
F3 soil areas from the freezing zone.
Western Province Group . Within the mountainous portions of
the west, the relative lack of substantial soil cover, Is
responsible for the very widespread pattern of ncn frost
susceptible areas noted for much of the Sierra-Cascade und
Rocky Mountain provinces. A similar occurrence is also noted
within the Blue Kountaln Section of the Columbia Plateau.
This unit contrasts rather strongly from neighboring sections,
Within these adjacent units, the widespread distribution of
sllty Icessial deposits and sandy to silty residual soil,
produce major occurrences of F4 soils. A somewhat similar
occurrence of frost susceptible soils is also I'cun-. within
much of the Colorado Plateau Province from the reEl;lj.al
sandy to silty soils developed from the sandstones and snales.
The major difference between this Province and the Cclurrbla
Plateau Province, is the greater frequency of occ'^r-rcnoe of
9 '^r,
Fj materials attributable directly to the presence of shales
and clay shales. The most notable and rather obvious feature
of the distribution and occurrence of frost susceptible soils
in the Great (Closed) Easln Section is the very large vari-
ability by type. This variation In rating reflects the pre-
sence of bedrock (ranges) as well as the gradatlonal texture
of the basin fill.
Lao tern Province Group . The predominating frost susceptible
soil type over much of the Great Plains Province is F^ due
to the general widespread distribution of sandy silt residual
soils Irora the sandstones and shales, Tertiary outwash de-
posits in much of the High Plains as well as widespread
loessial deposits over much of the central portion. Xuch of
the F3 soils In the area, are attributable to the shales and
clay shales found in almost all the sections. The largest
distribution of F2 regional frost soils in the United States
ir found within the Nebraska 3and Hill portion of the High
ilalns Section.
Within the Sections characterized primarily by resid-
ual sell development, much of the Fj soils found in the Tri-
assic lowland, Czark and Cuachita and r.ldge and Valley Prov-
inces ur'e a result of the plastic residual soils developed
from limestones within these areas. Soils associated with an
F-^ rating in these units appear to be from sandstones and
shales. TK.ey are found within portions of the Ridge and
Valley, Triasslc Lowland and A])palachlan Plateau Provinces.
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The New York Glaciated Section of the latter Province has a
F^ rating associated with soils in the eastern portion of the
Section while in the western portion, the predcrcinant rating
is an F3. This rating is in general agreement with the soil
texture descriptions previously provided for this unit.
The glaciated sections found within the fr-eezlng
zone are generally complex in the dlstrltutive characteris-
tics of frost susceptible soil type. Within tne I,'ew England
Karltlme Province, the mountuinous sections generally f-ospess
a corrbined non frost susceptibility rating as the rrajor tyjjf-
and FU types as the :iiinor variety. F3 soils are generally
restricted to the northern parts of the Seaboard lowland and
the New England Upland Sections. A fairly significant port-
ion of the Connecticut lowland Section has been categorized
as F2 soils. The two glaciated sections of the La^urentian
Upland Province show a marked contrast in variability cf
frost susceptible soil type. Within the Adirondack Section
the uniform and widespread occurrence of ?3 soils is in
strong contrast to the non frost susceptible, F2 , F3 and F^
areas common to the Superior Upland Section.
Within the Central and Eastern Lowland Province, the
most common frost susceptible soil types are F3 and F4. The
distribution of the F4 soils is strongly related to the pre-
sence of loesslal deposits found in the Driftless, Central
Till Plains, and Dissected Loesslal and Till Plains jectlons
of the Province. In addition, F4 type drift Is found in the
western portion of the Western Lakes Section and In iiuch
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of the valleys and lowlands of the Eastern lowland portion
of the Province. The distribution of F3 soils is strongly
related to the plastic drift found In the eastern portion
of the Western Lakes, Dissected Loessial and Till Plains and
Central Till Plains Sections of the Province. Distribution
of these soil ratings also are associated with the marine
deposits of the 3t. Lawrence and Champlaln Lowland Sections.
The Tcst extensive deposits of F? type sells are found in the
Central Sand Plain area of the Drlftess Sections and within
the northern drift areas of the Eastern Lakes and Lacustrine
Plains Section.
Composite i-'actor of DesJcqi Summary RatinR by Section
Table 39 shows a summary of the ratings for each
factor of design considered in this report for each physio-
graphic section in the continental United States. The data
in Table 39 form the basis of discussion in subsequent para-
graphs relative to the recommended design units within the
United States. The ratings given in the Table ai^e those
previously presented for each factor,
llTiltatlons Associated With Using Physiographic
Units as Unique Highway Engineering Factor of Design Units
General
The ma;;or purpose of this research has been to
evaluate selected highway factors of design on the basis of
regional physiography. The results concerning the factors
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10a L-P L-M NE
b SP M-W NE
c A-A N-L NE
d L-P N-L NE
e A-A N-L NE
f L-P N-L NE
g LP L-M NE
h A-L L-M NE
1 L-P N-L NE
} L-P N-L NE
k A-A N-L NE
1 A-A L-M NE
m A-L M-W NE
11a A-A M-W L-M
b A-A M-W N-L
c A-A M-W N-L
d A-A L-M N-L
e A-L L-M M-W
f A-L M-W N-L
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Note: See second page of Table for legend
Table 39 (cont'd.)



































and/or frequency of occurrence rating for each of the 97
initial report physiographic sections.
Major emphasis has been concentrated on the ratings
established, their distribution, occurrence and any general
physiographic and geologic implications developed. Hc'Aever,
in soioing., it is acknowledged that within the idealized
analysis of assigning a rating to each physiograpr,! c section,
two Important assumptions have been made. The first cf thtGe
is tnat the physiographic unit is the optimum unit for cata-
loging highway engineering problems, performance and subse-
quently factors of design. The second concept, assumes that
tlie initial physiographic unit class if ic-ition system 'L>tillzei
is the optimum classification system for' hlghvvay engineering
purposes
.
At the level of generalization In which ^h\c- Invf.s-
tigation has been effected the ability to make h precise and
detailed summary of every pertinent highway charv ctei'lst i o
existing within each physiographic section exam.lned is beyond
the scope of t>ie report. The major reasons for this are due
to the variable input information regarding geologic, geo-
morphic and highway engineering facts for the United States
as a whole. In addition, It Is readily acknowledged that
many of the sections examined exhibit a variability In physio-
graphic units wnlch can be subf51vided into smaller and n^ore
homogeneous units. As a consequence, examples w'm3cI-j summar-
ize where physiographic infoi'matlon can be r-e^iill^ tied Into
the concepts demonstrating the utility of physiographic ur.ltE
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i'cr highway engineering purposes are presented In the follcw-
ing panpraphs.
Il'-ulizeri Concepts of Reglonall zatlon
;:(:^ 1 one- J Izat Ion 3cheme
If one were to consider a highly idealized system
T'-r regicnal izati en of a particular factor within a giver,
ar-ral ..nit, tnere would be three cogent considerations which
should be noted for tne regional^ zation. The first, and
perhaps most salient, involves the uniqueness of the areal
u:-ilt cnosen to effect the reglonallzation ; for. It should be
readily noted that a generalization or r.tatenient of the aver-
age ccndlticri of any factor can be made v.'lthin any type of
areal unit. This oonsideratlon , therefore, reduces tc
,
gVven ;-. 3hc;ice of areal unit types, which unit affords the
t_,reatest ^rrlqueness or provides the optimum unit for maning
th';' generalization. The obvious difficulty in proving the
existence of such an optimal unit is apparent. Because of
the relative Importance of this feature to the overall pro-
ject, tnis consideration is discussed. In some detail In
3 jbseq -.er t paragraphs ,
The second point to be considered Involves only the
factor being investigated. The question of effecting a t rue
or con:l 1 tiuna] reglonallzation is answered by examining each
pertinent variable affecting the factor in question to "ieter-
T.lne whether or not each is conducive to reglonallzation
within a given areal unit as we21 as if all variables are to
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te considered. In the analysis. If a variable does net lend
Itself to reglcnalization or is not considered in tiie analysis,
then the type of regionallzation effected is conditional in
nature. If every variable within the analysis can and Is
evaluated than the type of generalization is considered ^
true regionallzation.
The final condition to be considered concerns the
relative homotjeneity of the factor within the areal unit.
This is accomplished by examining the distribution of each
variable considered in the analysis relative to its homo -
geneity within the areal unit. Tt should be noted that com-
plete homogeneity of a factor does not necessarily Imply a
unique relationship. Similarly, a non homogeneous factor
may not necessarily Imply a non unique relationship.
It should be apparent that within this idealized
schem,e there exist several unique types of regionallzation
combinations which may be obtained for a particular factor.
The most ideal combination is a generalization that is unique,
true and homogeneous within a given areal unit. In essence
this rating would be a precise measure of particular factor
which is uniform or constant throughout an areal unit which
represents the most unique unit for the generalization tc be
obtained. The worst type of generalization tnat ;f.ay be effec'^-
ed is the non-unique, conditional and non-homogeneout rat-
ing.
Basic Concepts of fieglonallzatlon Within Physlo^rraphlc Units
Since physiographic units have been formed, on an
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ileal lasis, from uniqueness of topographic expression, the
valliJty of r-e(jlcnallEat Ion within physiographic units seem-
ingly r-educes to the relationship of highway factors of de-
sign to topographic expression. This may be intuitively
derivea ty the fact that physiographic units are described
in terms of a unique topographic expression by non p-enetlc
df;scrj ptors of altitude, relief and type of landforrc pre-
sent.
ixwever one of the Tiost important aspects to be
'understood by tne reader is that the more fundamental quest-
ions asK.s, "what is the relationship between the geomorphic
control factors and the design and construction factors con-
sidered". It is important to recognize that, in the main,
it is a unique combination of a particular type or r-epe'ltive
t„pes <ji' parent .xaterial, its arrangement, the process which
act on It to modify, the length of tim.e in which the processes
nave acte:' cind the historical climatic environment which
sculptures the landform or landforms within the physiographic
un 1 1
.
Each of the factors considered in this report have
as a primary variable, either uniquely or in combination
with ether variables, the element of material type. This Is
to say, tnat for each of the factors considered, engineering
experience can be directly related in total, or part, to the
T.aterisl type. As a consequence, the basic concept in apply-
ing pnys J ographic units to engineering experiences is to
fci'mulate an experience with a material condition at a micro
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level (eg. . .engineering site or project) and subsequently
define the regional extent or macro area of this experience
via the application of homogeneous topography, or regional
physiographic units.
In the majority of sections considered, the appli-
cation of this concept is a valid approach to the analysis.
However, it has been previously noted within the summary
portion of this report dealing with Physiography and Regional
Physiographic Units that important exceptions occur within
sections and their uniqueness to parent material types. In
this summary it has been noted that it is possible for simi-
lar material types to be existent with adjacent sections as
well as having differing material types within a unique
topographic unit.
The implication of the former exception does not
provide any gross limitations to the concept of regional-
Ization discussed. In essence; for these units, the major
implication Is that the chances of having identical general-
izations for the adjacent sections is quite high. The Immedi-
ate implications of the latter exception are, by far, the
most Important is posing limitations to the concepts noted.
In essence, within a uniform topographic unit composed of
differing parent material and geologic conditions, the basic
concept Is not applicable because the generalizations effect-
ed, en a micro level are not valid for the macro or regional
topographic unit.
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Utility of Physlog^raphlc Units to Factors of Design
/VP- repates
Cr-ushed Gtone
The results of this study, have suggested that the
greatest utility of physiographic units concerning aggre-
gates and their distribution lies in the ability to make
effective or unique generalizations concerning the potential
of crusned. stone areas within the United States. However,
not all physiographic sections within the United States
afford this uniqueness.
Physiographic sections, showing a non uniqueness
to delineating crushed stone areas, are generally character-
ized ty topography formed from transported material but
having underlying bedrock at such a depth that the potential
of the bedrock as crushed stone sources can still be effect-
ively generalized. For the remaining sections, the unique-
ness or utility of formulating generalizations concerning
crushed stone sources may generally be considered as good.
From an overPll viewpoint, sections whose modal characteris-
tics are based upon gross bedrock features, regardless of the
presence (either total or partial) or absence of any surflc-
ial transported dei'oslts afford cases where unique generali-
zations can be made. In addition sections having very thick
deposits of transported soils are obviously unique for ^-ener-
nlizatlcns concerning the distribution of crushed stone
areas in the respect that the potential of such sections is
uniquely non-existent.
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An excellent example of physiographic sections that
possess non-unique attributes for the generalization of
crushed stone sources is found in the central lowland port-
ion of the Central and Eastern Lowland Province. Within
this area lie a large number of the major carbonate producing
states in the United States. As the modal characteristics
of the Sections comprising this area are based upon differ-
ences in glacial terrains, or lack thereof, absolutely no
uniqueness of carbonate stone areas can be effectively made
within the physiographic units. This is to say that the
physiographic sections noted do not afford the optimum unit
in these areas for cataloging crushed stone potential.
If one, however, were to follow the underlying bed-
rock strata from the glaciated Lowland Trovince to the Inter-
ior Low Plateau Province (non transported origin), the
utility or uniqueness of using physiographic units becomes
rather apparent. Within this Province, regional carbonate
zones are found in the Nashville Basin Section, and portions
of the remaining sections. Cther sections, characterized
by non transported origin, where potential carbonate zones
occur are found to characterize the Sprlngf leld-Salera
Plateau Section of the Czark and Ouachita Province, and the
limestone valleys of the entire Ridge and Valley Province.
To further Illustrate the utility of filing crushed
stone aggregate Information within physiographic units; there
1. The central portion of the Province is comprised of
Sections lie, f, g, h, i.
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exists within the eastern portion of the United states sever-
al onfall, variant, but well defined physiographic units in
wnlch tne potential for crushed carbonate stone Is consid-
ered tc be good. The physiography of these areas are all
similar In tne respect that old Paleozoic strata are found
wltnin tne variant valley units. These areas are the 3e-
quatchle-Vills Creek Valleys of the Cumberland Plateau
Section, the Frederick, Conestoga (Lancaster) and Chester
Valleys of the Trlassic Lowland Province and the Limestone
Valley of Vermont of the Taccnlc Section. It should also
be noted that further delineation of units within the Inter-
ior Low Plateau Province greatly Increases the uniqueness of
tne crushed carbonate zones found in the area.
ether types of unique potential crushed stone area
examples can be found within many of the sections within the
united States, Sranlti c/raetamorphlc crushed stone areas
are uniquely associated with the Black Hills Section or St.
Francis fountain Section while the crushed basalts of the
Columbia Plateau and the traprock of the Trlassic Lowland
Province and Connecticut Lowland Section are examples of
sections where other potential igneous crushed zones are
distributed.
Sections may also be uniquely categorized as having
poor or non existent capabilities for potential crushed
1. The distribution of the units Is shown wj thin tne recom-
mended physiographic-highway engineering units Introduced
in the next portion of this report. They correspond tc
unit numbers 192, 207, 208, and 21^.
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stone. Sections such as the Kanawha, Cumberland Plateau,
California and Oregon Coast Ranges, and many sections cf the
Colorado Plateau and Great Plains Province are examples of
this. In general the bedrock characteristics within these
units are unfavorable for good performance as highway ags^re-
gates. ether sections, such as the California Valley, High
Plains and most of the Sections of the Atlantic and Gulf
Coastal Plains Province, possess a non existent potential
due to the widespread presence of relatively thick trans-
ported sediments.
Sand Gravel
In discussing the overall utility of cataloging
engineering factors relative to sand gravel sources within
physiographic units, It is convenient to subdivide tnis
major type source into categories that possess deposits of
areal (regional) occurrence and those which are primarily
associated with alluvial origin and subsequently possess a
more lineal type of distribution.
Within the regional sand gravel categories, the
utility of using physiographic units to uniquely note per-
tinent factors concerning these deposits is considered vari-
able, but generally good. Table hO summarizes the appraisal
of sections where the utility of noting fairly unique sand
gravel characteristics are somewhat peculiar to the section.
The origins of these regional sand gravel occurrences are
generally associated with widely distributed patterns cf
stratified drift, valley (includes glacial sluiceways) and
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basin deposits generally filled with glacial outwash and
potential areas associated with valley fill deposits near
mountainous areas.
There also exist smaller regional sand gravel areas
within sections, which when further subdivided in subsections;
yield a fairly good uniqueness in characteristics similar to
those previously noted. These areas are found In the Jack-
son Hole unit of the Kiddle Rocky fountain Province, the
North Parii, Kiddie Park and San Luis Valley areas of the
Southern Hocky Mountain Province and the Southern Pine Hills
Area of the East Gulf Coast Section. Cnly the latter area
directly contributes to the uniqueness of the physiography
for the subsection as the gravel cap present In the unit
(Cltronelle Formation) provides an area of slightly differ-
ing relief features with most of the unit relative to its
adjacent unit. The other units are delineated primarily
because they are intermontane basins veneered by cutwash
sands and gravels.
Small regional areas of sand and gravel that gener-
ally afford little uniqueness within physiographic units are
those primarily associated with remnental gravel caps which
afford little or r}c alteration of the regional physiography
of the Section where they are found. Examples of these
The distribution of these units are shown and described
within the recommended physiographic - highway engineer-
ing units introduced in the next portion of this report.
They correspond to unit numbers 75 (Jackson Hole) , 59
(North and Kiddle Parks), 65, 67 (San Luis Valley) and
242 (Southern Pine Hills).
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sporadic deposits are associated with many outwash areas
adjL.cent to mountains, areas within both the Glaciated and
b'nglaciated ['^.Issourl Plateau Sections (Flaxvllle, Cypress
Hills) and Csage Plains Section of the Great Plains Province
as well as preglaclal and Interglaclal gravels (Buchanan and
A. tonlan gravels) found in the Dissected Loesslal and Till
Plains oection.
The poorest uniqueness of utilizing physiographic
units for noting factors relative to sand gravel deposits
occurs with alluvial sand-gravel deposits. This factor is
unfortunate because the Importance of their role in the
complex totality of aggregate resources is Indeed great.
Within many areas of the United States, these sources are
the only potential type of aggregate available.
The poor uniqueness of alluvial deposits to physio-
graphic units is most probably related to the direct con-
flict between conditions necessary to delineate adjacent
physiographic units and those necessary for fluvial develop-
ment. In general, the difference in base levels (le...
elevation difference) necessitated for drainage development
and subsequent river and stream development frequently serve
as a factor which delineates differing physiographic units.
Thus, the streams which radiate from the Front Range flow
through the Colorado Piedmont, High Plains, Plains Border
Sections and subsequently into the Mississippi River to the
Gulf of Mexico. Although generalizations may be made within
any of these Sections concerning the alluvial sand gravel
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sources, they are not uniquely associated with that particu-
lar Section.
Soils and Related Factors
All of the soil and related factors of design in-
vestigated within the project have had associated with them;
either uniquely or in conjunction with other major variables
(eg. . . cllniate) , characteristic properties peculiar to the
type of surflcial soil textural conditions. Thus tht; deline-
ation of potentially poor subgrade support areas by physio-
graphic units led to the categorization on the basis of
either organic type deposits or clayey areas. The high
volume change study likewise noted clayey type soils exist-
ent within a very generalized climatic environment suitable
for high volume change development. The c.nalysls conducted
on frost susceptible soils was related to the textural ch.ar-
acterlstlcs of soil units generally associated within the
frost zone. As a consequence the general overall uniqueness
of physiographic sections to denote potentially unique and
homogeneous factors of design is depen-^ent upon t:-.e textural
ccnsideration relative to the factor of design with the
modal characteristics and distribution within tne section.
In general, the utility of generalizing sell fact-
ors of design Is good within most units developed solely
from non transported origins. Within these areas, the sell
type is developed upon the principles of pedology. Hence
units with similar parent material types, topogr-aphic
patterns, climatic histories, age and vegetation ideally will
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form similar f;oil types. With the exceptlcn of the vege-
tation variable, eacii of ttie other pertinent factors to
soil genecis is also common to the £eomox^piilc control fact-
ors whJch Characterize a physiographic unit. The ability to
effectively generalize within a large regional area is oirect-
ly related, in sedimentary areas, to the geclogic structure
of the strata. In areas underlain by horizontal to slightly
dipping strata, the residual soil types within the unit are
relatively homcgenecus or possess a predictable textural
range ever- large areas. Physiographic units possessing
these characteristics are frequently found in the Appalach-
ian rlateau. Interior Low Plateau, Czark and Cuachita, xuch
of the vTreat Plains and Colorado Plateau Provinces. Con-
versely /.nere geologic structure is greatly dipping, the
regional (areal) patterns of similar soil type units cover
relatively small areas. Examples of this occurrence are
generally associated with massive mountaincus uplifts which
frequently have associated with them highly tilted strata
flanking the uplifts. The soil regions found within the
Black Hills Section as well as many areas within the Rocky
Mountain Provinces exhibit this pattern.
In sections characterized by rugged mountaincus
areas , the factor cf topography appears to have a more pre-
dominating effect upon soil development than any of the
ctner factors wnich effect soil development. Thus, T.any cf
the sections found in the mountainous areas of the western
United States, as well as much of the Blue Bldge Section
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of the east are, in general, non soil areas. Thus the rr.cunt-
ain ranges of the Basin and Range can effectively be treated
as non soil areas even though they are cooiprlsed of various
parent material types.
The uniqueness afforded by transported origins is
highly variable. Where transported soils, In part, overlay
a physiographic unit based upon geomorphlc factors related
to underlying bedrock or different transported origin, the
overall utility of the unit to denote soil factors of ieslgn
is considered to be poor. If transported soils completely
overlay a physiographic unit, regardless of the basis for
geomorphlc unit identification, the utility may be consider-
ed as good.
Perhaps the most notable example of this is found
with the distribution of regional aeolian (loessial) de-
posits in the United States and their rels-tlonshlp' to physio-
graphic units. In general, the major occurrences of loess
are found within the Columbia Plateau Province, the midwest
Lnited States (occurs in parts of the Great Plains and Centrc.l
and Eastern Lowland Provinces) and the Misslssixjpi Loessial
Upland Section.
The uniqueness of the Mississippi Loessial Upland
Section as a soil unit is considered good because of the
fact that, in the main, the basis for sectioning is due to
the presence of a unique topographic unit developed from the
Icess Itself. The overall uniqueness of the loessial areas
1. This statement is more correct for the western portion of
the Section where the thickest loess deposits occur. In
the east the thickness of leess decreases and topography
is somewhat Influenced by the underlying coastal sediments
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of t.h<= Columbia Plateau Province are likewise considered
good. However, the utility of these loesslal areas within
tne Snake Hlver Plain and Walla-Walla Sections was consider-
ed good only because they are pseudo origin units. This is
to say that If the loess covering were removed from these
areas, the two sections would still be considered as unique
physiographic sections because the modal characteristics are
based upon the underlying bedrock rather than the loess. In
contrast, the loess deposits In the midwest form a completely
non-unique correlation to the regional physiography In the
area because the modal characteristics are based upon parent
material other than the loess and the loess deposits nowhere
completely veneer a Section.
The latter example lends itself to a basic point
of conflict between the physiographer and the highway engin-
eer. The important question relative to the above as far as
tne highway engineer Is concerned, is to ascertain whether
or not the depth of transported soil is sufficient to
justify a regional unit attributable to the transported soil,
frcm a highway engineering viewpoint. In areas where this
is a factor to be considered, the utility of using transported
origin boundaries (even though gradational in nature) would
seemingly afford a greater utility for soil related factors
of design than borders established on the basic principles
of regional physiography.
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Composite Utility cf Units
Because of the variety of factors which ^eterTJrie
physiographic sections, it is not possitle to make a blanket
conclusion regarding the utility of sections as filing systems
for highway factors of design as being either satisfac'rcry
or unsatisfactory. The overall utility of a section to
serve as a unique filing system depends, upon the factor
being regionalized relative to the modal characteristics
which define the unit.
The best uniqueness of reglcnallzinp rcth aggregates
(crushed stone) sources and soil related factors ci;;pears to
occur within a section whose modal characteristics are
based upon consolidated (bedrock) material and having no
transported material within the unit, or units whose modal
topography Is formed from very thick transported soils with
the depth to underlying bedrock being such that no generali-
zations can be made concerning it.
Within the former case, crushed stone and sell
generalizations may be characterized from the same parent
material-topographic pattern. In the 2atter case, the
uniqueness of crushed stone may be considered as good because
it is a non existent feature within the unit. Soil factor
generalizations may be uniquely formed from an interpretation
of the transported soils within the unit.
In sections where the modal characteristics are
based upon bedrock material but possess a partial covering
of thin transpoi'ted soil within the Section, the uniqueness
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of crushed stone sources may be good but the ability to
effectively penerallze soil factors Is considered poor.
Conversely, where transported origins form the
-ajor chPracteristlCE of the section but underlying tedrock
Is at such a depth so that generalizations may be made; the
uniqueness between crushed stone and soil factors is reversed
from the latter case. Here the utility of regionalizing
sell factors may be good while the crushed stone generali-
zations effected are very poor.
Concept of a Unique Highway
Engineering - Physiographic Category
From a purely physiographic view point, the concept
of a categorization system (ie .. .Division - Province - Sect-
ion) is a necessary and Integral part of the science. This
categorization system places topographic differences st a
more detailed level of examination. However, not all sect-
ions of a province are geomorphlcally related. For example,
tnere is more uniqueness or similarity in physiography
(geomorphology) between the Uinta Section of the Middle
Rocky >:ountaln Province, the Colorado Front Range Section of
the Southern Rocky Kountaln Province and the variant Belt
Kcuntain areas of the Northern Rocky Kountaln Province than
there is with the Uinta and Vasatch Sections of the same
Province
.
When utilizing physiographic areas as a means of
filing particular characteristics (occurrence, distribution,
severity, etc.) of design and construction factors,
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physiographic attributes are translated into eng-lneerl np
factors within a given section. As a consequence, the use
of a section level to rate engineering experiences -ices not
and should not imply to the highway engineer a slmilai'lty
of these engineering experiences for all sections compris-
ing a particular province.
For engineering purposes, the most useful T.eanlng of
a physiographic province is associated with using it a.s an
areal unit which is an initial starting or reference poln^
for the analyzation of smaller "engineering" units (sections).
Sections should subsequently be viewed as an areal unit
which Is an initial starting point for the analyzation of
smaller units.
Because of these factors, the use of a categorical
classification system for engineering purposes Is not neces-
sary and may, in fact, be potentially misleading. Conse-
quently the use of the term "highway engineering unit" Is
recomm.ended in lieu of any Province, Section or subsection
category levels utilized in regional physiography. This
term may be readily defined as the smallest detailed area within
which highway engineering generalizations have been effect-
ed.
Recomaended Physiographic-Highway Engineerinp Units
of the Continental United States
General
The Wcods-Lovell physiographic system, patterned
and modified slightly after a true regional phys icgrapliic
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classirication framework affords some significant engineer-
ing differences which improve upon a pure physlogi'aphic
categorization. However, it should be noted that it is a
part of a continental divisloning system, and as such, the
iegree to which the units (sections) are delineated may in
some cases admit excessive variability when viewed at the
state level. Therefore many of the generalizations effected
at the section level may be too broad for maxlmaii utilizatl on
fcr each state highway department.
Recommended System
Aith the previously noted factor in mind, a further
cutiivislon of the United States into a more homogeneous
highway engineering - physiographic unit classification
system nas been made. In so doing, these areas have been
delineated with several factors in mind. First, as many In-
dividual state physiographic units as possible have been
incorporated into the system. Second, because of the overall
Importance of origin and parent material considerations
within iiighway engineering, major importance in unit deline-
ation has been placed upon these factors as well as isolat-
ing variant parent material areas within the sections of the
typical physiographic system. The final consideration ex-
reGses the opinion that a categorization system of higher
order units is not necessary and in fact may be misleading.
As a consequence the system is simply composed of 2^2 highway







































NOTE: DESCRIPTION OF BASIC UNITS KEYED BY
NUMERIC CODE TO TEXT DISCUSSION
FIGURE 47
RECOMMENDED PHYSIOGRAPHIC -HIGHWAY ENGINEERING UNITS
OF THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES
(MAP SHEET n SOUTHWEST U.S.)
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NOTE: DESCRIPTION OF BASIC UNITS KEYED BY
NUMERIC CODE TO TEXT DISCUSSION
FIGURE 48
RECOMMENDED PHYSIOGRAPHIC -HIGHWAY ENGINEERING UNITS
OF THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES
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illustrate the alstrlbution of the recoramended units.
For the proposed system, only a generalized descript-
ion of tne laotors pertinent to the highway engineer sre
given. These factors are those of geology, georr.crpholcgy
and parent material-origin characteristics. The nu.Tierlc
code is keyed to the diagrams which illustrate the occur-
rence of these areas.
Genei'al Description of Recommended Units
1. Clympi^ ^:ountalns - This unit Is a rugged, hignly .'is-
sected mountainous area with several peaks greater than
7000 feet. The area Is heavily glaciated. The T.ajcr
rock types are Cretaceous volcanic and ^etarriorphl c seii-
ments. Locally, tasalts, volcanic tuffs, trecclas and
interbedded marine beds of Eocene age as well as Cllgc-
cene marine sediments are found.
2. '.v'illapa Hills - This area occurs as the Oregon por-tlcr.
of the Cregon Coast Ranges. The major reason for dis-
tinction is the Tertiary volcanic cover overlying the
Tertiary sandstones and shales of the Cregon Ranges.
3. Cregon Coast Range - Parallel trending series cf ncrth-
south ridges and valleys formed by mild folding of
relatively weak Tertiary sandstones and shales.
'^
. Cregon Coastal Plain - Relatively small sandy coastal
area of Cregon.
5- Klamath Mountains - Extremely rugged, dissected ^jjillfted
plateau composed predominantly of Paleozoic schist
flanked on the east by deformed Paleozoic sedi mentarles
and volcanlcs and on the west by metamorphlc recks of
Jurassic age.
6. Northern California Coast Range - Katurely dissected
continuous highland area composed predominantly of Terti-
ary and Cretaceous sandstones, shales and slates.
7. Southern California Coast Range - Similar to the 'icrthern
California Coast Range except faulting Is more pronounc-
ed in the area resulting in a m.ore nctlceatle ridge and
valley appearance. The predominant rock type Is Tertiary
sandstones and stiales; but Jurassic granites, slmll^.r
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to those found In the Sierra Nevada, underlie a central
portion of the area.
8. Traverse Ranges - Distinctive east-west trending ranges
composed primarily of pranitlc bathollthlc cores.
}. Los Angeles Basin - Lowland basin area of accumulated
r.arine and continental Tertiary sediments. The eastern
portion Is generally coarse alluvium from the San
Gabriel and San Bernadlno Mountains.
IC . Faulted Peninsular Range - Highly faulted Jurassic granit-
ic area with aggrading vallys being common.
11. 1 e;iln3ular lianges - Westward tilted fault block cf
Jurassic granite rising to elevations of 10,000 feet. A
terraced lowland borders the Pacific Ccean and gradu-
^.lly merges into the broadly dissected granitic upland.
12. Puget 3f-und 3asin - This area is the glaciated area cf
tne Vcods-Lovell Puget Trough Section. Topography is
predominantly a mixture of moralnic hill and cutwash cr
terrace topography.
13. Basaltic Hills Area - This area is the residual area
which separates the glaciated Puget Sound Basin to the
north from the predominantly alluviated Williamette
Valley unit to south. Topography is generally a dis-
ccnreoted series cf basaltic hills.
]^. Wniar.ette Valley - i-'airly flat alluvial plain cf the
Willamette Tiiver and its tributaries overlying Tertiary
and quaternary sediments derived from sedimentary and
volcanic rocks. Kinor hilly areas similar to those of
the Basaltic Hills Area to the north, are located within
the area.
1^. Northern Cascade Mountains - Rugged, mountainous area
composed of Paleozoic sedlmentarles and .netamorphics
intrt^ded by several granitic batholiths. Alpine glaclatlon
is heavy in the area but relief Is i^rlmarlly due to
constructional vulcanism rather than des tructional pro-
cesses
.
lu. Southern Cascade Mountains - Mountainous area slmll^.r
in topography to the Northern Cascade Mountains but are
formed primarily from Tertiary basalts and andesltes.
1?. >^alifcrx:ia Valley - An immense, flat valley filled with
ccth Recent and 'Quaternary sediments in the form cf
•jlluvial fans, aprons, mudflows and flood plains.
1?.
. Sierra Nev-'-^da Mountains - Immense westward tiltln.-T fault
?.b'?
block with elevations ranging from 7^00 feet to 13,300
feet. The major bedrock type Is a Jurassic granitic
bathollth. Paleozoic and Xesozolc metaraorphlc slates,
phyllttes
,
graywacke and basalt flows are subordinate
In the area. Alpine glaclatlon is Intense In the area.
19. Salton Trough - Large basin area formed in part ty
alluvial deposits of the Colorado River lying over va]ley
outwash.
?0. Watervllle Plateau - Relatively flat lying ba.salt flows
cut by a number of coulee systems and In f^rt glac'^ted.
21. Central Plains - Kajor downwarped area of basrilts and
related fluviatlle lacustrine and aeol5an sediments.
22. Channeled Scablands - Areas cut by vast meltwater de-
posits exposing bare tracts of Columbia River basalt.
The uplands are covered by loess deposits.
23. Yakima Folds - Area of high, broad anticlinal ridges
and synclinal valleys. Ridges are predominantly
basaltic while the valleys are predominantly granular
to semi granular sediments and volcanic ash.
2^. ralouse Hills - Matur-ely dissected hills formed cp. leep
loess
.
25. North Central Cregcn Plateau - Moderately 'lissect'^i
basaltic plateau area.
26. Tristate uplands - Upwarped lava plateau in wliich nls-
secticn has produced 2000 to ^4-000 feet canycas
.
27. Wallowa/oeven Devils - Complexly folded and faulted
area overlain by basaltic flows of var'^atle thickness.
28. Blue Mountains - Area characterized by mountain ranges
and dissected plateaus. Bedrock type within the are\
is quite variable as granitic cores similar to the
Rockies, rise as "islands" above the basaltic la^as.
Folded Paleozoic and early Kesozoic "edimentary striata
are also located within the area.
29. ilarney/Klgh Desert - Flat area of recent lava flows,
ash deposits and cinder cones.
30. .'-'.alheur/Boise Basin - Koderately dissected '-reas cf
interbedded lava and lacustrine - fluviatlle :;ed i 'ner-ts
.
31. Snake River Plain - Structurally depresrjed -^rea oo'.'ered
with young (Snake River) lava flows whl'jr. ' r. t-^rr. ore
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overlain by loesslal deposits.
32. Cwyhee Uplands - Structurally upwarped area of lavas
more dissected and of older age than those to the north.
Large areas are underlain by rhyolltes and quartz
latltes.
33. Northwest Basaltic Basin Range Area - Somewhat large
area comprised in part by plateau topography in the
extreme west and basin - range fault controlled topo-
graphy elsewhere. The major rock type within the area
is basaltic lavas, similar tc those to the north.
3^. Lane Lahontan - One of two large basin areas in the
Basin and Range Irovince characterized by the existence
of old Melstocene lakes. Kountain ranges divide this
area into irregular straits where the lake dep-nsits
occur.
35« Lake Bonneville - Largest of the two areas noted in
unit Jk, Characteristics of this area are essentially
identical to those noted for Lake Lahontan.
36. Great (Closed) Basins - Numerous mountain ranges of
complex geologic age and type, and valleys existing in
about equal proportions.
37. Sonoran Desert - Area possessing characteristics sorae-
vjhat similar to the Great Basin unit except that the
general altitude is much lower and valleys and basins
occur proportionally greater than the ranges.
36. Xexican Highland - Area possessing characteristics
similar to the Great Basin unit except that geologic
structure and rock type are more complex and most of
the basins have external outlets (open basins).
39. Sacramento Highland - Faulted area producing cuesta
or plateau type of topography on Fermian limestones and
sandstones (predominantly). The area does not exhibit
the typical basin-range topography common to other units
of the Basin and Range Province; however, basins do occur
within the area.
^0. Great Bend Highland - Mountainous area comprised of
Tertiary IgTieous (intrusive and extensive) and Cretace-
ous sedimentary (primarily limestone) mixed with num-
erous plains and aggradatlonal basins.
^1. Uinta Basin - Dissected plateaus existing within a
structural basin filled with tertiary shales and sand-
stones, with lesser am.ounts of limestone.
^2. Northern Plateau and Valley Area - Exceptionally high
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north trending plateau separated by ;:;carp:; and fault
controlled valleys. The horizontal rock strata ar^e
primarily Tertiary rcassive sandstones and some L^hale,
vjith minor Cretaceous and Jurassic areas present.
43. Central Lava Area - Similar in characteristics to the
Korthern Plateau and Valley Area except It Is cai;;.ed
ty Tertiary lavas and is not as dissected.
^U. Colored Cliffs - Similar in characteristics to unit 'i?.
except a series of east-west trending cliffs i'.reser.t a
"stair step" tcpogi-aphy toward the lower Grand C;-nycn
Section (Faulted Plateau unit).
^^, Faulted Plateaus - This area, north of the Colcr^rlo
Eiver, has parallel type faults that dlvlle the area
into a series of plateaus developed from youn£- seni-
rnentary rocks which overlook the Grand Canyon cirea
to the south.
^t. Grand Canyon - This area represents the rr.ajesiic ci-.tiyvn
area of the Grand Canyon Section.
^'^^
o San Francisco Plateau (Western Portion) - homcgenc'js
plateau area of slight relief on Permian limestones.
Dissection and sapping have exposed sandstones c^n^i
shales In some areas.
48. San Francisco Mountains - Kcuntalncus areas of high
relief formed ty Tertiary and some r^uaterrary lava flows.
49. San Francisco Plateau (Eastern Portion) - Sliil&r In
characteristics to its western counterpart (-•. 't --"^ ; .
50. Datil Volcanic Field - Area characterized ty :!ntense
volcanic activity in the forrr. of f]ows, volcanic neci-;r
and cones. This volcanic region is [. ri.T.ari ] y on *ne
eastern side of the un5t. The r-emalnlng are^- Is f, 1 a t e q i>
like derived from horizontal young sedimen tt^ry sfin^.-
s tones and shales.
51. Zunl Uplift - Xountainous uplifted area exposing Ire-
Cambrian crystalline rocks In its cere ani tyr:lcal
gradational dip patterns of sedimentary rocks of Car-
boniferous to Cretaceous age which form cuestas and
hogback topography.
52. Canyon Lands - Deeply/ incised canyon area cut in sand-
stones and shales of Cretaceous, Triasslc and Carboni-
ferous age. A few Tertiary intrusive occur as iKol:ited
laccolithic domes in the region.
i:3. Navajo - Somewhat poorly defined are;', of scarpe"; plateaus
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levelcped frcm rock type an:", ages somewhat Glmllar to
the Canyon Lands. The aiea lacks, however, the extr-eme
.\l33(= ct.i on characteristic to that unit.
5''. Lar^-mle Range - Kountaln range consisting of a centra]
PreCambrian Igneous (xrredomlnantly granitic) - .neta-
T.orphlc coTix^lex core with steeply dipping, flanking
Paleozoic - I'^esozoic sedimentary strata (jJi^edcmlnantly
sandstone and shale) that often form homocllnal ridges.
5>. ^clcrado r'ront Range - Similar" to Laramie Range.
ft. V.et /'.ountaln Range - Si-nllar to Laran.ie Range.
57. ^angre de Crlsto Range - 3imi]ar to Laramie Range.
5?. Zeilcine Sow Range - Similar to Laramie Range.
I'j . North an^ .'^llddle Parks - Fairly level interracntane
basin area covered "by granular Tertiary material and
glacial outwash. The Parks are separated by a chain
of volcanoes known as Rabbit Ears Range. The Kldile
Park possesses, in general, more relief than North
Park
.
cC . ':ore Range - Similar to Laramie Range.
Cl . South Park - Structural intermontane basin comprised
predominantly of gran .1 tic rocks.
^.;
.
3-1 erra Xiadre Range - SlT.llar to Laramie Range.
.3. Park Range - Similar to Laramie Range.
.•^. jawatch Range - Similar to Laramie Range.
•-1. Northern ban Luis Valley - Relatively level bar- in -;i'ea
filled with deep deposits of glacial and alluvial
outwash.
66. ^-an Puis Hills - Northeast -southwest range of Tertiary
basaltic mesas, lower in elevation and less dissected
than the San Juan Mountains to the west.
67. Southern San Luis Valley - Tcpogr-aphic area som.ewhat
similar to its northern counterpart. Sediments are
primarily Tertiary in age.
oP
.
'.Mestern Sedimentary Section - This area is characterized
by uplift without folding, resulting in a submiature 3. is-
sected plateau of fairly horizontal Paleozoic - Mesczcic
strata. The nci^thern pcrtlons are lava cover-e;!. In
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many respects, this unit tears more of a slmll-trllty
to units found in the Colorado Plateau than tiie Reeky
Mountains
.
69. ^Ik Range - Similar to Laramie Range.
70. San Juan Plateau - Basaltic lava covered area 1,-tCklng
the mature dissection characteristic to the San Juan
Kountain unit.
71. San Juan Mountains - Maturely dissected plateau -irea
of high relief carved from iDasaltic lavas and tuffs of
Tertiary age.
72. Uinta Mountains - Similar to Laramie Range.
73 • Wyomide/wasatch Mountains - ?'.ountaincus areas charact-
erized primarily ty complex Paleczolc - Mesczolc sedi-
mentary recks strongly influenced by thrust f^.ultlng.
7^. Teton Range - Similar to Laramie Range.
75« Jackson Hole - Dcwnfaulted interraontc-ne basin v.ith
Cretaceous - Tertiary sediments covei'ed in the north
by glacial till and outwash.
75. Yellowstone Lava Plateau - Plateau surface ccmposed cf
late Tertiary rhyclltlc flows.
77- Gallatin Range - T-'ountainous area comj:osed pre^icTiln-
antly of volcanic breccia.
78. Eeartooth Mountains - Similar to Laramie Ran^je.
79. At^sarods Mountainr. - Heavily dissected plateau coT.pOL-e"
cf late Cretaceous and early Tertiary breccias anl
basalts
.
80. Wind River Mountains - Similar to Laramie Range.
81. Cwl Creek Range - Similar to Laraxle Rs-.nge
.
82. Bighorn Mountains - Similar to Laramie Range.
83. Pryor Mountains - Small but noticeable uplift that 1 :-
r;rlmarlly a dissected plateau of strong llmf.rtone.
8^. little Relt Mountains - Similar to Laramie Fi-nge.
85. Pig Belt Mountains - Similar to Laramie [l:\xi£^n.
8b. Southwest Montana - Structurally tiUr, -ire:-; iilTers from
Its northern counterpart in that basin - r-^nre fault:;
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are more conspicuous leaving a random display of ranges
und Intervening Tertiary basins. The bedrock type with-
in the ranges varies greatly by age and type.
87. Kcrthvjest Montana - Like the Southwest Montana unit; the
major characteristic of the area is the presence of
Tertiary basins. The western portion of this area Is
cnaracterized by FreCambrlan Igneous - metamorphlc
co.Tirlex while the eastern portion contains Paleozoic
strata. A large portion contains linear type ranges
due to eastward thrust faulting.
86. Bltterroot - Complex and vlverse mountainous area
generally comprised of PreCarabrlan metamorphlc rock
complexes. The mountains within the area vary from
sprawling to linear.
69. fialmon River Keta/Volcanic Area - This area possesses
topography not different from the Idaho Eathollth unit
but carved primarily from Tertiary volcanlcs.
90. oalmon River (Idaho Ratholith) Area - Fairly homogene-
ous area of sprawling mountains developed on Jurassic
£ rani te.
91. oelkirK Mountains - Rugged mountainous area developed
primarily on Jurassic granite.
92. Ckanogan Highlands - In general, this area Is not as
rugged as the Selkirk unit. It has been covered by
variable thicknesses of glacial drift overlying Jurassic
granites (primarily)
.
93. Glaciated Missouri Plateau - Glaciated plateau area
with smooth rolling hills and terraced valleys. Under-
lying bedrock Is predominantly Tertiary and Cretaceous
sandstones and shales which form the surflclal rock of
the unglsclated Missouri Plateau unit.
9"^. Jweetgrass Hills - Mountainous area formed by PreCam-
brlan Intruslves now being exhumed.
9^. Rear Paw Mountains - Mountains formed by extinct vol-
canic group.
96. Little Rocky Mountains - Similar to Laramie Range.
97. Judith Mountains - Mountain group of eroded laccoliths.
96. Pig Snowy Mountain - Similar to Laramie Range.
99. Crazy Mountains - Mountains of volcanic origin.
ICO. highwood Mountains - Maturely dissected mountains of
^'J\
ICi. /.issourl Plateau/Eadland Co^r.plex - V-.rt r, 1 r. t :- -. i_< "Like
area with large badlani topo£rarhlj features. T.'.e
majority cf the area is underlain ty Tertiai'y and
Cretaceous clay shales, shales and sandstones. In-
i'requently, lignite as well as lirr.es tones a:'e f^.-und
in ttie srea.
102. EigtiOrn Basin - Basin area filled ty fluvi:-! ^g^radu-
tion from surrounding :r.cuntain area^ during the Crer^t
Plains Tertiary alluviation. Bedrock is predcminanti;
sandstones and shales with desert lands, Vailan':.. xtA
alkali flats being common.
103. Wyoming Basins - This ai'ea is coir.prlced of ijeveral
individual basin areas whose characteristic;- r.re
identical to the Bighorn Has in unit.
10^. Rock 3pi'ingo/Leuci te Kills - Much ei'cded do.nal d.-ta
with steep hoerbacks and cuestas of Creta :.r;;,us r^^r.i-
stone. The leuclte Hills area Is a vclcanlu regio.-.
:"i.urth of the Rock Sjjrlngs area.
iOf. Sweetwater (Granite) yiountains - Jcattei'-r'd granitic
core Islands surrounded by Tertiary 7.edl :.^. ::t^ ol the
basins
.
IC' Pierre Hills - Rolling tcpoeraptjy fcrii.eJ c-i Cret-j^
107. Black Hills Central Crystalline Area - PreCarrdrian
granlti.: core of the exposed dorr.al uplift which lo tr.r-
i"ug£-ed ;ind :uountainc;us area assooiistpd with the Black
Hills.
IGS. Black HllTs Volcanic Tlountalns - Series of scattered
Tertiary Igneous laccoliths found in the nortr.err.
portion of the Section.
109. Black Hills Limestcne Plateau - Plateau area of Per-
a;lan limestone which enclrles (unsyxetr-icall^' ) the
older core of the dome.
110. Black hills Red Valley - Lowland area derl-'ed. frcrr.
soft shaley Triassic rocks which encircles the pre-
viously described Limestone Plateau unit.
111. Black Kills Hogback Ridges - I\'ai*rcw cuesta jcarp or
hogback ridge developed on Cretaceous sandstone. This
topogi-apnic area gradually merges in all -"! ' rect ' rus
Into the Missouri Plateau Bad land Compdex and P! ^-rr-e
Hills units.
112. Arikaree Lutwash Area - Greatly <-roded ddej- Tertiary
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(Arlkaree) outwash ( unconFoll'Jated ) .
llj. '.;etra^Ka oand illllt: - Dunal tyi^e toi-of^raphy developed
Ir'O.'ii rami 'ie posits.
11''. .'^oner; H-.le Lowland - Denuded badland area developed
Apon oluvs (Brule Ftn) of Tertiary age.
115. lc.-:G3 Hills Region - Gently x-clllng r^ui-face developed
'i-'-- _cess The thickness of loess rr^dually changes
fro::. 100 feet In Nebraska to a thin veneer in Kansas
vi;ere it eventually disappears.
11;,. Icloradc rledrr;cnt - Denuded basin ar-ea with gently
Ui.iulating topography developed upon Cretaceous clay
shales. I<ore highly tilted and dissected rocks occur
along tiie Hocky Mountain foothills. Sar..''. stones
,
liir.ited llT.estones and chalks, as well as basalt flows
are of sutcrdinate existence in the un5t.
117. Cgallala Cutwash Area - In essence, this is the criglns!
Tf-rtiary cutwash nn.antle which veneered -iiost of tne
Creat Plains Province. Topography is essentially flat
upon the younger (relative to the older Arlkaree cut-
Wosh) unccnsoli lated sands, silts and gravels.
11°. .-hataqua ilateau - Stripped plain cut by canyon.^ and
siiri'cunded by volcanic landforms. Rock types within
the plateau are primarily Cretaceous sandstones :-nd
dhales.
11'/. Raton >;esa - Somewhat indefinite area delineating
lava capped nesas underlying softer hoi-izontal to
slightly dipping sedimentary rocks. Dissection, which
gradually increases westward, has removed portions of
tr.e volcanic cover leaving many gaps between the mesas.
1^0. lark Ilateau - Heavily dissected highland developed
jpcn late Cretaceous to early Tertiary sandstones o-ind
shales
.
l.?.l. Las Vegas rdateau - Similar In character-istlcs to th.e
v^r:ataqua rlateau.
112. ^ecoG Valley - Eroded lowland area developed upon
Permian and Triasslc shales, sandstones, gypsu::: and




12 j. Stockton Plateau - Predominantly flat plateau developed
in Cretaceous limestone.
12^^. l.d;'>ards Plateau - Similar to the Stockton Plateau,
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which is separated from It ty the Peccp Canyon.
125. Blue Hills - A flat, plateau-like uplanl surface with
occassional tuttes and mesas develcped fro;:i Cretaceous
limestone ,\ i th intertedded shale.
12u. oniokey hills - Ncrth-south trending rolling hill area
consisting of Cretaceous shales capped by resistant
sandstones in places.
127. Flint Hills - Rolling hill area with escarpment? -e-
velcped upon cherty limestones of Feroilan tge.
128. Ai-kansas Lowland - Plat alluvial plain zi' the .-.rKa.-.sas
River.
129. Peroiian Rolling Plains - Gently rolling tcporraphy
developed upon Permian shales with .-nincr sandstone
areas. Gypsum occurs along the western portion cf
the unit.
13c. Wichita Mountains - Low mountainous area -.levelcf.ed
upon FreCambrlan igneous rocks and flanKlng sar'ist'.ne
and limestone of early Paleczoic age.
131. ArtucKle Uplift - Ilateau like uplift cf blight relief
exposing a PreCambrian core of granitic; rcc<-:s flanked
ty early Paleozoic limestones and Pennsyl v^^n' an --.•.a'e.'j.
132. Limestone Scarped Plains - Parallel trending cue^.t-;
type topography developed upon Pennsylvanian l^mehftcne
(scarps) and shales (lowlands).
133. CherC'kee Lowland - Gently undulating lowland developed
upon Pennsylvanlan shale.
13^. Sandstone Hills - Rolling hills developed primsr'-iy
from Pennsylvanlan sandstones.
135. Sandstone Scarped Plains - This areg is '"he topographic
counterpart of the Limestone Scarped f la ins to the
north. In this unit, sandstone of Pennsylvanlan iige
replaces the limestone of the no/'thern unit as the
scarp maker.
136. Grand Prairie - Somewhat topographically diverse -ii-e^
var;/-lng from slightly rolling in the north tc highly
dissected in the central and southern portions cf tr.*^
unit. The distinction of this unit is based pr'marily
upon the Cretaceous limestones and shales which Term
most or the parent material of the area.
137. Llano Dissected Limestone Plateau - This area has, £-s
i ta counterpart, the Black Hill Llfner^tone Plateau -^nlt.
The toj-cgr-iphy is primarily a maturely dissected plat-
eau like ai-ea on Cambriem and Cejoviclan limestones.
].?8. Llano Uplift - Central basin ( toporr-iphl c) area oarverJ
I'rom the old PreCambrian granites, gneisses and r-chlsts^
This irea Is the counterpart to the Flack Hills Central
Cry s tall 5 ne Area
.
1j9. Lake 'iourla - Lacustrine plain associated v.ith high
/.ater phases -iurlng Pleistocene glaclaticn. Lacustrine
sediments are primarily very fine textured. Associ-
ated with the lacustrine deposits are irregular granu-
lar beach deposits marking former levels of the old
la^e.
14-0. Lai-.e Agassiz - Similar in characteristics to Lake
-jouris unl t
.
1^1. L>j..-'.e Lakota - Similar In characteristics to Lake o:iuri:-
^r.it.
l^?— Laxe ^hlcugc - Similar in characteristics to Lake
^ouris ai'ilt.
I'^J. Kankake = Sand Basin - Hasin ar'ea filled by water depcsit-
<- J. ::an:io associated with glacial Irainage and pcn^^ ing
of several n-laclal drainage outlets in northern Indi-
ana and Ilirncls.
I'-'-*. IaK.e Saginaw - Similar in characteristics tc Lake
SaurJR unit.
1'-'^. Lc-.^e Green Hay - Similar in characteristics tc l:ir:c
Sour' is unit.
ImC. LaKe Duluth - Similar in characteristics to Lake Soi.rls
:.ult.
l'^7 . Lake >'aumee - Similar in characteristics to Lake Sourls
..nit.
1^6. western lakes Drift Area - Fromlnant tc gently i^cll Ir.g
riioi'alnlc topography with poorly integrated drainage
syste.n developed on Cary and younger type of P'laclal
=-:"rift.
1^9. DiSL-ected Loess Covered lowan Drift Area - This arect
represents one of two prongs of highly dissected Irwan
arift which serve as the northerly extension of the
Dissected Loessial and Till Plain Section. This area;
however, unlike the eastern extending prong, is ccvere''
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by loesslal deposits.
150. Dissected lowan Drift Area - 3i:rii1'ir in r.hijra.;te>-'ln-
tics to the Dissected Loess Covered lowan Drift unit
except lacking the 3 cess deposits commcr t^. that unit.
151. Dissected Loess Covered Kansan Drift Area - This hlg,hly
dissected unit is si.iiilar in characteristic tcpo-
r^raphy to the Dissected Loess Covered lowan Drift unit
except that the glacial till is Kansan in ajv^e . The
depth of loess is quite variable in thickness overlying
the drift.
152. Dissected Kansas Drift Area - These dissected unite-
occur where the loess gradually thins and. disappear"
as the surficlal covering over the Kansas Irift.
153 • Lcess Covered 3outhv;est Cuestas - This ai-ea, for 'ill
practical purposes is the loess covered portion ci' the
Driftless Section. Underlying the loess in cuesta
fashion (facing the northeast) are Cambrian Sc.n'^ stores
and shales, and Crdoviclan and Silurian car-bcnate:"; as
one proceeds to the southwest. Geologic ptructure is
influenced by the Wisconsin dome.
13^. Central Sand Plain - Relatively flat plnJn bro'r:<^"^ V^'
occassional Island like buttes of sandstone forned In
part by glacial Lake V.'i scons in and in part by the
residual weathering of soft Cambrian sandstones md
shales
.
155. Eastern Lakes Drift Area - This unit is quite s: ':llar
to the Western Lakes Drift unit, except that bedr-ck
slightly effects topography In the form of i-li^htly
exposed cuesta areas.
156. Erle-Cntaric Holllng Plains - Rolling rlaln -Tireii
developed on glacial till. A large portion of ^nr- arei
is dcT.lnated by large drumllr topography.
137. Di'ir- Lntai'io Lacustrine Plain - Re"' •.•*: 5 vc^lv flat lying
area wiiose ci::araot^j-ir ti cs are, ''~r the r.ozf, i---.;-* ,
similar to the Lake .Scurls unit in that It was d-f-vplc:-
ed by a foi'raer level of the j-resent Lut-ie Erie an:!
Cntaric.
1^,8. Loess Plains of Western Illlncis - Loess rlalns 'f
relatively small relief which veneer Illlnolan --i-lft
and s.call areas of Tazewell and older Wisconsin Ir^ft.
159. Tipton Till Plain - Typical till plain ^re.-. exhi-.ltlng
flat to gently undulating terrain developed '.n T^zev.ell
and older Wisconsin drift.
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160. Illlnolan Drift Area - Drift plain developed en Illln-
cian drift. Relief within the area is Slightly more
excessive than that found in the Tipton Till Plain.
The depth of the Illlnolan drift gradually thins to
the south so that the physiography may in part, re-
flect the character of the underlying bedrock to a
greater degree in these areas.
161. Tug Kill Cuesta - Glaciated cuesta area of moderate
relief developed primarily by Ordovlclan sandstones
and shales.
162. Elack River Valley - Fairly small valley area under-
lain by Crdovician limestones and shales. The valley
is also surfaced by widespread lacustrine and deltaic
deposits deposited during Pleistocene glaciation.
163. Mohawk Lowland - Glaciated plain of high relief due
to the slightly dipping sedimentary strata which are
continuous with the Appalachian Plateau. The major
bedrocK underlying the till is Crdovician shale and
limestones with subordinate Silurian sandstones locally
overlying them.
164. St. Lawrence Lowland - Smooth glacial plain covered
for the most part by marine clay deposits. Underlying
bedrock is primarily early Paleozoic limestone and
sandstone which So not affect relief within the
drift.
163. Champlain Lowland - Rolling glaciated lowland, parti-
ally covered by marine clays. Bedrock similar in age
and type to the St. Lawrence Lowland unit frequently
protrudes through the glacial and marine deposits.
166. Glaciated Ridge and Valley - This area exhibits topo-
graphy as well as a geomorphlc history somewhat simi-
lar to the unglaciated portions of the Hidge and
Valley Province to the south except that is covered
by glacial deposits. The ridges are primarily Devon-
ian sandstones while the valleys are primarily Crdovic-
ian shales and limestones.
167. Slate Kills Area - Glaciated area exhibiting rounded
knoll or "raamllary" topography produced upon glacial
drift or slate of Crdovician age. The northern port-
ion of the unit is also covered by marine clays simi-
lar to those found In the St. Lawrence and Champlain
Lowland units.
168. Superior Upland - Dissected, glaciated peneplain on
PreCarabrian igneous and iietamorphic rocks of complex
structure. Glacial drift is similar in age to those
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found in the East and West Lakes units (Gary and
Younger Wisconsin drift) and in many areas controls
the physiographic details.
169. Northwest Lowland - Glaciated lowland area of the
Adirondack Section which is due to the poor resistance
of the underlying nietasedlmentary rocks of PreCarabrlan
age.
170. Central Highland Plateau - Uplifted and dissected
glaciated peneplain formed on PreCambrian granites
and syenite gneisses.
171. High Peaks Region - Glaciated mountainous portion of
the Adirondack Section formed by very resistant
anorthcsites of the Adirondack batholith.
172. St. Francis Mountains - Mountain area developed en
the structural crest of the Ozark dome. Cambrian
sandstones and carbonates, deposited before the up-
lift, are now In various stages of erosion thereby
exhuming the PreCambrian granitic type core rocks.
173. Salem Plateau - Dissected plateau formed primarily
on Crdoviclan sedimentary rocks. Cherty carbonates
predominate in the area.
17^. Springfield Plateau - Plateau area formed primarily
on Kisslssippian sedimentary rocks. Similar to the
Salem Plateau, carbonates recks of cherty character
are prevalent in the unit.
175. Boston Xountalns - Maturely dissected plateau of
Pennaylvanian sandstones and shales left as denuda-
tion remnants of the Czark Domal Uplift.
176. Arkansas Valley - East/west trending structural
trough formed by the synclltK>rlura of Pennsyivahlan
sandstones and shales.
177. Fourche Klamlchl Belt - Rugged mountainous area
formed upon Carboniferous sandstones and shales.
178. Novacullte Uplift - Area exhibiting ridge and basin
topography. Arkansas Novacullte forms the ridges of
the unit while the basins are formed on Pennsylvanlan
shales.
179. Athens Piedmont Area - In essence, the geologic type
and age of the bedrock in the unit is similar to the
Fourche Klamlchl Belt unit. The major distinctiveness
of th4s unit is the plateau like nature of the bedrock
and subsequently does not exhibit the great relief of
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of that unit.
180. Southern Illinois Loessial Area - Hilly loess area
veneering .^Ississlpplan limestones, shales and sand-
stones at the extreme southern tip of Illinois.
181. Island Hills - This area Is characterized ty widespread
valley alluviation In which remnants of Pennsylvanlan
sandstones and shales protrude as hills above the
flat alluvial terrain.
182. Indiana/Kentucky Coal Fields - Maturely dissected
upland formed on Pennsylvanlan sandstones, shales and
clays
.
183. XaT.moth Gave Plateau - Heavily dissected plateau ex-
hibiting topography somewhat similar to the Kentucky/
Indiana Coal Fields unit. The bedrock, however, is
j-rimarily complex riisslsslppian formations of shale,
sandstone and limestone.
184. Westertj Pennyroyal Limestone Plain - Plain formed
primarily on Mississippian limestones. Karst topo-
graphy is prevalent in much of the unit.
185. Knob Hill - This area generally exhibits conical or
hilly type of terrain. Bedrock Is primarily Zissls-
slppian - Levonlan in age. Passive shale with sand-
stone or limestone caps comprise the higher hill
portion while shale predominates in the lower hill
are=i.
186. Kentucky/Tennessee Eastern Pennyroyal - This area Is
somewhat topographically variable ranging from karst
topography on limestone to undulating on shales. The
bedrock age is Klsslsslpplan.
187. Nitshville Basin - Fairly homogeneous topographic basin
area of rolling plains and low relief developed on
Crdovlclan limestones and some shale.
188. Cuter Flue Grass - Gently rolling topography develcpeci
on alternating, thinly bedded shales and llmestcnes of
upper Crdovlclan age.
189. Eden Shale - Throughly dissected plateau developed
upon Crdovlclan shales.
1>0. Inner Blue Grass - Undulating topography formed pri-
marily on Lower Crdovlclan limestones.
lyl. Cumberland Plateau - Submaturely dissected plateau,
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similar, but lacking the advance degree of dissection
of the Kanawha unit. The area is characterized pri-
marily by strong Pennsylvanian sandstones and to a
more limited extent, shales.
192. Sequatchie/Wills Creek Valley - Valleys formed by the
erosion of upper strata along the axis of the Sequatchie
anticline exposing Crdovician limestones.
193. Kanawha - Maturely dissected plateau formed on predom-
inantly horizontal to slightly dipping sandstones and
shales of Fennsylvanian age and soft shales and lime-
stones of Permian age. Toward the outer portions of
the Section, I'llssissippian rocks occur.
19^+. Xew York Glaciated Plateau - [Maturely dissected
plateau of predominantly horizontal to slightly dipping
shales, sandstones and some limestones of Devonian
(primarily) and :<ississipplan and Fennsylvanian (minor)
age. The area, however, has been significantly molli-
fied by late Wisconsin glaclation.
195« Catsklll Mountains - Mountainous upland area of Devon-
ian sandstones, conglomerates and shales. The area
has been glaciated, but physiographic significance is
not as great in comparison to the New York Glaciated
Plateau unit.
196. Poccno Mountains - Dissected area of flat lying resis-
tant Mlssissippian sandstone.
19?. Allegheny Mountains - Heavily dissected area that has
lost the plateau type characteristics common to the
remain^'ler of the Province. Mild folding is evident
in portions of the Unit. Primary rl-ige makers of the
unit are sandstones of Fennsylvanian and Missis?; 1 pp l?n
age with Mlssissippian shales and minor limestone
areas being brought to the surface en the slopes of
some of the ridges.
198. Tennessee - Series of linear trending ridges and valleys
developed primarily from faulting, folding and subse-
quent erosion of the sedim.entary rocks. In the unit,
valleys are predominant over ridges . Lowlands are
primarily developed on Cambrian and Crdovician carbon-
ates and shales with subordinate areas of Mississippian
cherty limestone. Ridges are primarily sandstones of
Devonian, Silurian, Mississippian and Fennsylvanian age.
199. Parallel Folded Ridge and Valley Area - Series of linear
parallel ridges and valleys developed primarily from
folding and erosion of sedimentary rocks of an ar.tl-
clinorium. Most of the valley areas in this unit are
;04
•lerlved from Cambrian and Ordovlclan shales. Rldgres
are primarily Pennsylvanian, Kississippian and Devcn-
lan sandstones.
20C. Great Valley - Fairly large continuous lowland area
developed upon Cambrian and Ordovlclan limestone.
This area is generally developed as the syncllnorlam
portion of the combined anticlinoriura - syncllncrlum
ccrbination comprising units 199 and 200.
201. Llg-Zag Mountains - This unit is somewhat similar In
bedrock type and age to the Parallel Folded Hidge and
Valley Area. The major distinction of this unit is
derived from the northeast plunging characteristics of
the folds In this area resulting in a series of zigzag
ridges in lieu of the parallel ridges noted for the
former unit.
'"'02. Southern Blue Ridge - Pelt of mountains that are
remnants of a former highland antedating the lower
peneplains on either side. Rock type and structure
within the area is complex with Cambrian metasedi-
.Tients (quartzites, sandstone, graywacke and slates)
I orming a western strip and the remaining bedrock con-
sisting of FreCambrian gneissic and granitic type of
bedrock. Very small areas of Crdovlcian limestone are
found in the region. These areas are called ("coves"
or "windows" )
.
203. Northern Blue Ridge - This unit is the northern counter-
part of the Southern Blue Ridge area. Differences be-
tween this area and the latter are: rock type is pri-
marily PreCambrian gneissic and granitic; the area is
not 3 belt of mountains, but rather a single subdued
ridge; and the elevations are, in general, lower than
the southern unit.
.'0^. Piedmont Plateau - Broadly undulating to rolling topo-
graphy created by peneplatlon upon complex metamorphic
and plutonic rocks and structure. PreCambrian and
Cambrian granites, gneisses and schist predominate
the bedrock.
205. Triassic Powland - Fairly large basin lowland developed
by weak Triassic sandstones and shales. Lowland topo-
graphy is occassionally modified by igneous "trap
ridges"
.
2O0. Triassic Lowland Inlier - Small scattered areas having
characteristics identical to the Triassic Lowland unit.
207. r're^erick Valley - Small lowland area merging in
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topographic features with the Trlasslc Lowland unit,
but developed on Crdoviclan limestone.
208. Chester - Conestoga (Lancaster) Valleys - 31:iiilar in
characteristics to the Frederick Valley unit.
209. Piedmont Crystalline Inller - This rather small area
is separated from the Piedmont Plateau unit by the
Chester - Conestoga Valleys. Its characteristics are
identical to those of the Piedmont Plateau unit.
21c. Glaciated Trlasslc lowland - This area possesses bed-
rock characteristics similar to the Trlasslc Lowland
unit byt having its topographic features modified by
Wisconsin alacial drift.
211. Reading Prong - Southwestward extending crystalline
prong of the New England Upland composed preilcminantly
of low mountains developed on PreCambrian crystalline
rocks. The majority of the unit has been glaciated.
212. Taconlc fountains - Disordered glaciated mountain area
developed primarily on metasedimentary schists, slates
and phyllttes.
213. Hennselear Plateau - Glaciated plateau surface with
relief generally expressed by broad swells and long
slopes. Rock type Is primarily Cambrian quartzltes.
21^*-. Limestone Valley of Vermont - This lowland area is
not as continuous as noted by the diagram. The valley
is underlain primarily by Cambrian limestones, dolomites
and marble.
215. Green Mountains - Structurally complex mountainous area
of primarily PreCambrian metamorphic rocks (schists,
gneisses and quartzltes) that have been Intruded by
granite and basic igneous rocks. The area Is glaciated.
216. White Mountains - Somewhat irregular and indefinitely
delineated area containing several mountain groups.
Continental as well as alpine glaclatlon covers bedrock
of extreme complexity. Rock types are chiefly early
Paleozoic and PreCambrian Igneous and metamorphic.
217. Northern New England Slate/Shale Area - This area is
a maturely dissected peneplalned surface which slopes
gradually to the southeast. Stoney granular Wisconsin
drift overlies bedrock, generally, at very thin depths.
The underlying bedrock of this area Is primarily devel-
oped upon sandstones, shales and slates Interrupted by
scattered granitic intrusions.
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218. Seaboard Lowland - Seaboard sloping margin possessing
smoother topography (relative to the Northern and South-
ern Upland units) , underlain by bedrock Identical to
that found in the adjacent upland units, and character-
ized, in part, by marine deposits thought to be a re-
sult of late Pleistocene submergence.
219. Southern New England Upland - The overall topographic
features of this area are similar to the Northern
Slate/Shale unit. This area differs, however, from
the latter, by being underlain primarily by an uplifted
and tilted peneplain of granite and schist. Glacial
drift characteristics are also similar to the Northern
unit.
220. Connecticut Lowland - Extensively glaciated lowland
area underlain by weak Trlassic sandstones and shales
containing numerous igneous (trap) ridges.
221. Gape Cod - Glaciated area exhibiting hummocky topo-
graphy underlain by granular unconsolidated coastal
plain deposits,
222. Long Island - Similar in general characteristics to
the Cape Cod unit.
223. Raritan Lowland - Lowland area developed on weakly re-
sistant Cretaceous clays (for the most part) of coastal
plain origin.
224. Atlantic and East Gulf Terraced Coastal Plain - This
rather extensive strip of land mass is primarily the
terraced (outer) portion of the Coastal Plain. A series
of terraces, primarily of granular (sandy) character
are evident throughout the area. Extreme outer port-
ions of the unit frequently possess swampy areas due to
relatively high ground water zone. In the northern
portion of the unit, embayments reach back almost to
the fall line border.
225. Kisslssippi Loesslal Upland - Upland area mantled with
loessial deposits gradually thinning and disappearing
as one proceeds to the east part of the unit.
22o. Mississippi Alluvial Plain - Alluvial and deltaic plain
area of the Mississippi and Red Rivers. Alluvial
terraces are found inland and coastwise deltaic terraces
along its seaward margin. The sediments for the most
part are fine textured.
22?. Crowley's Ridge - Upland area existing within the con-
fines of the Mississippi Alluvial Plain developed by
Loess deposits generally overlying granular coastal
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sediments.
228. Blackland Prarle - Lowland area of gently undulating
character which Is developed upon upper Cretaceous
limestones and marls of the Coastal Plain.
229. West Gulf Terraced Coastal Plain - This outer coastal
plain area consists In general, of marine clays of
Quaternary age.
230. West Gulf Coastal Plain - This unit topographically
represents a series of alternating Inland facing
cuesta and lowlands developed primarily on Tertiary
coastal plain sediments.
231. Florida Lime Sink Region - This unlt^ though somewhat
Indefinite In delineation, represents the area where
the Ccalla uplift significantly modifies the terrain
In the Florida Section. Karst features are extensive-
ly developed In the area and are generally overlain
by recently emergent sandy terrace deposits of the
coastal plain.
232. Sand and Fall Line Hills - This area Is the Innermost
zone or strip of belted areas quite pronounced In the
East Gulf Coast Section and portion of the Sea Island
Section of the Woods-Lovell Classification. The unit
Is primarily a belt of maturely dissected hills pro-
duced on the oldest Cretaceous formatloas of the
coastal plain. Texturally, these deposits are primar-
ily quite granular in nature.
233. Ripley Cuesta - This cuesta or escarpment type area
is an upland belt formed on the late Cretaceous sandy
Ripley formation.
23^. Pontotac Ridge - This unit Is essentially the same as
the Ripley Cuesta unit being only geographically sep-
arated due to thinning out of the Ripley formation in
west central Alabama.
235. Black Belt - This unit is a lowland unit developed on
the weak Cretaceous Selma chalk.
236. Flatwoods - This unit is a lowland developed on Eocene
clays (Midway). The character of this formation is
not as "clayey" as those to the north In the Black
Belt unit and subsequently relief within the area is
slightly greater.
237. Red Hills - This upland, or escarpment area is formed
on the Eocene Wilcox formation (sandy). Dissection of
this formation Is variable, ranging from mature to
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undlssected.
238. Buhrstone Cuesta - This upland area Is a cuesta type
belt developed upon the very resistant Buhrstone forma-
tion of Tertiary age.
239. Jackson Prairie - This lowland belt is developed on
clays of the Eocene Jackson formation.
2^0. Dougherty Plains - This area is a relatively flat
plain forming an upland developed on Tertiary lime-
stones. Karst features are evident In the area and
in ge:neral, the unit is quite similar to the Florida
Lirae-31nk unit.
2^1. Tifton Uplands - This upland area is submaturely dis-
sected and exhibits topography which is generally
rolling hill type. The parent material of the coastal
deposits in this unit are primarily i^'locene in age.
2^2. Southern Pine Hills - This hilly area is the outermost
of the cuesta (belted) coastal areas. Coastal sedi-
ments are primarily late Tertiary in age and the cap-






Because of the rather wide range of subject areas
considered in this report, the bibliography is divided into
four groupings based upon the major subjects discussed. M th-
in each grouping, references are arranged in alphabetical
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Sajiple NCriHP Materials Questionnaire
Re: NCHRP Project 1-3(1) Part II
Subject: Materials Questionnaire
I. Enclosure 1 shows an abbreviated listing of probable agg-
regate materials: compiled from a literature search, In-
dicating materials being produced In your state. Enclo-
sure 2 Is a list Identifying the abbreviated materials.
Check the material listing of Enclosure 1 for complete-
ness. If a material type is not shown on the list but
is used as a highway aggregate source, enter the abbre-
viated form under Others
.
II. Enclosure 3 Is a map of your state showing coded areas
(location code). Indicate the occurrence of each mater-
ial type shown in Column 1, Enclosure 1 within these
areas by placing the location code/codes in Column 2.
Place only one location type code in each row within a
given material type.
III. Eelow is a list of general aggregate problems and a sev-
erity description. Place the problem code and associa-
ted severity code for that particular problem in Column
3 for each entry in Column 2. If multiple entries are
necessary, place all entries in the row corresponding to
the referenced location code entry of Column 2. A for-










•includes presence of organic silt and clay, coal











IV. Indicate the general functional use or uses of each re-
spective entry of Column 2 by placing the appropriate
function code (shown below) In Column 4. Note that more







NS Not Suitable for above
uses
Material above base course
***Materlal above subbase course
V. Indicate on Enclosure 3 approximate general boundaries of
areas you feel lack suitable aggregate sources for nor-
mal highway use. If no such areas exist, check below.
None
VI. Does the avallabllty (non-avallablllty) of suitable
aggregate sources within a geographic area act as a
major factor In the selection of a specific pavement
type (Concrete or Bituminous)?
Yes
341





VII. Does the availability (non-avallablllty) of a given
cementing material (Portland cement or Bituminous
material) within a geographic area act as a ma .lor
factor In the selection of a specific pavement type
(Concrete or Bituminous)?
Yes No





































CD-Wg ; CDe-Wg ; ESK-Wg
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note: I. ALPHA-NUMERIC CODE REPRESENTS PHYSIOGRAPHIC UNIT CODE
2. CROSS HATCHED AREAS INDICATE GENERAL BOUNDARIES THAT
LACK SUITABLE AGGREGATE SOURCES FOR NORMAL HIGHWAY USE
FIGURE 52 COMPLETED SAMPLE NCHRP MATERIALS
QUESTIONNAIRE DIAGRAM ENCLOSURE FOR MISSOURI
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DESCRIPTION OF BASIC UNIT BOUNDABIES
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APPENDIX B
DESCHIPTICN OF BASIC UNIT BOUNDABIES
General
This appendix summarizes available Information con-
cerning the description of the basic unit boundaries. Fig-
ures 53 to 70 are Individual Province/Section diagrams for the
units discussed In the report. Each unit Is Identified by
the unit code noted In Table 4. Diagrams containing boundary
descriptions have coded border segments shown on each dia-
gram. These segments are keyed to the descriptions, for a
particular Province/Section, contained in the ensuing para-
graphs . Liberal use has been made of Information found In




Figure 53 shows the border portions used to describe
the various Sections of the Province. They are:
1. See Pacific Troughs Province,
2. The Pacific Ocean (for highway engineering pur-




( )-Physiogrophic Unit Code
\ /-Border Segment Code
Note Both Codes Keyed To Text.
FROM (3J)(ai)(fii)
FIG. 53 WESTERN MOUNTAINS OF THE PACIFIC COAST RANGE
PROVINCE / SECTION DIAGRAM
3^7
3. The Chehalls River Is taken as the border. Al-
though this Is not precisely accurate it ade-
quately serves to contrast the topographically
and geologically different physiographic Sec-
tions.
4. This border is taken as the southern limit of
Tertiary rocks common to the Oregon Coast Ranges.
' The Klamath Mountains are older, stronger and,
in general, higher.
5. This border portion is common to the Cascade
Section and is denoted primarily by differences
in llthology between the two Sections. The
Tertiary sedimentarles contrast with the volcan-
Ics common to the Cascades.
6. This border is determined by the western limit of
Cenozoic volcanics of the Cascades which contrast
with the older and differing rocks of the Klamath
Mountains.
7. The northern boundary of the California Coast
Range Section Is taken as the South Fork Mount-
ains which possess the characteristic topography
of the Coast Ranges but, because its geology has
more in common with the Klamath Mountains, it Is
placed in that Section. All rocks older than
Jurassic have been Included In the Klamath Sect-
Ion.
8. This border distinguishes differences in the
3^8
trends of the ranges common to the Transverse
Range Subsection.
a. This portion Is the San Rafeal Mount-
ains of the California Coast Ranges,
b. The San Gabriel and San Bemadlno Mount-
ains comprise the major portion of this
border.
9. This arbitrary border is taken as the southern
limit of the Santa Ana and San Jacinto Koimtalns.
These mountain ranges are parallel northwest
southeast trending block mountains.
Province 2
Figure 5^ shows the border segments utilized to dis-
tinguish the Sierra - Cascade Province, They are:
1. See Pacific Troughs Province.
2. See Western Mountains of the Pacific Coast Range
Province.
3. See Columbia Plateau Province.
4. The east side of this Section presents a steep
face due to a series of fault scarps that over-
look the Salton Trough Section.
5. This border segment Is terminated by the Oarlock
fault,
6. This border segment is terminated by the San
Andreas fault.
7. This border notes a definite geologic contrast
349
Legend
( )-Physiogrophic Unit Code
\ /-Border Segment Code
Note Both Codes Keyed To Text
FROM (^] (&i) (&)
FIG. 54 SIERRA CASCADE PROVWGE / SECTION DIAGRAM
350
where the bedrock of the Sierra Neveda disappears
under the Cenozolc volcanic cover of the Southern
Cascade Range.
8. This border Is generally very topographically
consplcouB as a series of fault scarps of the
Sierra Neveda overlook the Basin - Range Area.
9. This border segment can only be generally defined by
topographic differences. The bedrock type (Cen-
ozolc volcanlcs) Is contiguous between the Cas-
cade Range portion and the adjacent Basin and
Range area (In California known as the I^odoc
Plateau). This border Is quite similar to the
southwest border of the Columbia Plateau Province.
10. This border distinguishes the volcanic materials
of the Southern Cascade Section from the older
metamorphosed and Intruded granitic areas of the
Northern Cascade Section.
Province 3
Figure ^^ shows the border portions used to describe
the Pacific Troughs Province. With few exceptions, the deline-
ation of borders Is fairly definite from a topographic view-
point due to contrast with the surrounding mountainous uplands.
The border portions are
:
1. This border expresses a fairly distinct tcpagraphlc
contrast with the Olympic Mountains.
2. The topographic contrast Is broken by the Chehalls
351
Lvgand
( 1 PhysiogfOphic Unit Cod*
\/-acwdtf S«gm«nt Cod*
Not* Both God at K»y«d To T*it
FROM (i) (5l)(a)
FIG. 55 PACIFIC TROUGH PROVINCE / SECTION DIAGRAM
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River Valley which traverses the Coast Range to
the Pacific Ocean.
3. This border Is similar to #1, except that the
Oregon Coast Ranges do not provide as definite
a contrast.
4. This border portion presents, for the most part,
a fairly definite topographic contrast with the
Cas cade Range
.
5. This border portion Is a notable topographic
contrast. It occurs with the Sierra Neveda and
Cascade Mountains.
6. This border portion Is quite similar In many re-
spects with #1. This segment separates the Calif
omla Coast Ranges from the Valley Section.
7. This border Is the Lower Columbia River Valley,
which Is located In the Puget Sound Section.
Province 4
Figure 56 describes only a few major border features
of this Province. For the most part, the borders; as denoted
by Fenneman, are fairly 111 defined. Some general facts re-
garding the two border portions shown are:
1. This border segment is, In general, topographi-
cally definite as It contrasts with surrounding
mountainous uplands
.
2. The southern border of the Province is generally
very indefinite as It Is a translstlonal zone
,
Leg
( ) -Physiographic Unit Code
\ /-Border Segment Code
Note= Both Codes Keyed To Text
FROM (65) (73)
FIG.56 COLUMBIA PLATEAU PROVINCE / SECTION
DIAGRAM
with much of Its length being the drainage di-
vide between the Snake River and undralned basins
of the Basin and Range Province.
Province 5
Figure 57 illustrates the general location of the
Sections comprising the Basin and Range Province. No descrip-
tions of borders have been noted within the diagram.
Province 6
Figure 58 shows the various border portions used to
describe the Colorado Plateau Province. The border portions
are :
1. This border is generally controlled by massive
scarps overlooking the topographically lower
Basin and Range Province.
a. Called Mogollon Rim
b. Called Grand Wash Cliffs (Fault)
c. Called Hurricane Fault
d. Called Sevier Fault
2. This border Is a fairly definite topographic
contrast caused by the higher Wasatch Range
overlooking the area. This range ends in the
vicinity of Mt. Nebo.
3. This border is similar to jf2 and is overlooked
by the Uinta Mountains.
4. This border portion is fairly indefinite topo-
graphically and geologically. Topographically
Legend:
( ) -Physiographic Unit Code Keyed To Text
FROM (83)





\ /-Border Segment Code
Note- Both Codes Keyed To Text
FR0M(65)
FIG. 58 COLORADO PLATEAU PROVINCE /SECTION DIAGRAM
3^7
the area gradually merges Into the Wyoming Basin
Section.
5. This border portion Is, In general, topographi-
cally definite with the Southern Rocky Mountain
Province.
a. The Steeply dipping Dakota formation
forms hogback ridges as the border be-
_^
tween the Uinta Easln and the Rockies.
1. This segment Is overlooked by
the White River Plateau.
6. The boundary with the Rio Grande Depression of
the Mexican Highland Section Is marked by the
westernmost fault of the Rio Grande Depression
(very generalized especially on the southern
portion of the border)
.
7. An escarpment (Vermillion Cliffs) formed by the
Jurassic Wlndgate sandstone overlooks the Grand
Canyon Section and represents the boundary In
this area.
8. This portion is a great escarpment overlooking
the Canyon Land Section.
9. This border is arbitrarily limited by a 1000 to
2000 foot transverse valley in the vicinity of
the Old Denver and Bio Grande Railroad.
10. This border is the south facing escarpment (Book
and Roan Cliffs) developed by the dipping strata
which comprise the Tavaputs Plateau within the
358
Uinta Basin.
11. This border Is the southern edge of the Grande
Kesa,
12. This border, although geographically precise, Is
fairly geomorphlcally Indefinite. The major
distinguishing modal characteristics of the ad-
jacent Sections are based upon differences In
dissection. The border Is generally taken as
the San Juan and Colorado Rivers,
13. No Information obtained.
14. This border separates Carboniferous age forma-
tions from younger strata In the adjacent Sect-
Ions (Trlasslc In the Navajo Section and Jurassic
In the Canyon Lands Section) . It essentially
follows the Little Colorado River.
15. This border Is the eastern edge of Carbonifer-
ous surflclal rocks within the Grand Canyon
Section.
16. This border Is defined rather arbitrarily by the
Puerco River.
a. This border segment Is the northern
portion of the Zunl Uplift area occurr-
ing In the Datll Section.
Provinces 7-8-9
Figure 59 Illustrates the generalized location of the
Rocky Fountain Provinces and Sections within the United States.
Legend
( )- Physiographic Unit Code
Keyed To Text
FROM (83)
FIG. 59 ROCKY MOUNTAIN SYSTEM DIAGRAM
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Although no specific border Information Is presented; many
of the outer Province segments are described within the dis-
cussions of the adjacent Provinces.
Province 10
Figure 60 shows the various segments of the borders
contained within and adjacent to the Great Plains Province.
They are
:
1. See Central Lowland Province
2. See Ozark and Cuachlta Province
3. See Altantlc and Gulf Coastal Plain Province
4. The western portion of the Stockton (Edwards)
Plateau terminates against the mountains of the
Great Bend Highland Section.
5. This border separates the Pecos Valley Section
from the Sacramento Highland Section.
a. This portion is taken as the eastern
edge of the Guadalupe and 3acraT.ento
Mountains. They exhibit a fairly de-
finite topographic contrast.
b. This portion does not afford any gross
topographic boundary to distinguish the
two Sections and as a consequence is very
indefinite.
6. This border delineates the Rocky Mountain System
from the Great Plains areas,




FIG 60 GREAT PLAINS PROVINCE / SECTION DIAGRAM
Legend ( )-Physiogrophic Unit Code
\ '-Border Segmenl Codf-
Note Both Codes Keyed To Te«t
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presents a protlem as to whether the
border should be based on topography
or geology. Similar bedrock types, age,
and structure appear both In the Rocky
Mountains portion and Great Plains Sec-
tion. The border is, however, based
on topographic differences,
b. The typical and distinctive western
border of the Colorado Piedmont Section
is the hogback ridges produced by the
titled Dakota sandstone formation.
c. This border is generally, although not
always, fairly definite in that It pro-
vides a strong topographic contrast.
7. See Colorado Plateau Province.
8. This border is taken as the southern limit of
glacial deposits.
9. The border of this Section is taken as the outer
rim of Trlassic rocks (Spearfish formation) that
comprise the Red Valley portion of the Black Hills
This border is contiguous and surrounde-3 almost
in its entirety by the Dakota formation which
topographically overlooks the valley as a cuesta
scarp on the west and as a hogback ridge on the
east.
10. No apparent definite boundary has been established,
11. This border is taken as the Oil Mountain Anticline
i63
which connects the elbow of the Bighorn Range with
the end of the Laramie Range. This anticline
causes older Paleozoic rocks to outcrop in the
form of raonoclinal ridges for most of the border
length.
12. No sharp line separates the adjacent Sections.
13. This border is the Canadian Escarpment (southern
edge of Cretaceous rocks in the Raton Upland
Section)
.
14. This border Is a ragged escarpment, more than
1000 feet high, rising to the Stockton (Edwards)
Plateau. The escarpment overlooks the Toyah
Basin in Texas.
15. This border is an escarpment marking the edge
of where the horizontal limestone strata of the
Edwards Plateau overlook the weaker, eroded,
rocks of the Central Texas Section.
16. In the author's viewpoint, the description of
this border from available references , appears
to be quite vague and difficult to ascertain
from topographic, geologic or soils maps. Fenne-
man describes it as an Infaclng (to Csage Plains
Section) limestone excarpment. However, this
east-west border buts across the northeast-
southwest grain of Cretaceous, Permian and Penn-
sylvanlan outcrops found continuous in both Sect-
ions across the border line.
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17. This Is a very arbitrary border and much diff-
erence of opinion exists as to which of the
several cuesta scarps best serve as the boundary
of the Section. Fenneman utilizes the east side
of the Smoky and Red Hill areas.
18. This border portion, mainly in Nebraska, Is
very indefinite as the erosion and dissection
common to the Plains Border is veneered with
loessial deposits somewhat obscurring the edge
of the east facing escarpments of the Plains
Border Section.
19. This border is primarily concerned with various
modifications to the Tertiary alluvial mantle
diagnostic to the High Plains Section.
a. This portion is the north facing Pine
Ridge Escarpment capped by Tertiary
(Arlkaree formation) outwash. The es-
carpment locally attains heights of
1000 feet.
b. This boundary is generally taken as the
outer (approximate) limits of the Terti-
ary alluvium (outwash) still existent
in this area.
c. This portion is capped by the resistant
Ogallala formation that forms the Kescal-
ero (Caprock) Escarpment.
d. The Tertiary alluvium in this portion
Is thin and discontinuous .offering no
significant topographic difference.
e. This portion is similar in description
to i^l9c. The escarpment is termed the
"Break of the Plains" or Caprock.
f. This portion is a continuance of the
Break of the Plains Escarpment noted in
Tj'lSe. However, because of climatic diff-
erences as one proceeds northward , the
escarpment loses its topographic promln-
ance. Consequently, approximately north
of Texas and in Kansas, this torder is
not very definite.
Province 11
As noted in Figure 6l there are 19 boundary portions
utilized to describe the border system of the Central Lowland
Province. They are:
1. See Laurentian Upland Province.
2. See Appalachian Plateau Province.
3. See New England Maritime Province.
4. This border is taken as the west side of Lake
Charaplaln.
5. This border, for purposes of describing physio-
graphy within the United States only, is a exten-
sion of Canadian Shield rocks that, in essence,












Uplands Section of the Laurentlan Upland Province.
The border Is actually an area occurring at Thous-
and islands,
6. The border Is a relatively low moraine separat-
ing the Hudson and Champlaln Valleys.
7. This border is a small east facing escarpment
passing northward near Schnectady, New York.
8. The border does not follow any one sedimentary
outcrop, however, it does follow a fairly de-
finite west foot of the high cuesta that slopes
away from the Adlrondacks (le...Tug Hill Cuesta).
9. This border is taken, as suggested by Thornbury,
to essentially follow the Cary-Tazewell drift
contact.
10. This border is marked by a fairly well defined
topographic contrast by the edge of a late Wis-
consin terminal moraine. Small areas of outwash
are included within the Driftless Section.
11. This border is the western edge of surflclal
Kansan drift. This strip of Kansan drift conse-
quently lies within the Driftless Section.
12. This border is taken as the edge of Illlnolan
drift. However, the topographic contrast is not
great between the glaciated and non-glaciated
sections as the drift is fairly thin and consid-
erably eroded.
13. This border is taken as the Ohio River between
368
Louisville, Kentucky and Cincinnati, Chlo.
South of this area, minor known glacial de-
posits of Kansan drift have been recorded, tut
for general analysis this area has been Included
within the Interior Low Plateau Province. Note
that this is a major exception to the border.
1^. This border is the southern limits of Illinolan
drift.
15. This border is the western edge of Illinois
drift. For practical purposes, the drift approx-
imates the western boundary of the state of Ill-
inois (Kisslsslppi River)
.
16. This border is taken as the Kissouri River within
the state of Missouri. The exact border actu-
ally should be defined by the farthest southern
extant of Aeolian deposits within the Dissected
loessial and Till Plains Section. For most of its
length, the Loessial boundary is slightly to the
south of the Missouri Biver.
17. This border is the southern and western limits
of Kansan drift that appears as surflclal de-
posits in the northeast portion of the State of
Kansas
.
18. This border is the east facing J^issouri Escarp-
inent
.
a. Within Nebraska, this escarpment Is, in
general, completely lacking. As a result,
369
In North Dakota, the escarpment Is very
promlnant and attains a height of 300 to
ilOO feet.
19. This torder is placed at the Gary drift boundary
of the Des Koines - Dakota ice lobes.
;-' Province 12
Figure 62 illustrates the border portions that are
used to describe the boundaries of the Laurentian Upland Pro-
vince. They are:
1. This border is quite apparent from a topograp-
hic, geologic age, and bedrock type difference.
In essence, the Adirondacks can be noted by the
outer extent of old Igneous and Metaraorphlo rocks
which contrast with Sedimentary i^ocks present in
the adjacent lowlands.
2. This border agrees quite well with dividing
the Pre Cambrian rocks of the Superior Upland
from the Sedimentary rocks of the Central Low-
land Province. In the Upper peninsula of
Michigan, topographic conti'ast of the Superior
Upland Section (relief and altitude) is quite
different from the adjacent area.
3. This border is quite Indefinite in that Cam-
brian rocks common to the Driftless Section are
placed within the Superior Upland Section be-




4. This border is very arbitrary. It Is taken as a
line drawn northward from a location near St.
Paul, Minnesota along the 93rd meridian.
Province 13
As shown on i'lgure 63, 10 segments are utilized to
describe the borders of the Czark and Ouachita Province. They
are :
1. See Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain Province.
2. See Interior Low Plateau Province.
3. See Central and Eastern Lowland Province.
4. This border has very little topographic contrast.
The boundary Is best located by geologic aje
difference between Klssisslpplan age rocks of the
Springfield Plateau and the Pennsylvanlan (Chero-
kee) clay and shale of the Csage Plains Section.
5. This border is recognizable by contrast between
the east-west trending ridges of 13c2 and 13c3
with the north-south trending cuestas of the
Csage Plains Section. There is no outstanding
conti'ast nor difference in rock type and age be-
tween the two adjacent areas. Both areas are pre-
dominantly Pennsylvanlan sandstone and shales.
6. This border is highly Indefinite due to the part-
ial exhumation of the Paleozoic Sedimentary rocks
that are also found in the Sprlngf ield-Salem
Plateau Section. It appears that an attempt is
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made to enclose the outer limits of the FreCam-
trlan Igneous rocks that have been exhumed. As
a consequence, Paleozoic Sedimentary rocks that
appear between the Igneous outcrops may form a
contiguous border with the Paleozoic rocks com-
mon to the Salem Plateau.
7. This border appears to have considerable differ-
ence In location particularly for that portion
In Missouri close to the Missouri River. The
border Itself Is the Eureka Springs Escarpment,
which is the retreating edge of the Kississlppian
strata found characteristically In the Spring-
field Plateau. The escarpment Is quite promlnant
in southwest Missouri but decreases gradually as
one goes north until Its dlssappearance as a pro-
nounced topographic expression occurs near the
Osage River Valley.
8. The boundary Is the Boston Mountain Escarpment.
Geologic age as well as difference In llthology
can also be used to determine this border.
9. This border, as described by Fenneman , occurs
where the "mountainous upland of the Boston
Mountains merges with the hills of the Arkansas
Valley Section. At places the topographic break
is abrupt, mainly where the boundary Is against
a local southdipplng monocline, but at places the
break In topography follows a fault"
.
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10. The western portion of this "border Is the Chocktaw
Fault that separates north dipping beds of the
Arkansas Valley with the south dipping beds with-
in the Ouachita Mountain area. In Arkansas, the
border Is described as following parts of the
Petit Jean Creek, Dutch Creek and Poteau River.
Province 14
Figure 64 shows the border portions utilized to des-
cribe the Interior Low Plateaus Province. In general, the
borders can be fairly definitely located by either marked top-
ographic features or by differences in geology except for the
northern and westeim boundaries. All the remaining borders
are noted by escarpments which are directly due to the struct-
ure of the bedrock with the area and surrounding Provinces.
The border portions are as follows
:
1. See Appalachian Plateau Province.
2. See Central and Eastern Lowland Province.
3. See Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain Province,
4. This border is an in facing escarpment (towards
the Nashville Basin) known as the Highland Him
Escarpment. It essentially separates the Crdo-
vician (minor Silurian - Devonian) limestone area
of the basin from the younger (Mississlppian)
Fort Payne Chert of the Highland Rim. The escarp-
ment is several hundred feet high.
5. This border is determined by an escarpment over-
looking the Highland Rim Section. In Iniiana it
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is called the Chester Escarpment while in Kentucky
It is called the Dripping Springs Escarpment.
6. Topographic contrast of this border Is quite inde-
finite for, surflclally, the area Is veneered ty
unconsolidated aeollan and alluvial materials
that gradually merge with adjacent Sections. In
general, the border follows the western limit of
Mlsslsslpplan rocks within the Shawnee Section and
differs from the adjacent Pennsylvanian rocks un-
derlying the extreme southern tip of Illinois.
7. This escarpment is similar in geologic respects
to border #4 in that it occurs on Mlsslsslpplan
rocks and overlooks the Eluegrass Section. In
Kentucky the escarpment is called Kuldraugh's
Hills; while, in Indiana, it is termed the Knob-
stone Escarpment. In Southern Indiana this es-
carpment proceeds northward under the glacial
drift where it is still topographically conspicu-
ous for some distance.
Province 15
The border portions utilized to describe the Appala-
chian Plateau Province are shown on Figure 65. In general,
the borders that describe the outer margin of the Province are
very distinct from a topographic viewpoint, while all other in-
terior portions become quite indefinite and in some cases arbit-
rary. The border portions are:
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1. The outer margin of the Plateau Province Is set
off by marked outfacing scarps or dissected mount-
ain fronts. The scarps In the east are generally
higher and more clearly defined than the lower
and more Jagged scarps on the west.
a. This scarp Is called the Helderberg Es-
carpment.
b. This scarp Is called the Catsklll Escarp-
ment,
c. This border portion is contiguous with
the Pocono Plateau.
d. This scarp Is called the Allegheny Front.
e. In central West Virginia, the mountains
of the Plateaus have the same altitude
as those within the Ridge and Valley
Province. However, the dendritic pattern
within the Plateau Province contrasts
with the linear rldge-valley pattern of
the Ridge and Valley Province.
f. This border portion Is called the Cum-
berland Front.
g. This border offers no marked topographic
contrast with the Coastal Plain Province,
Hills of the Plateau are often capped by
remnants of the coastal plain sediments
and merge. (Also see geologic border
discussion for Province 20).
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h. Within Alabama the scarp portion is gen-
erally lacking. A generalized border
separates the Fennsylvanlan rocks of the
Plateau from the Wlssissipplan rocks in
the Interior Low Plateau,
i. This border portion gives a fairly good
topographic contrast due to the scarp
which appears in southern Tennessee. The
scarp approaches some 1000 feet in height,
Geologic differences are similar to bord-
er #lh.
j. The border is noted by the west facing
scarp of Kississippian rocks within the
Appalachian Plateau.
k. From Columbus, Chio (slightly east) to
Cleveland, Ohio; the west facing escarp-
ment is lost but the contact of the till
plain topography with the hilly terrain
of the Plateau is recognizable.
1. From Cleveland, Ohio to an area south of
Buffalo, New York; the scarp appears but
does not follow any geologic boundary,
m. From Buffalo, New York to near Utica, New
York, the scarp is at the edge of the
Portage sandstone and Tully, Cnandago
,
and Helderberg limestones.
2. This border is taken as the southern most limit
360
of Wisconsin glaciatlon. (note: older drift ex-
tends beyond this limit but is not topographically
prominant)
.
a. This border portion encloses an area not
shovm in Fenneman's diagrams. However,
recent information indicates the presence
of Wisconsin drift in this area.
3. This border is very arbitrary as it attemps to
separate degrees of dissection between the adja-
cent Kanawha and Cumberland Plateau Sections.
4. In general the Allegheny Mountain Section stands
topographically higher and is dissected greater
than the surrounding Kanawha Section. In West
Virginia the altitude of both Sections is about
the same and is very difficult to denote.
3. This border may be thought of as arbitrary due
to the fades change in resistant stratum that
protects and characterizes the Catskill Plateau
Section. These stratum generally loose their re-
sistance and character to the west and south and
thus gradually merge with the New York Section.
Province 16
As noted in Figure 66 the bor-ier portions that des-
cribe the Ridge and Valley Province are as follows :




2. See Trlasslc Lowland Province.
3. This border is generally rather apparent from a
topographic viewpoint. The mountainous upland
terrain of the Blue Ridge and Reading Prong con-
trasts with the series of bordering lowland valleys
developed on limestone within the Ridge and Valley.
^. This border has as a mutual Province the Piedmont
Section of the Cld Appalachians. The topographic
difference between the two areas is not as pro-
nounced as the border of ^3. Difference in rock
type exists between the areas.
5. See Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain Province.
6. The border is the prorainant topographic escarp-
ment of the Appalachian Plateau Province (Allegh-
any Front). Within central West Virginia, ridges
of the Ridge and Valley Province are at approxi-
mately the same elevation of the plateau areas of
the Appalachian Province.
7. This border is arbitrarily taken as the drainage
divide between the New and Tennessee Rivers.
Province 1?
Figure 6? contains the legend of the border areas des-
;rlbed below for the Cld Appalachian Province. They are:
1. See Ridge and Valley Province.
2. See Trlasslc Lowland Province.
3. See Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain Province.
383
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4. This border Is generally based upon topographic
differences of elevation and relief between the
two Sections. The border Is termed the Blue
Ridge Escarpment and Is quite variable In Its
clarity toward creating a definite border. In
many cases, particularly In the southern portion
of the boundary, the high relief of the Blue Ridge
Is gradatlonal to the Piedmont. As a consequence,
numerous Blue Ridge outliers are found In the Pied-
mont Section making border placement quite diffi-
cult and Indefinite.
Province 18
As noted In Figure 68, there are 4 boundary portions
utilized to describe the border system of the Trlasslc Lowland.
They are
:
1. This border Is distinguished by geologic age
difference between the Trlasslc rocks and the
older (Pre-Camblran to Early Paleozoic) crystal-
line rocks. Topographically, the Trlasslc areas
are lower than the crystalline areas which gener-
ally form the uplands,
2. The border Is taken as the Crdovlcian limestone
areas. Topographically they are also lower than
the crystalline uplands.
3. This boundary Is distinguished by geologic age
difference between the Trlasslc rocks and the
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Cretaceous coastal sediments. Topographic con-
trast In much of the area Is lacking.
k. This border Is similar to border #3 In that the
Trlasslc "Lowland" area becomes an upland area
when contrasted to the topographically lower
Great Valley system of the Ridge and Valley Pro-
vince. The border can be distinguished by the
geologic age difference between the Crdovlclan
limestone valley and the Trlasslc sediments.
Province 19
As shown In Figure 69, eleven (11) border portions have
been utilized to describe the borders of the New England Mari-
time Province. They are:
1. This border can only be generally defined and
therefore It Is quite Indefinite. It attemps to
separate areas within which mountainous terrain
is sufficiently abundant to dominate the land-
scape in a general view. However, plateau sur-
faces, diagnostic of the New England Upland Sec-
tion Invades the margin of the area and is else-
where surrounded by monadnocks. The border has
been arbitrarily defined as the I50O foot contour
by Fenneman.
2. This border tends to separate the lower, smoother
topography of the Seaboard Lowland Section from
the higher, less smoother topography of the New
England Upland Section. Fenneman defined this
387
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change (le... border) In topography occurring be-
tween the 400 and 500 foot contour Intervals.
Differences In geologic rock types or ages cannot
be utilized to obtain the boundary and; conse-
quently, this border Is similar In nature to bord-
er fyl.
3. See Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain Province.
4. See Trlasslc Lowland Province.
5. This border Is fairly definite from both a top-
ographic and geologic standpoint. The lowland
area developed on relatively weak Trlasslc rocks
contrasts with the older schists and granites of
the uplands to either side (east-west).
6. This border Is fairly definite from both a top-
ographic and geologic standpoint. The crystalline
PreCambrlan rocks of the Reading Prong topographi-
cally overlook the Paleozoic Sedimentary rocks of
the Hudson Lowland Section. (note: the northern
portion of this border ends approximately 20
miles north of where the Hudson River enters the
Highlands (Reading Prong) near Poughkeepsle , New
York) .
7. This border Is based primarily on differences In
rock type attributed to the change of degree in
metaraorphlsra. The schists of the Taconics stand
above and In a fairly definite linear trend com-
pared to the slates of the Hudson Lowland.
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8. The southern half of this border portion Is quite
definite from a topographic viewpoint as It appears
as a nearly straight wall up to 500 feet high.
The northern portion becomes quite Indistinct and
a unique line separating adjacent Sections is
difficult to draw.
9. This border portion is quite ill defined within
the literature available. It appears to be quite
difficult to determine particularly in the north-
ern portion as a gradual topographic merger be-
tween Sections occurs.
10. This border is separated by a series of valleys
developed on carbonate rocks that are physlo-
graphlcally treated within the Taconlc Section.
11. This border portion is not well defined due to
the gradual change from the plateau-like topo-
graphy of the New England Upland to the mountain-
ous topography of the Green Mountain Section. The
northern portion of the border is perhaps slightly
more noticeable than the southern portion as a
terracing effect occurs in the North (due east of
the Green Mountains).
Province 20
As shown in Figure 70, there are 8 boundary portions
to describe the various borders of the Atlantic and Gulf Coast-
al Plain. They are:














to Waco, Texas. The boundary Is easily described
as Cretaceous and younger sediments bordering
the older consolidated materials of the uplands,
a. Long Island and Cape Cod have both been
glaciated. As a result, the border must
be based on the northern limit of cre-
taceous rocks that underlie Pleistocene
glacial sediments.
b. In this area, topography Is not signifi-
cantly different where the coastal sedi-
ments border soft Trlaselc age sediment-
ary rocks.
2. This border Is generally the contact between low-
er and Upper Cretaceous rocks. Lower Cretaceous
rocks have been assigned to the Central Texas Yiln-
eral Section of the Great Plains Province due to
the fact that the dissected topography upon the
Lower Cretaceous rocks Is more In common with the
Section of the Great Plains rather than the Coast-
al Plains Province,
3. This border occurs approximately from Austin,
Texas to the Mexico border. The border is fairly
definite, being recognized by the Balcones Escarp-
ment which divides Lower and Upper Cretaceous rocks
4. The border is very indefinite as it Is primarily
based upon topographic differences of the coast
line (le. . .separates embayed areas of Section 20a
from sea islands characteristic of Section 20b)
.
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5. This border Is similar to §h as It Is of the in-
definite type. Topographic changes occur a
little west of the Georgia - South Carolina border,
6. The border Is similar to ^k and ^5 in that each
Section (20b, 20c and 20d) each have major differ-
ing modal characteristics. However, the location
of the border dividing these characteristics is
very Indefinite.
7. This boundary Is based on the limits of surflclal
aeolian deposits. The eastern boundary, In many
cases, Is of a gradational variety.
8. This boundary Is based upon the border that sep-
arates the Mississippi alluvial deposits from the
coastal sediments. The boundary can be easily
located from either geologic, pedologlc or soil
origin maps of the area.
APPENDIX C
STATE AGGREGATE PRODUCTICN DATA
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Table 41
Suiiimar)' of Aggrngatc Production Rankings liy State
Rank i ng
'
No. Populat ion Area






Alabama (1) S, 267, 000 52,000 41 44 2 3 25 57-59
Arizona •(2) 1,302,000 114,000 14 25 39 43 8
Arkansas (3) 1 ,786,000 53,000 26 23-24 24 13 51
California C4J 15,717,000 159,000 1 40 16 38 17
Colorado (5) 1,754,000 104,000 12 26-27 34-36 37 12
Connecticut (6) 2,535,000 5,000 32 5 27 2 28
Delaware (7) 446,000 2,000 48 3 44-48 44-48 1-5
Florida (8) 4,952,000 59,000 38 46 3 10 45-46
Georgia (9) 3,943,000 59,000 45 47 18-19 23 48
Idaho (10) 667 ,000 84,000 13 15 34-36 29 16
111 inois (11) 10,081,000 56,000 6 35 1 15 56
Indiana (12) 4,662,000 36,000 10 19 14 11 52
Iowa (13) 2,757,000 56,000 21-22 29 5 5 40-42
Kansas (14) 2,179 ,000 82,000 25 33 18-19 19 54
Kentucky (15) 3,038,000 40,000 40 36 12 7 45-46
Louisiana (16) 3,257,000 49,000 23 30 26 26 25-24
Maine (17) 969,000 33,000 24 10 42 41 7
Maryland (18) 3,101,000 11,000 18 9 25 4 25-26
Massachusetts (19) 5,149,000 8,000 11 6 28 8 20
Michigan (20) 7,823,000 58 ,000 2 26-27 21 31-32 19
Minnesota (21) 3,414,000 84,000 5 23-24 30 3 4 15
Mississippi (22) 2,178,000 48,000 37 52 44-48 44-48 1-5
Missouri (23) 4,320,000 70,000 27 43 7 16 45 44
Montana (24) 675,000 147,000 17 17 37 3b 11
Nebraska (25) 1,411,000 77,000 19 20 33 31-32 18
Nevada (26) 285,000 111,000 20 8 40 39 9
New Hampshire (27) 607,000 9,000 34-35 2 44-48 44-48 1 5
New Jersey (28) 6,667,000 8,000 15 11 20 3 29 30
New Mexico (29) 951,000 122,000 34-35 31 32 30 21 22
New York (30) 16,782,000 50,000 3 39 6 27 29 30
North Carolina (31) 4,556,000 53,000 28 41 10 14 40 42
North Dakota (32) 632,000 71,000 30 13 44-48 44-48 1 5
Ohio (33) 9,706,000 41,000 4 4 8 1 7
Oklahoma (34) 2,328,000 70,000 39 42 17 12 43 44
Oregon (35) 1,769,000 97,000 13 28 11 9 5
Pennsylvania (36) 11,319,000 45,000 16 45 4 2 2 40 42
Rhode Island (37) 859,000 1,000 47 1 43 40 6
South Carolina (38) 2,383,000 31,000 44 34 29 20 5 5
South Dakota (39) 680,000 77,000 20-21 12 34-36 28 14
Tennessee (40) 3,567,000 42,000 36 38 9 6 47
Texas (41) 9,596.000 267,000 19 48 2 53 57-39
Utah (42) 891,000 85,000 31 22 41 42 10
Vermont (43) 390,000 10,000 46 7 44-48 44-48 1-5
Virginia (44) 4,967,000 41,000 29 37 15 17 57-39
Washington (45) 2,853,000 68,000 8 16 22 24 21-22
West Virginia (46) 1,860,000 24,000 43 21 31 21 25-24
Wisconsin (47) 3,952,000 56,000 7 18 13 18 25-26
Wyoming (48) 330,000 98,000 42 14 38 55 1 5
1. Ranking Number 1 is largest production factor; #48 is lowest production ranking.
2. Information concerning sand gravel obtained from reference (175) for 1964.
3. Information concerning crushed stone obtained from reference ( 169 ) for 1958.
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Table 42
Summary of State Aggregate Product ion Factors
By Increasing flagnitude
Sand Gravel Data Crushed Stone Data
Tonnage Dens itx Tonnage Density
-10') f
Tons
.--) (Tons «10=^) f Tons -.10-) fSG Toi|CS Toiinagel(Tons 1 Pop.- Are |Pop.-Arei inagel
1.2 (7) 11.3 (41) (7) (7) 0.5 (9)
1.6 (37) 17.2 (9) (22) (22) 0.6 (40)
1 .8 (43) 24.0 (8) (27) (27) 0.7 (8)
4. 2 (9) 31.3 (36) (32) (32) 0.7 (15)
4.6 (38) 34.2 (IJ (43) (43) 0.8 (23)
5.5 (46) 36.4 (23) .002 (37) 0.7 (2) 0.8 (34)
5.6 (48) 42.7 (34) .04 (17) 1.1 (42) 0.9 (13)
5.8 (1) 45.4 (31) .08 (42) 1.3 (17) 0.9 (31)
6.6 (15) 45.7 (4) .09 (26) 2.0 (37) 0.9 (36)
6.8 (34) 46.5 (30) 0.1 (2) 2.8 (26) 1.2 (1)
7.4 fS) 53.2 (40) 0.3 (48) 3.7 (4) 1.2 (41)
7.8 (22) 53.9 (44) 0.6 (24) 4.4 (5) 1.2 (44)
8.n (40) 57 .0 (15) 0.8 (5) 6.0 (24) 1.3 (11)
8.8 (27) 62.0 (11) 0.8 (10) 7.8 (48) 1.5 (35)
8.8 (29) 67.5 (38) 0.8 (34) 8.7 (21) 1.6 (14)
9.6 (10) 73.0 (14) 1.5 (25) 9.3 (41) 1.7 (38)
10. 1 (6) 76.2 (22) 1 .6 (29) 13.7 (20) 2.4 (12)
10.2 (42) 77.5 (29) 1.7 (46) 13.7 (25) 2.5 (3)
10.5 (32) 88.0 (16) 2.5 (21) 13.8 (29) 2.6 (28)
10.6 (44) 91.0 (13) 2.9 (38) 14.2 (10) 2.6 (30)
11.2 (31) 105 (35) 3.3 (19) 15.3 (39) 2.8 (5)
11.4 (23) 115 (5) 3.6 (6) 18.3 (30) 2.9 (33)
11.7 (3) 115 (20) 4.0 (16) 25.1 (16) 3.4 (47)
13.0 (14) 121 (2) 4.4 (18) 28.0 (1) 3.4 (18)
13.5 (17) 126 (3) 4.8 (3) 29.5 (45) 3.5 (16)
13.6 (16) 126 (21) 4.9 (1) 34.0 (9) 3.5 (46)
13.8 (39) 131 (42) 5.7 (45) 36.2 (36) 5.6 (29)
13.8 (13) 133 (46) 6.2 (20) 37.8 (46) 5.6 (45)
14.1 (26) 137 (25) 7.0 (28) 39.2 (38) 6.4 (19)
14.6 (25) 143 (12) 7.9 (9) 44.0 (14) 8.4 (20)
15.1 (18) 154 (47) 7.9 (14) 45.2 (47) 10.0 (25)
16.0 (24) 160 (24) 8.7 (34) 45.6 (44) 12.3 (4)
16.2 (36) 165 (45) 9.2 (4) 46.0 (23) 12.5 (10)
17.7 (28) 178 (10) 9.3 (44) 46.5 (11) 14.4 (21)
18.1 (2) 187 (48) 9.9 (12) 48.8 (31) 17.5 (39)
18.3 (35) 244 (32) 10.0 (47) 50.5 (3) 24.0 (48)
20.7 (5) 269 (39) 10.4 (15) 53.3 (34) 26.3 (5)
21.3 (19) 368 (28) 11.7 (35) 59.2 (12) 26.7 (24)
24.4 (12) 437 (17) 11.8 (31) 67.7 (8) 125 (42)
29.2 (41) 441 (18) 13.2 (40) 68.5 (35) 167 (26)
31.9 (45) 468 (26) 13.3 (33) 80.5 (19) 180 (2)
34.3 (47) 500 (43) 13.9 (23) 85.0 (15) 350 (17)
34.8 (11) 512 (19) 15.3 (30) 88. (40) 1000 (37)
35.8 (21) 555 (6) 15.6 (13) 101 (13) - (7)
37.7 (33) 950 (33) 18.5 (36) 129 (18) « (22)
39.3 (30) 1000 (7) 19.8 (8) 143 (28) " (27)
51.9 (20) 1800 (27) 23.8 (41) 200 (6) . (32)
112.9 (4) 2000 (37) 26.3 (11) 333 (33) » (43)
1
.
Number in parenthesis refers to state description number in Table 41
2. Information concerning sand gravel obtained from reference ( 175 ) for 1964
3. Information concerning crushed stone obtained from reference ( 189 ) for 1958
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